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irja^h«
of € d d ii RattcHini,
• B*V brotniBi'-Who was ttab b ^ to death
at Bridgewater* State Prison, Massachu
setts, November 6 ,1 9 7 3 ;
People laugh when we tell t h m ^ e t
Massachusetts has a law prohibiting
rta
abominable and detestable crime against
nature'/.providing a punishment of up to
15 years in jail. When Eddie was killed, he
was serving his sixth year of such' a sen
tence. >te had hopes to be released on
parole last February, b u t' the parole
board turned him down.
I first met Eddie about a year and a
half ago, when he was in the Protec
tive Custody unit at Walpole state prison.
(This is where a prisoner is kept when he
can c o n v ii^ the. authorities that his life
is in danger.) E ddie had responded to an
ad placed in a Boston weekly by the
Rhode Island Gay Alliance requesting con:
tact with gay prisoners. My Rhode Island
friends tried to visit Eddie, but they were
denied access ostensibly because their re
lationship with Eddie did not pre-date
his sentencing. I, however, got in with
press credentials; I visited Eddie about six
o r eight times, and we exchanged dozens
of letters.
My first impression of Eddie - and it
never left me — was that he was incredibly
gaunt, skinny and intense. He opined up
to me easily, hopefully, as he told his
story.
A native of Cambridge, product of a
poor white working, class family, Eddie
became a street hustler. He sold his
body to men in New Y o rk , Washington,
and other cities, but Boston's" Combat
Zone was home.
In 1967, when Eddie was busted, he
was 24, not too young for a street
hustler. Eddie knew a lot of the younger
hustlers, and he befriended them fre
quently, introducing them to johns. One
of these young men was Russell Smifh,
age 16, who had been on the street
for a year. One day he and Eddie bor
rowed the apartment of an acquaintance
in order to rest. They stripped, took a
nap, and the acquaintance took their
clothes to a laundromat. Shortly there
after, the cops came and broke down the
door. Eddie was charged with sodomy
and contributing to the .delinquency of
a minor.
— "
' *
The acquaintance disappeared and Ed 
die never could determine how or why
the cops showed up. He surmised thaf
there may have been jealousy involved.
Throughout the trial,.the prosecution
won juror sympathy by referring to'
Smith as a "child" (this being the correct
legal terminology for a minor), and accused Eddie of introducing Smith to
'every pervert on Washington Street."
Sodomy was the heavy charge, and this,
Eddie says, was a total frame-up, in
volving a police officer who lied while
Smith was coerced to lie. Hustlers - who
usually prefer to think of themselves as
"doing it only for the money" — rarely
make it with each other. Eddie says he
was doing so much speed (amphetamine)
at the time that he couldn't have made it
with Smith if he had wanted to. Yet
Smith provided corroborative testimony
that Eddie fucked h im jn the ass (with
his consent). Eddie was certain that Rus
sell lied because he was told to lie under
threat of being sent to a juvenile home.
Judge James C. Roy, notoriously harsh,
showed only contempt for Eddie through
out the trial, and the sentence he handed
down was 5 to 15 years. Perhaps the sen
tence was so harsh, Eddie wondered,
because of the fact that he had been
bailed out of jail by Bill Baird, the'birth
control advocate. Baird vyTas in a Bostoq
jail the same' time that Eddie vVas there;
"he showed birth control foam to under
graduates at Boston ^University and was’
prosecuted under a now-defunct Massa
chusetts law. Realizing that they were
both victims of a sexually repressed so
ciety, Rastellini sought Baird's aid, and
Baird responded favorably. Thp New Eng
land blue-nose$ were furious at Baird for
his birth control crusade, and so Baird's
and Eddie's good Intentions did Eddie
more harm than good.
When EM ie got to jail, his felTow in
mates did not know the details, but they
knew.,it was a sex crime. One of the .
early rumors — perhaps spread by guards ^
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in Eddie's view — was that Eddie had
tutional aspectsf'sb he concentrated on
fucked his own five year old son. Eddie— helping Eddiergef-parole. One reason they
became labeled not only as a faggot but
denied parole, ironically, was that Eddie
as a child molester; he never recovered
didn't have any friends in jail. *
from this traditional anti-homosexual slan
Marked, as a faggot and a "diddler"
der. Iri fact, after I read about Eddie's
(child molester), Eddie experienced con
tinual razzing and hostility^n jail, much
death in the papers, I called John McLean,
of it violent, and Eddiewas not very good
the public relations man for the Massa
at defending himself. He sought Protec
chusetts Department Df Corrections^ He
tive Custody, arxl so he ended up in'the
told me, a sjjd -b a d no fight feeling sorry
wing of the jail where stool pigeons are
about Eddie's death, "He committed for
kept-.-This assured him of having very few
cible rape on—a 14-year- old boy, yotr
friends, if any, as Eddie distinctly dis
know." That's what the authorities at
Bridgewater told McLean about Eddie.
liked t h e ‘ stool pigeons and inmates who
It was another version, of the same lie.
had,special privileges. It was no wonder
Early on, Eddie was sent to Bridgethat Eddie had no friends in jail; but I
water. state hospital (for the criminally
imagine it was too much for the parole
board to find out why.
^
insane). According to Massachusetts law,
all sex offenders must be examined there " ’Eddie was very turned on by his .con
to determine if they are "sexually .dan
tact with the gay liberation movement;/
gerous." A three-man panel of psychia
He devoured the gay publications we
trists voted Eddie as not dangerous, 2-1,
sent him (these included Gay Sunshiny
and off he went to Walpole, maximum
— though they did not always get through
security pén. The fact that one psychia
to him. He became so erlthusiastic about
trist felt he was dangerous, however,
the gay movement, in fact, that we bewould be .used against him later in -came concerned lest he overestimate our
parole board hearings.
strength and our ability'to help him. We
After my first visit with Eddie, I at told him not to get too hyped up;
tempted in - vain to in té rê t a^"move
He wrote back: "The access to gay
m e n t " lA
w v e r in
in his
h ie case. Despite «Un
ment"
lawyer
the
literature has not in the least 'hyped' me
fact that Eddie was in a combative spirit,
up. I must admit that having an outlet, a
hoping to fight for his freedom by rais way to reach people has hyF>ed me up a
ing the Constitutional issues involved in
little bit, but it's my hatred for these in
his case, no lawyer associated with the
sane, unhumane, unrealistic laws that are
left movement in the Boston area showed
killing people in various ways that has
the slightest interest. •
got me hyped up...Even my own situaA good lawyer with time to devote to
than makes it obvious that I am mote
the case could have ’found many pro htan aware of the realities of the Man and
cedural questions to deal with, com-/ of the Pigs. I intend to proceed, one way
pletely aside from- the Constitutional
or another. I've got nothing, nothing at
questions. The' entire transcript is per all .to lose, except'perhaps my life, but
meated with anti-gay feelings on the part
what is life vvhen you are so unhappy."
of .judge and prosecutor, including apol
Eddie quickly picked up in the gayogies to the jury for having tO listen to
feminist analysis he read -in gay papers,
the testimony; if was hardly a fair trial by
and he began applyrng it to the people
a jury of Eddie's peers.
arxl situations he knew:
'
Finally; Richard Rubinoi, the only Bos
'/I do not^thi'hk that you are fq llyton attorney who has m nsistently spoken
aware of \^hat I have ob^rved in my 29.
for and worked in defense of the gay comyears, nor what I have ^ p e rie n ce d , A
rmjnity, agreed to represent Eddie. Rufifteen-year old gay boy I knew (Ironically
bino, however, felt he could not devote
r met him in the Punchbowl, and he
enough time to undertake the Conitithought I was a vice cop), who was

stnfng out on herqia, «<Bs.^ijtaHy mur. dered, hit body being crushed, plus„ he
was deliberately given 1(X)% pure heroin
in deliberately killing dose. My Own
Boy, who is trying to be what he if not,
and not accepting himself for the man he
is, it“ strung out on herolh; downstairs
below me is a kid I knew on the Street
who was and is Gay, was strung' out on
dope, and him arxl two other hustlers
went out and raped a woman in. front of
Jier husband. A t Cortcord prison, two
other very young ga.y^bqys are serving^
16-20 for stabbing a guy while under the
influence. .Arxither somewhat retarded
kind I kneyv on the strMt is doing .two
Hfe-sentences, murder under .the influence.
The kid downstairs is doing 35-45 years;
plus, to prove his manhood., he stabbed
a Correctional Officer here. My brother,
my friend, this is but a small iota of
things“ I have w itness^ and know about.'
A 13-year old boy, who was obviously
effeminate and ^ay._vyas put into the
worst Juvenile Institution in this lousy
motherfucking Commonwealth, [Mass.]
and was so abused by guards and inmates^
he hangra himself ."
Just as prison movement radicals were'
turned off to Eddie for choosing Protec
tive Custody, so Eddie .was turned off to
the radicals for their loyalty to power and
machismo. " 'Straight' cons in this prison
are v^ry uptight when it cbm « to their
masculinity," he once wrote to me, and
he expressed concern that prison radicals,
accepted the idea of a hierarchy; with
gays at the bottom of the ladder.
"In a very real way, Allen, I am a
radical, but*/ never thought my fight was
with the prisoners who degraded and as
saulted Gay inmates," he wrote. Once I
proposed to Eddie that we do some
thing about his case for the "Lock-up"
program on WBCN-FM, a popular prison,
program produced by Boston radicals.
Eddie was less than enthusiastic: "I find
the program less than credible. I made this
finding on the basis of experience; what
is reality, and what they broadcast on
that program; it's like the difference
between Dragnet and the real Pigs on
the street."
Eddie had a soft'sentimental side which
came out frequently in his correspon-.
dence with me. At the top of each letter,
he liked to pbt.. a-.little epigram. One of
his favorites was, "Isn't it a pity, isn't it
a shame, how we break each other's
heart and cause each other paip." Around
Christmastime, .he sent me a card with a
drawir^ of the Statue of Liberty and
Emma'Lazarus',verse about//your huddled
masses yearning to breathe free," and he
wrote inside, "I think the front of the
card expresses our hoMS arxl efforts fornot just me but all of our brothers and
sisters everywhere." And in a letter] "I
received a beautiful hand-crafted "bard
from Jacque; it made me sentimental
and melancholic, but some day I shalF
breathe air as a Free Man, as will we all.
Eddie wasn't what you'd call jovial, but
there were moments when a sense of
humor - emerged. The times we could
laugh during the visits to Walpole were a
relief for both of us; often I'd felt Eddie
had forgottentiow to laugh or even smile.
One time a fellow inmate gave Eddie a
pair of lavender colored briefs. Eddie
rriust have known that lavender is con
sidered the gay c.olof. The griefs', Eddie
wrote, appear "to stop my distinguished
guards iru a state of shock, their eyes
seem to become vacant, and I ask them,
'What's the matter vyith you?' and they
make some remarks about my lavender
briefs...! 'consider, my briefs as being
pretty unique, and shall continue to
wear them.". _ .
______
Eddie appeared in court one day to sup
port a motion to obtain certain trans
scripts, and I attended, feeling, as 1
always did when I was relating to Eddie,'
rather powerless to do anything. "Alien,"
he wrote, "you "cannot possibly believe
how good and happy it made me, to see
you in court. Clenched fist and all; it
was rather symbolic, a free*gay vvith
clenched fist, with an imprisoned gay
handcuffed."
Many-df~Eddie's letters concerned his
hopes for a full scale court challenge-
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GAY SUNSHINE BANNED IN
SOUTH AFRICA

THE GAY ACADEMIC UNION
Three hundred and twelve scholars —
aill homosexuals — gathered in New Yorft
C i ^ during the Thanksgiving, 1973, week'
end to oppose discrimination against
women and gay people. "VK^wish," they
said, “to support acadernics in the pro
cess of coming out as gay people. We in
tend to combat myths about gayness by
scholarship- and_,bv fostering the
teaching of gay studiS's."
Not so long ago,'the worst epithet you
oouid hurl at someone was “ academic.”
No longer. Barbara Gittings, keynote
speaker at the conference, has pioneered
|n organizing gay people, around their
academic jiyorkpisces; she has been a
leader'among librarians^ Martin Duberman, another keynoter, quoted by the
New York Times, said: "B y meeting
despite the traditional fear, secretiveness
and conservatism of homosexual academ
ics, the group has passed from isolation,
self-contempt and fear into the bpen."
. Socialists have long held that people
should be organized arourKi ^ e ir places
of work — that being the most'realistic
way of changing capitalism, since pure
altruism, moralism and reformisrh are
dead-end paths. The Gay Academic U n
ion partly responds to this principleT-Yet
they arouse suspicions. By the nature of
the 'group,' ilie mnemployed, the uneducated and the unconventional will be
poorly represented -=Tf.not entirely., ex
cluded. When gay liberation began, alter
Stonewall, we didn't just, reach out to,
but "w e'- were, transvestites, third world,
working-class, uneducated, on welfare,
socialist, lesbian arrd angry. As the move
ment moved, it has’ shaken off more and
more gay$ to become increasingly white,
middle-class,-conservative and male dom
inated.
Some of the speakers recognized these
problems. Elizabeth Fee concluded her
survey of the ' forms of homophobia
among doctors, 1860-1920, by pointing
but that the doctors had feared sexuality
as much as homosexuality because of its
potential challenge' to the social order.
Professor Fee said that men in the gay
movement had now to choose between
11) accepting and embracing -'the dan
gerous ideas implicit in sensual liberation
such as sensuality and feminism; or (2)
disassociating themselves from these dan
gerous ideas in order to become safe
allies'for the dominanf male order.
After being interrupited by a crank
bomb threat, Edgar Friedberg, Professor
of Education at Oalhousie University and
author of Coming o f A ge in America,
warned that the loosening of pe^secu^
tion aoainst homosexuals was only a
"repressive tolerance." That whatever re
lief we now feel comes out of change from
a production to a consumer orientated
econorny. The authoritarian-homophobic
ptersonality is.becoming economically ob
solete. Citing Marcuse in his analysis,
Friedberg implicitly called for something
more effective from ^ e-confetence than
coming out.
One parfi^l presented their experiences
of "coming out." Or. Howard Brown
former Health Commissioner of Nev
Y o rk City and now Professor at Nev.
Y o rk University, had received unquali
fied’ support from the N ew York times.
the dean of his college, collecigues and
students. On the other hand, Janet Coop
er had just received a terminal con
tract at Shippensb.urg Pennsylvania State
Collfig§. Julia Stanley from the University
of Georgia said we needed to stop w orry
ing about deans arxf begin to make up
our own terms, our own definitions, our
own rules of the game.
A s you walked into the conference hall,
a''fiv<L.to ten dollar fee was collected, dep
ending on your degree. While there were
many sincere, ss^ching people present,
too many just wanted to get a bigger
place in the system. They were looking
for academic contacts: dissertation topics,
letters of reference, jobs, jourrtal and
book publishers — another outlet for the
academic marketplace — their gayness a
gimmick to push their carelbr.'
—Charley Shively

Morris Kight, well known gay activist currently involved with Lo^ Angeles' Gay
Cornmuntty Services Center (arrd a movement organizer for over thirty years) has an
nounced that he Will be a candidate for the office of Governor pf California on a Peace
and Freedoni Party ticket. Party-nomination of candidates takes place in January,
1974 and Kight it experned to be nominatM urwppoted. He will be the firs t‘openly
gay candkJata to run for major office*on the ticket of any alternative party. The Cali
fornia besad Peace and Freedom Party was the first organized party to issue a gay lib
eration platform. T his platform, drawn up b y a Gay Caucus, was adopted at the Coru
ventlon o f February, 1970.
_______ _______________ .
_ ________
Gay éunahine gives its full and wholehearted endorsemertt to Morris Kight, áiíd we
also urge all gay people iii California to support him. This s J ^ l n e endorsement is in
accord w ith the political approach which we adopted (together with the G ay Liberator
of Detroit) in c^r manifastp "New Movement Strategy^^^rrintedin G ay Sunshine No.
14 (page 4), fbllowirtg the Chicago G ay Strategy Conference of February. 1972. In
that s t a t ^ n t we said, in part: "[W e offer] no support for status-gun parties The
Democratic Party - much less the Republican - i s not only u n r e l i ^ t T ^ fighter
gay rights, but also should be opposed for other reasons. Gay people are not ju st gay —
they are gay women, gay blacks, gay w orkers..A s citizens in general they suffer from
the decay o f this society, a decay the Democratic Party has no program to reverse...An
independent carnf^gn^ presents to the Democratic Party a challenge a hundred tifbes
more effective. tharT a protest to the Platform Committee [as at the Miami Convention
of 1 9 7 2 ]. Such a campaign not only projects the gay movement into the political
sphere in its own right, it also Can be u^ed to bt)ild the movement in its ongoing action
campaigns. A n electoral campajgn is.not a substitute for direct action, but a way to
make it more powerful. Such a campaign must not counterpdse the interests of gays to
the interests of other struggling preoples — it must be run on a platfoVm of change in the
interests of all struggling people...To prevent the wholeMie defusing of the gay move
ment, it is necessary to take the road of political independence."
We beiieve that Morris Kight's campaign is the kind of independent political organiz
ing <fre-were talking about in this manifesto. Such a campaign, even if not victorious at
the polls, will raise the consciousness of gay people and will indeed build up the move
ment in its general action carnpaign. Morris Kight has assured Gay Sunshine that he
supports fully the demands and strategy-direction as published in our G ay Movement
Manifesto.
'
,
Morris Kight's platform on the Peace and Freedom Party ticket will be issued
shortly. It Will be multi-issue with emphasis on^specifically gay issues. He has told Gay
Sunshine that he will-support:
— the establishment of multi-purpose Gay-Com munity Service Centers throughout
California, if necessary with state funding .but no strings anached; i.e. financial
accountability but no state access to files and records [See Gay S u r f i n e No. 12 & 17
for in-depth materia! on such Centers.]
'
•
— the evolution of consciousness raising groups among gay pepple in California, leading
to extensive nurture groups.
■i\ .
— a continued assault on institutionalized sexism.
.
'
— gay -studies programs at every educational level, from primary level through high
school to college level. [See article on G ay Studies in Gay Sunshine No. 16]
— that women themselves draw up a radical platforrp on Women's Rights which he,
as candidatè, will endorse and'support fully.
— men's liberation, especially in its reaction to male chauyinism and sexism as exem
plified by the treatment o f women as sex objedts and servants.
In his general platform Kight-wUI support anti-mflitaristic proposals; radical plans ■
toprevent the rape o f CaHfornia's coastline; a complete free medical plan for all people,
especially minorities; the dissolution of corporate wealth.
Gay Sunshine believes that such a platform will be truly radical and not reformist.
We urge gay people to .support this campaign a n d lo ”vote for Morris Kight in 1974. We
also urge other gay people throughout the country to support gay candidates running
on indep>erKleiit tickets.
. —
Y" j
■ The text of the complete platform will be available in late January. ItS^rfoe obr.
tained by writing; Morris Kight - Campaign, P.O. Box 1 7 6 6 9 'Los Angeles, Cal. 90017.
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Our regular readers have no doubt noticed an increase in the cover price of Gay Sun
shine beginning with this issue. This price increase was necessary because of a 12%
price hike in our printing costs and because of a sizeable increase in postal rates as of
January, 1974. Many papers keep their cover price low because of'the large ihcome
they derive from display and personal ads. Gay Sunshine has never had such an income
We are therefore comp>elled to raise our cover price in order to meet the added costs.
;We know our readers will uriderstand. Our subscription price will also rise slightly to
$6 for 12 issues.

A pay brother in South .Africa writef
US th at Gay Sunshirte h among fortyfour publications recently banngd as ob
jectionable or undesirable by that, coutv
try's Publications Control Board. A n ar
ticle in the Cape Towri paper, Rand Daily
Mail (October 6, 1973) listr the banned
publications. Besides Gay Sunshine, the
"objectionables" irrclude Namibia News,
pubtTshiad by The South West Africa
-People's Organization and Fag Rag, ft
Boston gay liberation paper. A book on
Martin Luther King was. also amohg' the
banned material.
According to our South Africa corres
pondent "cenw rship continues to twcome
become
Hipnr-strtctrrThe newspaper from
wh1(^. these reports come, the Rahd Ddiiy
Mail, it the best of the South Africa
newspapers but is under pressure at the
moment. The government intends irrtrbducing iegislation n e^ year to curb it
sprcifically. It was reported in (he Cape
tim es (May 8, 1973) that in the last ten
years the F^blications^Control Board, has
banned about 7,000 publications, it is
even not unusual for poetry to be banned.
Recourse to the courts will be the next
civil right abolished."

G A Y SU N SH IN E NO. 2 0
Winston Leyland, Editor
C O N T R IB U T O R S

L E E A T W E L L is film critic for Gay Sun
shine. He lives in West Hollywood.
Artist ED W A R D A U L E R IC H Ulustrated

Robert Gluck’s book of poetry, Andy. He
lives in San Francisco.
TO M M I A V IC O L L I won the Temple-Uni
versity Poetry Contest. He Kves in Phila
delphia.
J O E B R A IN A R D , artist and poet, )i)ies
in New York City. His most recent book.
New Work, was published by Black Spar
row Press (1973)
->
IR A CO HEN lives in Kathmandu, Nepal.
D E N N IS COOPER is a 20 year old Los
Angeles poet.
- ,
D A N IE L C U RZO N teaches in the Far
East. His novel. Som ething You Do In
The D ark, was published by G.P. Putnam
(1971), and he has just finished another

The Y .
^W ALTER C U R T IS lives in Portland, Ore.
N .A . D Ì A M Ahi is involved in San Fran

cisco gay niedia group. Queer Blue Light.'
E V A N S ia co-editor
Phil
adelphia’s Painted Bride Quarterly. His
poems have appeared in numerous mags.
JO H N G IO R N O ’S most recent book is

D A N IE L

Cancer I n M y L e ft Ball.
K E N N E T H L E E lives in San Francisco.
M IC H A E L M ASON is news editor of Gay
News, London, England.
-R i c h a r d M CCANN lives in Washing

ton.

teaches at U. Cal.
Irvine. His poetry appears in Male Muse.S A M U E L R E E S E is currently serving a
life sentence in Missouri. His graphics app<Mred in Gay Sunshine Nos. 17 & 18.
S T E V E SC H U TZ M A N lives in San Fran
cisco.
,
W.I. S C O R IE is a British journalist and
poet, currently living in Southern C^lif.
C H A R L E Y S H IV E L Y teaches American
history in Boston and is involved in that
SU N SH IN E / F A G ^ A G ISSU E
city’s gay liberation paper, Fag Rag.
GA Y H IS T O R IA N S JO H N W IE N E R S ’ most recent book is
In June, 1974 Gay Sunshine and Bos
The American Historical Association Selected Poems (1972). An interview with
ton’s gay lib paper. Fag Rag, will publish
held their eighty-eighth annual meeting him appeared in Gay Sunshine No. 17.
a special joint issue to comrhemorate the
in San Francisco, December 28-30, 1973 A L L E N YÒONG currently lives on a ruralcommune in Mass. He-has written exten
fifth anniversary of the Christophet. St.
and faced the first organized gay presence sively for the gay movement and is co-edi
riot? (1969-1974) which sparked off the
in their hJrtory.
tor of the anthology, Out o f the Closets.
gay liberation movement. This special
During the Conference the Committee IA N YO U N G lives in Ontario, Canada.
issue (about 50 pages) will have as its
of Gay Historians met in the Vista Room He edited the recent gay poetry an
general theme: Where is the movement
of the Hilton; they socialized and discus thology, The MaleMuse.
(where'am I) at now and in what direcsed ways of elirhinating homophobia
[ Interviewers and Interviewees in this
Issue: Winston Leyland/Gerard Malonga;
tions are wè going. General editor for — amorrg.historians.
this special issue, whidh will be pub
The Committee presented ^an official Steve Abbot, John Mitzel/ Edward And
rose]
.
-T
lished in San Francisco and distributed
resolution at the Conference. The Resolu
Also
involved
in
this
issue
(typesetting,
nationally, will be WinstOh Leyland of
tion calls for an end to all discrimina
layout, etc.) were Michael Ault, James
Gay Sunshine. Each papter, however, will
tion on the basis o f sexual preference
Giancarlo, John Beauparlant, Jim Reed
have independent editorial control over

its own material.
^
'We are now soliciting material for
this special issue. Articles should be
typewritten double-spaced and no moTe
than fifteen pages. DeacHInp for submis
sion of material is May 1st. We especially
need in-depth political and personal accourtts. Material should be sent c/o Gay
^ n sh in e , P.O. Box 40397, San Fran-,
cisco, Calif. 94140. A stamped selfaddressed envelope should be included

RO BERT PETERS

and for official encouragement of gay
historical studies and gay courses. D ennis' Deadline fo r submission o f material fo r
the next issbe (No. 21) is March 1.
Rubini, professor at Temple University,
introduced the resolution arrd also'pres
Member of Liberation News Service
ented a paper about teaching gay history.
Alternative Press Syndicate and
Winston Leyland, editor of Gay Sunshine,
- GOOìIRPt- ---- ---------- ^----and Charley Shively of Boston's gay lib
U.S. lU N OOM-ftSOX
paper. Fag Rag. secPnded the motion.
1
For^ more information on the Com
—
" ' -_L_J____Li___
mittee of Gay Historians, write A .H A .
Committee of Gay Historians, P.O . Box
331. Boston, Mass. 02215.
'
i
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GAY P R IS O N MAR<:H & R A L L Y
A ^ u t 10Ö g ^ men and women parti
cipated in a march and rally held in San
F r a n c i^ on December 9, 1973 and
sponsored by Join Handsand lnsid«(Out,
tw o Bay Area gay group? working with
gay prisoners.
Carrying banners and chanting gay slo
gans, the marchers made their way through
the ^ y Castro Street area to Douglas
Schpol on 19th and Douglas vyhere arr
outside rally was held. The march p>assed
by a number of gay bars oh Castro S t ,
but most of the patrons (sad to say) re
mained inside, themselves prisoners o f a
ghetto mentality.
A t the rai'ly speakers talked about the
various kinds of oppression which gay
people, in prison suffer. One speaker
from , I nside/Out spoke about the special
wings in California prisons where gay
prisoners are segregated, about the confiscation of gay publications (including
Gay Sunshine) in many prisons and about
discrimination against gays in the setting
9my M m DcmonaUmtSon. 8.V. D«e. 1071
of parole dates. A woman speaker from
date. On'Tuesday,. December 11th,. rep
the United Prisoners Union sp>oke about
resentatives Jtom various California gay
the slave labor conditions inside prison, 'activist groups met in the state capital of
and about the medical experimentation
Sacramento, a meeting coordinated byon prisoners at Vacaville and other places.
I nside/Out.
.'
The march and rally were endorsed by
'T h e Department of Corrections' sta
many Bay Area groups; among the er>dörtistics and our own investigations re
sers were: Golden Gate Liberation House,
veal that in California gay inmates apend
Gay Sunshine, Brother, ' F e r ^ i a III,
an average of two years longer ip priwn
Lesbian Mothers Union, Manicure, Lbs
than other inmates," Inside/Out aniiouncAngeles Gay Community Services Cen ed, at a Sacramento press conference. At
ter, Queer Blue Light, the Black Pan the State Capitol, Ferd Eggan of Inside/
thers, Prison Law Collective and Connec Out presented evidence of anti-gay dis
tions.
• ,
^
crimination in the state's prisons and
During the past few months I nside/Out
publicly announced the existence of
has been xirculating a petition demand 15,0(X) signatures on the Petition for
ing basic rights for gay prisoners (printed
G ay_Bigh.tSi^ Men in California Prisons.
in Gay Sunshine No. 19, p. 18). Alm ost
Addressed to the California A dult A u
15,000 signatures have been collected to. thority and the California Department

Department of Corrections quarterly re-1
ports for the California Medical Facility
at Vacavilje, which show that " B " cate-1
gory (effeminate homosexuals) inmates
were paroled less frequently in 1972 than!
any other« categories except " p sy^ iatricl
emergerKies"-«a(L^'administrative casiss."]
He explained that these last two were
"eupherriism.s for psychotic? and violent, |
rebellious inmates, respectively."
Eggan alto quoted from an Adult A u 
thority report of July 25, 1973, on an I
inmate In .S a n Quentin whose records
characterized hirn as a "flamboyant tf-|
faminata homosexual," who refused to]
"drop his homosexual orientation enough]
to program." Eggan said members of hit]
group correspond with this piitorm . 'T h is I
man was a medical worker before edter-j
ing prison and continued doing m edicali
work in prison until he became involved |
'in what prison authofitias called "a racial
love entanglement." He hat now lost that |
job, arxl the Adult Authority report
states that he hat no krxwm occupation I
except "professional homosexual pnmitute." He reported in a letter to the |
Inside/Out group that he was no longer
considered fit to be around "normal"
people in a w ork situation.
After the press conference a group of
. gay' people from Inside/Out walked to the
nearby office of Director of Prisons, Ray
mond Procunier to deliver the p e t it io ^ l
Although theyFhad been previously proW |
ised admission, they 'were barred at the
entrance by an armed guard and were
uriable to leave the petitions. 'They hope
to return to Sacramento shortly and
deliver the petitions via a friendly Cap
itol legislator and to pursue thè petitlpr
demands through the courts, and $ie {
legislature.

I

I

I

I

of Corrections, the petition calls for an
end to those policies which discriminate
against -gay inmates in such areas, as
parole standards, housing, prison jobs,
and the right to organize.
Eggan, speaking on the conditions of
gay male prisoners, said, 'These policies
have to end. We're tired of hearing prison
administrators tell us that homosexuality
is a corrupting influence in prisons, that
it is the cause of violence and murders.
It is not homosexuality that causes prison
stabbings. These incidents are caused by
the repressive and brutal conditions under
which all prisoners are forced to live."
The firsftpetition demand calls for "an
end to using a prisoner's gay sexuality as
a basis for postponing parole."' In 'docu
menting this demand, Eggan quoted from

3. In other words, apply the same rules
between'*Eddie and his family. Eddie's associated with the-group in an advisory
you have for other minorities. If bigots |
relatives did noS-visit him In jail.
capacity.
don’t usually get away with it if they hate
Continued from Page I
Then there was Richard (I hâve changSo far,’ negcrtiations with A BC and C B S
Catholics, they can’T'get away with it if I
ed^theTiame), who Eddie spoke of as a have been cordial, while NBC proved
of the Massachusetts sodomy laws. He'd
they hate Gays. To put it another way, the |
lover
and
who
he
called
"m
y
boy?'
initially cool. Very frank arxl positive
rights and dignity of homosexuals are not
become familiar with the relevant cases
Richard came to visit Eddie sometime' dialogue has already taken^^aoe with the >a'*controversial’’ issue.
in. Florida, Texas and Washington D.C.,
4. Stereotypical people do exist, but if
last year at Walpole, but I think Eddie Screen Writers Guild.
and l_th ln k nothing would have made
such a minority- of any group receives exwas
disappointed.
He
suspected
that
Rich-,
The
heated
discussion
referred
to
above
.Eddie happier than to obtain 'his own
elusive media-exposure, t hat 's bigotry.
ard was usin^ heroin, and while Eddie centred largely .around attempts by Gold
freedom, with a court ruling on the
Until a broad spectrum of the gay com
was basking in new-found, gay pride,. ^■ folst the bourgeois reform!^ views of
munity has been stressed on film, and the
'Constitutionality of such laws.
R ich ard -w as still defining. hirriself as . his New York group on the entire gath
stereotypes are put into perspective, the
A s for the stabbing-that took Eddie's
pse of stereotypes is damaging.
"straight."
ering. This was totally unacceptable to
life on November 6, 1973, prison author
5. Homosexuality is a natural variant of
Eddie was unhappy and alone in prison, the liberationist voices“ of most of the
ities would reveal nothing about the
human sexuality. It is not an illness, nor
but
in
the
past
18
months
he
had
carried
people present who were unwilling to
circumstances that might have led to the'
is it a “problem” (S t the vast majority of
on an active and enthusiastic correspon cornpromise their' more radical political
Gays who are pleased and happy to be
incident. They said he wasjstabbed in the
dence with dozens o f gay liberation ac goeis. Morris Kight arxl Don Kilhefner of
what they are. If all B|acks (or Jews, Irish,
recreational area used by the more than
Chicanos etc) were presented as anguished,
tivists,
with
sympathizers
in
such
groups
the L .A . Gay Community Services Center
100 inmates held in protective custody.
oddball or insane, they would be angry.
as the American Civil Liberties'Union, were among those who objected toTndny
Investigation by State Police and the
Gays are angry.
and
wïttrgay
prisoners
like
himself.
^
6 . If you are doing a drama, comedy, talk
of Gold's proposals. Los Angeles people
Plymouth County District Attorney led
His concern was always for gay people pointed out that the task of dealing with
show or whatever about homosexuality or
to murder charges being filed against
as a collective. I wrote to hinri about our the Southern California based media . gay characters, you have an obligation to
three Bridgewater inmates a week after
do your homework and free yourself of
hassles, disunity arxl disillusionment,-and would ultimately devolve on them arxl
the stabbing. A ll three pleaded not guilty
the myths.
this was a typical respphseT "M y gay notpn the figs/York group. - ~ T : There is a wide -yariety of available
and the case was continued.
themes concerning the place of homosex
The text, of the adopted Faper reads:
District Attorney Stanley Littlefield said brothers and sisters must unite iji this,
uality in contemporary society, and the
pur struggle, regardless of our own p er
that he expected no further arrests in ji
1. Homosexuality isn’t funny. Sometimes, range of gay relationships and life styles,
sonal feelings, or disenchantment we suf
case. "We've done What we're going to
of course, anything can be a source of hu and many of these can provide entertain
fer because of our established and powmor. But the lives of 20 million Ameri ment. Gay people do not want to return
right now," he said. Littlefield noted
erful'oppressors. In the end we shall , cans arg not a joke.
to media invisibility.
that Rastellini had been stabbed "seven
2. Fag, faggot,’,dyke, queer, lezzie, homo, 8 . A penrianent board of consultants, cpnovercome."
or eight times," but he would say nothing
f ^ y , Mary, pansy,.sissy etc. are terms of - sisting of gay ^omen.and men-(including
—Allen Youn^
more about the case.
arouse. If you don’t want to insult, the knowledgeable professionals in a variety
words are gay, lesbian and homosexual.
Eddie's father called.the~prison the cfay
of fields) is now available to the industry.
'This doesn't mean nobody on film'can't But there are gay people all around you in'
after the stabbing to obtain^some infor
GA Y M ED IA TASK F O R C E
use a dirty word; but if you have general your job. It's-up to you to provide the cli
mation. The switchboard operator whorules about theiuse of kike, wop, spic and ' mate in which they feel free to speak out.,,
, A t a November meeting held at the Gay
answered the phone didn't seem to under
Community Services Center in Los Ang nigger, apply them to the ones above.
[Gay Sunshine endorses the above paper]
stand. 'T h e rr^an who was stabbed," Mr.
eles- between Ron Gold, media director
Rastellini explained. " O h , that...“ said
of the. National Gay T ask Force (a
the operator.‘ "What do you mean, that?"
recently founded 1950-isb civil rights
Mr. Rastellini retorted, hurt and angry,
group in New York) and representative
"I'm his father!" The Rastellini family
members of the Los Angeles gay com
hopes to take legal action against the
munity, an important document was
state for the death of Eddie.
drawn up, over rather heated discussion,'
Eddie's_family turned out in full force
that offers a strong position for dealing
at the funeral, "and there were murmurs
"officially?- with the m e d i^ A n ei^tof anger at thèrgovem menrnot only for
point paper was presented by the group
failing to protect Edd ie's'life, but for
to executives (West Coast) of the Assoc
putting him in jail in the-first place. "The
iation of Motion Pictures and Television
boy was sick arxl he'fthould have been
Producers and to networks A B C , CBS
helped," his father told me. I couldn't
NBC, the Screen Writers Guild, the Mo
veVy well get into an argument with Mr.
GAY SUNSHINE
tion
Picture Review Association and th e .
Rastellini a b ^ t who is <^r is rtot sick in
Directors Guild of America. An advisory,
P.O. BOX 40397
American society, but'l felt that he was
resource group of gay people" wiil be
SAN FRANCISCO, CAl-. 9414&
'glad that some of us had communicated
established in Los Angeles to deal with all
$6/12 issues ($8 crversess ii Canada)
STREET.
with Eddie in recent months.
First Clafs: $10
provocative 'situations, arxl to offer state
A sister ancfl brother-in-law told the
Sponsoring sub.: $25
ments on any rnaterial that in any way
FrM to Prisoners
parole board earlier this year that they'd
d ^ ls with gays in the media.'Lee Atwell;
STA TE
C IT Y
provide housing and Work for Eddie, but
P
lsase b a s in m y tiM bcription w ith " .
film reviewer for Gay Sunshine, took part
(
d
re
lc
o
n
e
)
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1
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aside from this,there'd been Httle contact
in the meeting at the-Center arxl will-be
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G E R A A P M A L A N i^ ' wat 'born of
Naapolit«« herjiage in 1943 in New
Y o rk C ijy . In arMition to making a num
ber of upderground films and appearing
in many others he was a member'of/
A ndy v iu h o l's "The Exploding Plastic'
In e v ita tv ' when the troupe pelformed
daring 1965-67. He was associated with
Warhol ^ art and film during the 60^$T
He currently lives in Cambridge, Mass.
.Gerard Matanga's poetry won him the
Dylan Thomra Memorial Poetry Prize in
“1962:
tyaoks include ^3^Pomts for
Benedet^ Barzini (Angel Hair,. 1967).

N

W .L. How would he qiuJify as an artist
-if
...............
his attitude was anything.but
thi
art?

G.M Andy didn’t invent an.aesthetics, or
•
to proceed in and for his art. Thg
only way he ,did proceed, in any final
analysis, was to im* something someone
else made, and have his name put to it. If
there was an agsthetics, it was already
there to boused. He knew, fkom my tel
ling him, that i 6-framee per second desig
nated silent speed, projection and that
24-frames per second designated sound
s p e ^ projection. He m.erely applied this
formula—common 6 bn know le^e—withdnt even once investjggting its poasibilitfts, to liis.films. This is why Ids filqit
without, sound could- in no -way work If
ptojected at sound speed. If a person it
sleeping for 8 -hours real/reel time and not
moving and' obviously npt_ talking. J t
would seem perfectly k > |d ^ to fU» the
event in silent speed and to project the
event in silent speed as welL Andy used
what was avai^ble simply because he
no inteliecthaPpower or capacity with
which to embrace art; not that one has to
be an intellectual to be an artist.but thate
was nothing intellectual ab out the ait ekcept What aonoe intelleetual-tumad-art
critic or vice versa wanted to read into it
merely tokound intelligent through what
was deduced.

Pmiude to .latamationaf Vaivet Deibo
tante (Qlfaat Lakes Books, 1967) and a
more recent volume of poetry published
by B la ^ Sparrow Rress. Intransit the
A n d y 'WarhdI-Carard Malahga Monster
Issue wee published by Toad Press. Eu'gerM, Oeggon in 1968 aixi included work
by over *
T h is interview was ta p ^ in San Fran
cisco in 1973 by'Winston Ueyfand, editor
of Gay Senshioa-foT the past three years.
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^ RAROJM ALAAIGA^
Interviewed by

W.L. If Warhol’s concerns were not so
much art, then what were they?

I mw ston LEYLAND

O.M . Painting was for Andy not art at all

WiL. I Understand you’ve recently re
turned to the United States from India.
Do you have vivid memories of your stay
there?
•/
O.M. My trip was an experiment. I was

V

attempting to “stop the worid" in the
don Juan sense of that teaching, and
“ stopping the worid” meant cutting one
self off from everything and everyone I
h ^ p ow n familiar with, too familiar
with, in fact. Now, of course, one doesn’t
have to go all the way to Indialo become
enlightened or to change one's reality or
to stop the world. But If I lya» to learn
anything, I had to unlearn what I already
knew, or .thought I already knew, and
goirig'Ho India- and points east were as
good a place as any to do what had to be
done in order to know, don Juan has
stated so aptly that “ the predilection of
a man of knowledge is something he does
in order to know", and I would say this
has been the benf. of my naturi.-It's like
Jsaving breakfast and then cleaning up
after yourself. Yo'u know to do 'tomething, like washing the dishes, in order to
know that that's what has to be done. 1
suppose, in the Zen sense, that's what en
lightenment all about. It's quite simple.
But learning is not a gift. It is a limited
thing. It is never complete. Learning is a
neyr task, for learning completes noting;
it merely hinges ontd something élse that
would allow you to proceed in whatever
activity it ii you're involved with. Learn
ing and the u/ill (or love) to learn is being
harness^ to the bent of my nature,;and
the bent of my nature is whatever activ
ity I'm involved u^th at any given mo
ment, whether it be writing a poem or
building a bookcase or mowing the lawn.

InvolVed^in
a anumber
ofJl the peo-------.
- - - the ’60’s
w «■
aM SSaa#«» W
pie were basically gay. Perhaps, we could
TOver this period and the films and pai;inP
ings that you made with Warhol.

W.L. How did you go about relearningp^r

G M . I literally changed the flow in the

unlearning, as you call it?

\

but a way of gaining as much capital as
p eb b le. The least thing ever on Andy’s
mind was art, or a very twisted or dis
torted sense of it. Nor would I say he’s
changed his attitude even now. What was.
merely passed off as art only took a few
minutes to execute, for me to silk-serden,
while he reaped in the financial take with
out so much as to spread the wealth
-to anyone who helped him to become
wealthy and famous. Even if he was gen
erous at times,' like on Christmas, he was
motivated because^f tax-deductible rea
sons. Anyway, I’ve neve^q u ated art as
something that has to make money to
justify its being art. Deriving mo^iey from
something doesn’t make it art. But money
is art to Andy. He eyen celebrated the dol
lar bill in one of his early serigraph paint
ings. It was those seven years of trial and.
error that now comes to mind; in trying
to make each painting I worked on right
in the end. And I had almost forgotten
all those years, to the forced life-style of
working for $40.00 a week, and prior to
thgt at $1.25 per hour even, and being
trapped in the Hotel Albert, because it
was the only place I could afford; and be
lieve you me, every Wour I put in was
accounted for: mv work was tax-deduct
ible even though he wasn’t taking out for
unemployme'nt insurance. I didn’t know
this, so when I wasn’t working for Andy
it dawned on me that maybe I should
file for unemployment insurance. I tele
phoned Andy to ask him about it and he
nearly fainted- on the other end of the
Tine. He said I couldn’t receive unemployi ^ n t benefits because he never took out
enough-his mother did actually render for unemployment insurance for me, and
many of the sketches and'final drawings here it is seven years later and I ’m only
and lettering for many of the free-lance finding this out now. This world of War
illustrations he was commissioned to do,. hol demanded time o f me, and demanded
But,.,anyway, Andy merely used Brigid as I h£.-jn it, physically octuol. That certain
a convenient' cover-up to detract from of the paintings were conceived and
any attention that would, inevitably, ated by Andy is an invention, pre-fabricacome to me as the mastermind behind ted, in fact. 'They are not actual, although
some of the paintings; otherwise people for many pqople indeed who bought
would take seriously what was already them, they nigy be real. I madestheae
public knowledge about Andy not execu paintings bemuse they were there to be
ting the paintings nor even signing4nany made, as I saw. it in my imagination,
of them. This worried Andy b e ^ s e the which has always been active.
myth that did evolve from the truth would
eventually, if gotten out of hand, cause W.L.--Do you still have basically good
a drop in sales and a devaluation of a mar feelings in regard to that period of work
ing with Warhol?
ket for the paintings.

AN INTERVIEW

technique Andy would eventually utilize
for his paintings because I was already
O.M. The past for me, my past and public a professional silk screen technician. I
image of what I was to become, has be learned my trade from a man named
come a matter of unlearning all that was 'Charles Singer whom I assisted in a tex
taught to me through a structured society tile. design silk-screening^ plant in the
at the same time and same rate of speed . ,SoHo dutrict in New York, back in the
with balance by learning to see. It’s a ' summex of 1960. Because 1 took my
mattec-of loosening the'structure without work for granted, not envisioning ailklosing a grip.on your vision.
screening as,a livelihood, Andy made use
My trip’s purpose wls not to get away of the informality of the occasion by
from-4t all, but to return to whatever I making it appear as if he was doing all the
was unlearning myself from"with a new work and I merely around to clean the
vision. I’ve always-beheved and perceived screens; in fact; I was very much into silk
of my life continuing, and I continuing to screening many of these paintings on my
live it as a viable way of allowing what own except in instances whqn the paint
poen|s that derive from the flow I am ings required more than one person op
given to write to come through as being erating the siDc screen because of the size
as interesting as that lif|^ But not that the of the canvas. If I hadn’t been around to
life was artr or that the poems should help Andy, the paintings he would event
m k e it so. (n fact, I wrote very little dur ually have made would have been far
ing my travels and at the most two poems from what they actually look like. He
during the' entire time I was living and might have even abandoned the silktraveling in India. Even so. I’ve always screehing process, as Rauschenberg did
found the intellectual approach to one’s- ' before him, and move on to another way
life as art as highly pretentious, if not of expressing what had to be the image
somewhat cerebral and weighty. I real fiiully reached.
ized that when my life became public in
the way that my legend or aura or what W.L. I think it’s public knowledge any
ever it was preceded me irtto any ^ven how
that Andy Warhol doesn’t do him
area I chose to gat-into—I had no reality! self many of the paintings that are
But even that was illusion. It’s just that I ascribed to him, or the recent filma
couldn’t see my reality—the reality that is
me now, through all the media debris O.M. It’s public knowledge in a very small
that blurred my vision, that-iitttred my circle, though. In 1970 Tim e published a
path, that, in fact, I littered the path blurb in their “People" section that Andy
with.
had announced- to-the work) that Brigid
Polk, a sometimes Warhol superstar, signed
W.L. Would you say what had actually all his paihtinga This' was really only a
happened to you might in some way have Imlf-truth, in the sense that Andy didn’t
been connected to your direct 'involve sign many of his own paintings; it wasn’t^
ment with. Andy Warhol and the name he Brigid who was doing the signing, it was
was making_for himself? In the Andy me. That’s like saying that his mother
WatrhoTcircle in which you Were deeply ^ c tu a ll^ ^ ig n e ^ ^ ii^ ^ ln tin ^ jC u rio u d ^

W .L. Did Andy Warhol ever make public
a reference that you, in fact, did make
and sign many of-the paintings?

O.M. The years that I spent assisting

were formative. Andy and I exchanged
■dim with each other, although his ideas
were more of an agreeing nature and
O.M. Aside from some fugitive photo mine were merely expressed through him
graphs of Andy and I silk-screening which at times without his adding anything toW
are merely circumstantial and a few feet then», except, on occaaiens, when the pos
_^.of film footage shot by Marie Menken, I’d sibility of chance came into play. -I^ a t
‘ say no. But in a fleeting remark printed has taken place with those paintings is a
in a 1967 Random House picture book separate reality, in the sense that I am no
about the Warhol Factory, he did say that longer the same mind or the same person
who created them. The body is the same,
I made and signed all his paintings. This but
the mind has changed because the
was still another exaggeration, because I past -is
a fiction. It is my experience that
didn’t make or sign all the paintings, only w hat'I feel to be creative in a Warhol
some of the major ones during the time painting has location . in the piace and
that I was assisting him from 1963 to the time as mennory of my own personal
Fall of 1970. I was the brains behind the identity, for when I look at a Warhol
Floweraeries, although the inspiration did painting that hangs In a museum I find it
come from Naomi Levine’s flower point all very amusing, because I was the cre
ings of an earlier period and Andy never ative force behind getting it there in the
gave Naomi one o f the Flower paintings first place.
because he was afraid she’d sell it. That
goes to show youi how paranoid Andy W.L. What was your involvement with the^
was about his work. He did, however, get Veiuet-Vndergroand at this time?
sued by a woman whose photograph
Andy lifted from a flower catalogue from O.M. I choreographed all the Velvets’
which tha silk screen was made. The _songs,
some of which have become nearphoto was copyrighted and Andy never classics such as “ Heroin,” .“Waiting for
even asked permission if he could use it. the Man,V “ Venus in Furs,” “ I’ll be your
Andy’s whole trip .was that he wanted Mirror" and many, nfany others, and I
something for nothing.
>
^ ■ « “ ^ ¡^ ¡¡•¡¡^ ¡^ ta ji^ w ith ^ h ^ V e lv e ts
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while they Were performing the music.
Hie film-maker Barbara Rubin-flrst
brought the Velvets to my attention back
in the Fall of 1966, and I, in 'tu rn ,
brought them to Andy’s attention; but
Barbara later had a falUug out with Paul
Mdrrisaey as to the show’s possibilities,
purpose and |Unction, and finally she
y i i t from the group. Andy alao proved to
Ite more of a hindiMce than a possibility
for the Velvets and the group for him was
merely another milestone/stepping stone
inr an artistic expression he would take
credit for without-doing any of the work.
He wanted his name to ride on the Vel
vets’ publicity and fame and-eventual
success. His only concern was' that the
Velvets make money but for the wrong
Yeason. If he was going to lend his name
to the Velvets he had to be there inth
them when the show was on, but event
ually he decided that his. physical pres
ence wasn’t, needed and felt hig name
could carry them. If the Velvete weren’t
making money, then they weren’t msklng
money for Andy in his estimate. Both
Andy and Paul got bored with caring.,
after the needs of the show and trying to
improve upon it, and earing for the indi
vidual needs of the people th at made up
the show, and bored company, frankly,
is always boring company. It was a-^nal
for the Velvets to strike out on their own.
They did and proved they were a rode
group to contend with.

1 call it, is vWy much a fascist dictatoi^

ship on’a miniature scale.

W.L. Can you cite a specific bxampla of
this element of ' behavior ip. the Warhol
Factory?
O.M. Yes. Forenstsmee, I discovered Paul

■a fri|6 t1*Bdag exparienee, frightening be
cause it is myateribua. - One'never knows w h an-one'si tran
scending when in the act of it. wfaidi is
.w ill I read Mmewhere. in -Vogtie a year
ago that Andy
been attending parties
with his Polmpid not because he desired
to take piettUM so mUch as he granted to
make an art out of party p h o to ^ p h y ,. If
Andy would just stop-for a montent and
remove himself from, agq-ulteriermdtives
and be-reminded, ^ t h i s instance,' of'iudi
party photograidtiMNas Lee Friedlander,
or Lee Childere,\ o r Anton Perich, he
would then come to terms with the real
and hidden motive that whatever he in
volves himself with he enjoys; but Aridy
can’t sinjoy .himself in any. given context
unless he has an exploitative motive for
{doing so.

Morrissey and first brought him to Andy.
I already knew Paul even 'before Andy
w ar introduced to me. Paul Is clever .be
cause of his talent for deception. He’d
pretend to be your friend, while, at the
same time conceiving ways of how to go
about liquidating you. A knife in the
back while pretending to be your friend.
That’s how he’s managed to maintatn the
position of power he now has. Being
aloof, inaccessible, when the trap filially
worked; but that was part of Andy’s
power, too. -Their power, -thought was
W.L. Perhaps we can taft^aboirt thq films
really of a cowardly nature. Paul lives in
that you made on your own and the
a constant state of worry and fear. Also,
photography you’re iNresently involved
Fred Hughes, Andy’s social secretary at
with. I know you were involved with
the time, since he. wasn’t capable of doing
much elte, is another example. He was
some of,the early Warhol films. When did
always Secretly envious of my long term
you begin to get into making your own
standing with Andy, as if it were a m ys
films and taking your own photogiapha? ■
tery he could not penetrate, no matter
how hard he tried, but the mystery was
OtM. Although the visual was always
only in Fred> head. It didn’t exist for
there to any sense I could relate, photo
Andy, and if it did, I certainly wasn’t
graphy and film-making were actual out
aware of i^ and even if I were, I tried to
growths o f being so intenaely involved
discourage such illusions from grabbing
with tluLactual working in these mediums
hold. But Fred was always^doing some- - on an anonymous level, more or less.
thing ungsol just to annoy me, underPhotography for me is practising the elo
W.L. You’re currently working with John m ine-rfiy^ength which was my patience, ’ quence of language without language. But
^ g r a p l ^ and language as printed
Rechy, author of City o f Night and in mm’e way, in order, to make me look
w o r ^ ^ ^ Vbry l iaiflarLhecause'^the;«? aj
Numbers, on a project based, on sionr silly in Andy’s eyes.
silent iir^rture.*si=pbe^^™^diajp^^#»cexperiences in the Warhol circle. What W .L. Andy Warhol is very traditional. In
companyii^^^ t e i d e s o u n d e x c ^ t 'what
is the general approach you and Rechy
a recent interview he admits being very the photo myllP^suggest or what ‘the
will be taking thematically?
bourgeois in his values, or he flaunts this, observer might hear with his iiuier ear
and
feels this is a put-on, too; that rtiuch .in the same way when you look at
O.M. The book is a re-creation, through
this is pkrt of the mask.
a page of printed text. What you see is
nay recollectioris of some of the highlanguage on a whRe page, but it, too, is
lii^'ts of the 7-odd years Andy and I'
spent working together; The book is O.M. Aiuly would like us-to believe that sUeftL-l read seinewhere'where ^ean Lucrailed Narcissism Madtiess Suicide. Filter he's embarrawed by his backgroujtd. He Godüd said that “ the most fantestic
thipg you could film is people reeding.
ing my direct perception of it through
was not born into the middle clan, but The movie you'd ntake would be a lot.
John’s own knowledge of his world of
God knows why anyone would want to more interesting than most of them are."'
narcissism and promiscuity, John will
be born into the middle clan! He came
1 'see. myself as an amateur photo
re-create what he refers to as “ the 'from a coal-mining Pittsburgh working-, grapher
because I a’m uncor
sequined, manufactured people—their in olass family, very Catholic, in fact, I ttiiiA rupted bybasically
technique, taking a picture in
sane actions, gestures, even the' frenetic
knowing this element in his character as terms of my lack of knowletige or the ex
thoughts, intonations," and cònsistent
it has developed over the years would perience of working in a dark room. I’m
with the fact that Andy’s“ world deals
help throw some light on what he so in-' always taking pictures of what I am, be
totally with' appearance. It is essentially
tensely tries to keep hidden. That’s why cause that is all I can see. 1 see me when
an in-depth study of a period in art with he’s lied so many times as to his birth see you because I see you. For example, I
out making any moral judgments and is place or how old he really is, although I am constantly striving to show the human
not meant to be an exposé. Andy and seem to recall that the birthdate on his qualities in a.person I like in the photo of
Paul are fine at that themselves.
passport was in July of 1928; that would, that person. This kind of photograph may
make him about 45, but this, too, was a * express nothing but my love for the per
W.L.' Will the homosexual aspect of War
convenient cover-up to create mystery son whom I photograph. I do not want to
hol’s work come into the^book?
about him. One of his favorite movie stars he in possession of what I photograph or
is Greta.Garbp. The dih^m a is a simple write, but'^Tather in relation to those
O.M. Yes, in the sense that it would show
one. Andy hasn’t reconciled himself to
modes of expression I work with. I
for the first time how and why Andy and the fact that he hasn’t realized the Amer .haven’t
shot any film in nearly three
Paul Morrissey, but mostly Paul, were
ican Dream. What he has aspired to all yeàrs, my last being a half-hour film diary
afraid of their own sexual identity, ex along would mean giving up certain things of
my travels and encounters in various
ploiting homosexuality in their films in he’s found himself in possession of that
of Massachusetts where I happened,
such a way as to' make the homosexual even the middle class don't have. The ■parts
degrading and thus using it as a cover-up American Dream is a dream that refuses to be at the time with friends. The film is
called A p ril Diary, and John Wieners
for their own homosexualUy^
to die. Andy has died so many times al appears as a major figure in a major por
ready, and very nearly did die once. tion of the film as I was with him during
W.L. What were your relations with Andy
I believe Andy just finished noaking a a good part of the. time that I was carry
like at that time, and what was Andy's
Dracula movie in Rorne with Paul.'Funtiy ing my camera around with me. The
general attitudes in interpersonal contact?
thing, though, Andy is continually tran structure of the filth is very much the
Was he very difficult to get along with?
scending himself, but he doesn’t know same way that a day book is kept. All the
that. If he did, he would cease to do what sequences follow, in chronological order,
C M. Maybe I can lead into your question
from what- John Rechy enlightened me he's doing, because to transcend would be although I t doesn’t matter, except that
about Andy in our taped colloquies for
"thirhook. John has written that “what
was not known is that Warhol -at -that
time was a celibate; he cringed from
physical contact. It was that celibacy
that gave him enormous manipulative
power over the magnificently beautiful
people he brought together..’’ In this
sense also he was very much in control
of everyone connected with the corpor
ate structure of the Factory, because of
his passive and silent, almost deadening,
nature. Now, I already knew Andy was
celibate for quite some time and told this
to John, and I t was John who made the
intellectual leaps in connecting the two
elements: poWer Snd celibacy, and so the
book is actually a progressioni, of leaps
that would make everything very visual.
If, in fact, he Weren’t having sex, then,^
too, there would be no outward aggres
sion. The way Andy controlled any situa
tion within the Factory was very much
similar to the innate structure of_a bee
hive. Andy was, in a sense, the Queen,
as vibrantly charismatic as a queen bee
can be; but then I’ve always identified
the internal power'trips that went down
between Andy and me, or me and Paul
or Fred, for that matter," in very much
the same way that fascism would be kept
alive. Andy on many occasions literally
created and set up people against one
another just to keep them in line. It was
like a very primitive-but effective moni
toring system. If. anyone stepped out of
N C in e m a s c o p e
'line that person’s enemy would report,
back to Andy of any wrongdoings.
Fascism is. born of an intente spiritual
hunger—a need and search for a Guru.
It’s a- signal or sign of the times, and only
piu.
‘i < x p á a c ( ¿ t c ' D n c u t i ^ .
'persons with vision can read at what’s
being hinted at. Anyway, th i WarholS U N D A Y , IV IA R C H 1 6 th
1 1 : 1 5 ai
Morrissey conglomerate is but one facet
^ r n AVI- A 1«» S ’
of the boredom and loneliness you find
0 f i"i c i
Iv“? GUT*;
in young people.. The Fi^etary Game, as
’h

C h srk s-H en x l F o rd (le ft) A G u a r d M alaiw a s t
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I’m really being true to myself. But some
times I’ve had an ending for a film before I
I^d actually begun shooting it from the
sw t. I don’t changeI the film with the
ending I already have, to complete it. 11
simply allow, the film to change me in the
course of shooting it to arrive at that
place.which is a signal telling me .it’s time
to stop shooting and pUll all the images |
together.
W.L. I know you’re presently working
with still photography with almost- the
same intensity of energy you’ve been'put- |
ting into your writing. Is the feeling of
working with photography different, iet’s
say, from working with moving film?
O.M. Well, first of all I was always con

scious of color when I focused my vision ]
through the refliex of tfa« movie camera,
but then maybe that’s because I was I
shooting most of the time with color
film. On the- other hand, howevM, I’ve
never been conscious of color- through
the still camera's rangefinder. 1 can't re
call color in any instance ^ my involve
ment with photography; but, again, let
me say, this must relate to my working
with still photography through my eyes
as a film-maker, in that context of what
is moving in a still photograph is still
moving as a reality even though it may |
not be actual in terms of the photo de
picting the motion.
W.L. You mentioned that you've known
Charles-Henri Ford for some time and
thkt he's always been a great source of in
formation for both W ar^l and yourself.
O.M. Charles taught me to perceive pho

tographically as such in terms of com
position. So I was learning about photo-'I
graphy from a poet whose methods were f
those of a painter’s. In fact,-.Charles has.
been all three at one time o r another iif |
his career as a multi-media artist. A ren
aissance man of sorts. America's answer
to Jean Cocteau whom, by the way,
Charles was intimate with when he lived
in Paris. Cocteau even wrote a catalogue
introduction to an exhibit of paintings
Charles was havin(^ in Paris in, I ttelieve,
the early ’50’s. Charles insisted I start
taking photographs the w^y the human
eye registers the periphery of what is be-'
ing perceived within that invisible outline,
and he encouraged me to work more with
the horizontal frame where it was di
rectly called for in context with the sub
ject or object I was perceiving and' thus
framing ih my camera vision, becauM he
told me that he discovered long ago when I
he was into photography in a heavy way
that the horizontal frame more closely
as^milated the width of human vision,
and he also made me very conscious of I
backgrounds in relation and balance to
foreground subject matter. Of course,
drawing a fine line on aesthetics is of a
very personal tiature with any artistJ
attempting to express the best way he
knows how. I’m not saying this is the
only way to make a good photo, I'Ai only
saying this way works for me. It might |
not work fpr another artist.
W.L. So CharleX'Henri Ford was; in fact,

a major influence on your photography I
as well as being a"determining factor in
your life flow when he introduced Andy ]
to you?
■“

O.M. The latter is quite true; but Charles,

both in poetry and photography, has
been more a visual and aesthetics rein
forcement to the vision I already had, in |
terms of method. He began to be a visual
information influence only after I took
up photography and that v9as at least five
years aftqr he brought Andy and I to-
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did throughout all the years I knew him.
He. died three years ago of a hesurt a tta ^
only two days after his wife wta' buried.
It Was~aad. Anyway, Daisy got^wind of
this and hit the ceiling; she got paratmid
for her job being in jeopardy Snd ri^ tly
so, we were legally minors, and made Wil
lard promise not to see or try aàd reach
either-of us as king as we were still her
students. Willard kept his promise, and I
didn’t miss' seeing him, nor did I ever
think of running Into him again. Qraduation was two months off.
After I graduated and when 1 had
weekends to myself between working as a
silk-screen, technician fex Leon, whom
Paul had worked for the previous sum_^mer, I commuted by subway and bus to
"'R iis Park with some' gay friends, Tony
and Turk, and a straight girl, Nancy. On
one of these weekends while walking
-through Section One—the gay section—
^
‘ -S»
of Riis Park, I met Willard on the beach,
’
clad in a saffron-colored bikini with
W .L. For how long hevb.ypu .been
a-huge belly and smacking his lips as if he
volvecTwith the visual art*?
- —- werejvaiting io ba fecL^he first thing he
did was grab my hair and yank it. Right
G.Af. Ever since 1 can remember I’ve been
away we got to talking and he iilvited me
involved with images and in expressing
to join him on his blsiqket, and he began
what I a w , even before coming to poetry
right awáy in telling me what a great
J o h n W ieners O I s S T Z n S 'T m î S 'I E S m S â ô â ï ô ë â S c î n t e B o sto n
with what I could already we. I start«
fo
r
G
erard
MaIanga^l
Pre-J{apfia*l<(«
O
raem
,
1
9
6
8
young poet I was sad hnw he wanted to
drawing cross-sectiont of subway plai
achieve, except using that' quote which see everything I was writing and he was
and elevated trestles and street lamps of what to weiu with what and about taste,
got me nowhere fast and; in fact, might really sincere'ánd serious and concerned,
the moat exact and duplicated detail in generalr'l learned, and still hold this to
have turned off a few people towards me. and cuxjously enough I -whipped out my
from memory. I was fasdiuted with be-an absolute, that there is no such thing
The fact is. I’m still writing and couldn’t notebook in which I’d been notating all
movies. I devised a shadow box th'eatre aT good taste or bad taste. Either you
stop to wait for the words, and so my most recent works.
and made 8 ”x 10 ” cut-outs from colored have iaate or you don’t. And then D ai^
He invited me home and promised
construction papers and taped these cut got wind of my having met Leon and «topped writing to start moving. He prob
out silhouette drawings onto colored cel how Leon finally seduced me. It was all ably evolved to a state of eloquence with that everything was on the up-and-up,
lophane sheets I’d buy by the roll at the very gentle. Leon had seduced Paul,.so it out language. Rimbaud wrote all his but sure enough he was up to his old
neighborhood stationery store. I made a . seemed quite natural that lie would me, major works in a given time up until he tricks—sex came first, poetry second; but
story board, titles and all, using the old although I never did go to bed with Paul. was twenty-one. I’m thirty and I can’t there was something endearing about
teri-cent E.C. Comics as my model, in Maybe that’s why Paul introduced me to. even begin to pick out what my major Willard that didn’t much put me off. May
works are, if any, since 1 get tired of . be it was because I was really impressed
cluding a make-believe movie company Leon, because it was a projection of
with its own logo. I would line up the going to bed with me without really something I write so easily within a about the attention I was getting froin
month even of its having been written. someone whose poenp I had grown .to
frames in such a Way~thai"they^would in- doing so but Rowing that Leon had. It
deed-.follow a story line but one that I doesn’t matteftV« were boyfriends at the That’s because I feel I’m, constantly on admire when I first read them in high
the edge of the newness. Poems I’m truly sdiool without any prior knowledge of
would more or leas make up as I went time. We were always together in and out
long. Contact-projecting each frame fi-orn of; school, Ynd we did begin to look con given to write are there to be written the fact that they were written more thStr
behind, a rather crude rear* projection,-in spicuous’ together in school because we whether I write them or not, and one ten years ago. He literally hadn’t written
darkened room with aj flashlight. This were always seen together. I was certainly, - curiously never doe^Tinow just when or anything in that time except for an “Epiwhy or how or in what guise they will be thalamion” he wrote on the occasion of
was more Or less for my own amusement the passive oi^-in that relationship. Paul
present to make themselves known to be Marilyn Monroe’s marriage to his friend
and fascination Ss I rarely had more than made almost all the decisions as to what
we
were
going
to
do,
whether
it
would
be'
written. I am a poet by virtue of what I Arthur Miller-who liyed in the neighbor
an audience of one, if any, to show them
taking
in
a
museum
or
a
suggested
read
am, not by what I know. But I know, hood at that time. I liked Willardjiemuse
to. I Was even into stamp collecting as a
too, what thei^e is to be known that I he was gppijipiative of my presence and
youngster, but not becauw of any histor ing list.
don’t know. I would feel those might "be maybe because of~ all the wonderful
ical value but because I was mostly into W.L. Had you begun to get involved with
in some way , equivalent contexts. Wil books of poetry he had t|iat he’d read
the images and designs depicted on these The .New York literary scene as a result of
lard knew-it and felt it, too;-froro whet and collected over the 25 yM ralhat k e ’d
stamps. I alwsys wanted Andy to be com all, these, encounters, or prior to your
he x«ad of the first poems I had written , lived in the Penthouse in -Brooklyn
missioned by the Federal Government to writing?
“
at that time. And that’s what attracted, Heights; and maybe because it was the
design a postage stamp as it would give
me the diance to fulfill that fantasy O.M. Getting involved with the. literary
Willard to me, the iiuistence he perceived first time that anyone, especially a poet,
scene'came
in
a
roundabout
way.
Daisy
through him. If you can’t fulfill a fantasy,
of my being a poet by v^tue.4>f lu b a tl had actually sat down and~seriously took
had
invited
two
friends
of
hers,
Ruth
it’s no longer real.
.am—the way I looked—nof by what I into consideration a discussion-of my
But all this had -very much to do Yorck and Keimard Elmslie, to read <knew, because at that time I realty didn’ti* own-w otk_in front of me. I certainly
with my evolution into poetry as a some of their poems in our class. I was
the event for the school news know anything except what the right feel- didn’t-have this rapport with Daisy~be
vehicle for image-making. .The poet Rob covering
Ihg could do in a poem by writing what I cause she was too concerned about not
paper
and
also Daisy asked Paul and I if
ert Creeley defines it as “ how to- be in
was feeling at that time, at the time of getting too familiar with her students. So,
we
would
both
be
escorts
for
Ken
ward
what life makes that time, w h ^ . when,
the writi.ng, and recognize J t as such. in a sense, Willard for me, was what I had
and
Ruth
while
they
were
in
the
school
what is supposed to happen is~s^ted for
There
wss no thought process that-could wanted in Daisy but didn’t receive, and
so patiently.” Bo, in a broad sense, every building. I also conducted an interview
be
traced
or recognized in my poems. at that, time I was really hungry for
thing that occurred prior to poetry Was with Kenward for the school paper. When
They
were
entirely made up of feelings feedbadc that would pròve a viable way
very much a part of that process much in I finally pulled together my material,' I
that evoked the word-equivalents which for improving my writing. I was very
the same way that now I’m still writing found that the interview was really lack
thus re-evoked the original feelings. Even serious about what I was doing. There
by the way I perceived what already ing, not so mudi in Kenward’s response
if what I was saying in the poem was o f was ho question about it, I knew Iw as a
but
in
my
questions
in.knowing
what
to
^
exists as a poem, as language, prior to the
the nature of a painful circumstance in poet.
ask him, since I was only familiar with
act of writing, and prior to the poem.
Willard wasn’t exactly what I would
the sense that I could feel it, both phys
maybe
four
or
five
o
f
his
po.ems
at
that
The poet Bockris-Wylie, in an inter
ically and emotionally, the writing itself' call the ideal writing workshop instructor.
view, asked me if ^had a definition, of tjme. So 1 sent him two or three addi
was pleasurable. Writing for me has never He was more than that. He considered
tional questions in the mail and he was
what poetry might be;~what it means to kind
himself a great teacher and he did have
been anything leas than a joy.
enougl)
to
respond.
me, and I obliged him wUh what might
the gift for bringing out Ulent in some
' I might add here as ah interjection
be an adequate definition .at the time, but that Ruth was so impressed with me that
one,'but in my casé he was just too busy
in no way should it be coiuidered a def
years later she wrote a long poem
being excited-by the fact that I should
initive answer. By definition "I cannot three
youth, dedicatinj[ it to me, and
be writing at all because I was so poor
define poetry but only -recognize it, as about
mentioning me by name in the poem.
scholastically, and I had no way of know
such. And yet when I’m into the other also
Anyway, a couple of months paamd, and
ing how I could improve my writing.
forms of expression, photography or film- I.^received
a note from Kenward along
Later, .Kenneth Koch, my poetry work,
makings the expression is very much the with an invitation
he was
shop
instructor at thè New School
same with me, because I’m dealing with giving, and he noted toth aat -1party
should comp
straightened out the situation and put me
images. What does happen is what I with Paul. It was at this party
that I first
on the right track. But when I first knew
don’t know to explain it to you or to' my got a glimpse of Frank O’Hara
in the
Willard I had all the feeling, but ladced
self even in t}>e sense of what the next flesh and many other poets whose work
I
the craftsmanship.
poem-will be or when it will' happen: was into, like Kenneth Kooh and Jimmy
Willard and I saw one another quite
That’s what makes poetry so exciting for Merrill and Bill Berkson who snubbed me
ji bit that summer. We’d arrange to meet
me. In this sense, then,-poetry is knowing when I went up to him to introduce my
at a pre-designated place at a specific
before any understanding.
self because I liked his works so m u ^
time, and usually it was always the "same
and because he was so good-looking and
place on the cement walk at Riis Park, or
W .L. Since you’ve touched on your early that’s how I envisioned y poet should
occasionally I’d join him. at his home and
yeats of discovery, can you recall your look. I always like to cite this pactiralar
we’d start out together. I was still living
first homosexual experience?
^
encM>unter because now Bill and l' are
at home with my parents in the Bronx
good friends. It was also at thik party that
On occasion he’d pick up someone on the
I
was
introduced
to
Willard,
or
rather
the
G.Af!
was üxteen. I hadn’t ' begun
bench and bring him home with us and
first
thing
I
felt
moving
up
my
leg
was
writing as yet; but there was another boy,
while he was making it with the person
called Paul, my age in the same English Willard’s hand, at the other^end of which
I’d be out killing time by walking Wil
dlass who befriended me. I can’t think of was «Willard yelping H »y! Y o u ’re cute!
lard’s dogs, a black Labrador Retriever
why offhand, except I must have been What'» your rtoinef It was love at first
narned B la^ie and a white Borzoi named
G erard M alaaaa ' an d p b e t/f llm - n u k s r , WUlaid
carrying this attitude o f dashing Inno sight for Willard, and when he asked me
Alexis. Knever indulged in sny group sex
M aas, RUa P u k , S u m m ar 1 9 6 0
cence and sending out vibrations as such. whgt I did, and I told him that I was a
P ilo to : C ourtesy A ce A reU ves
with any of Willard’s tri^ s . Sununer
In short, I must have been getting such s poet, that nearly sent him flying. He
moved info Fall and Willard grew-more
That
night
at
Ke^ward’s
party
Wil
rush out of being me because it was the couldn’t believe that a 17-year old would
ahd more restless and,', at the same time
lard
‘
had
invited
me
..to
dinner
for
the
first time I was taking notice of myself be sophisticate.d enough to even assume following night at his home in Brooklyn somewhat solemn because I harf^already
.that I didn’t notice anyone else. Anyway., such a position, and sight-unseen assumed Heights.
make me feel at ease, he sug been accepted as an imdergraduate to
it turned out that Paul already knew our that my poems had to live up to my gested I To
study art design at the University of
might bring Paul as he had a
English teacher, Daisy Aldan, had known looks and had to be nothing but GREAT. friend that Paul would find interesting,
Cincinnati. There was a deep ' sadnisss 4o
_
her from our Junior year. I later, found A few years Ister h<t was to say of my and said that there would be a Flamenco_ Willard’s eyes'as if tl^ child inside him
d û t from Paul that he worked for Laon poems, “ Like Rimbaud this young poet’s guitarist playing 'music for us, which I , was re-discovered in me, and now that
Hecht,’« former student of Daisy, for the genius is unexplainable, but it is there was naive enough to brieve. Willard was
child was Jesving. I kndw he didn’t want
summer prior to his Senior year. Because definitely,, and I should not be surprised such a Romanticist even when he lied. mé to' go, but at the same time he was
Daisy saw that Paul had taken an interest if some day he would surprise us and Well, there was no Flamenco guitar and
proud^ that I thought to continue my aca
in me, she must have sensed something achieve what Rimbaud did—only one what Willard had in miiUi-v^a an orgy.
demic'i education. He was an associate pro
about me. Xs my relationship with Paul ' hopes that fiis talent-will, grow sis Rim Paul went to th cb ack bedroom with Joe,
fessor at the time at Wagner C o l^ e
grew, I got to know miore about Dgisy, baud’s did not.” When in Cincinnati I would receive
Willard’s neighborhood boyfriend, and
and about Leon as well, even before I
But .if you were to analyse what Willard preceded to seduce me and blow least tw o ^ lte rs a week ftam him and
actually met him. Through Leon I got to Willard did say, you would see that some- me. There was no foreplay. He went right sometimes some spending money
know -about fine restaurants and table ' thing’s' ix>t all together there. First of all, to the zipper of my pants. I wasn’t much books o f poems or copies of literary mag
manners and museums and clothes bnd ^I b*v«n't achieved wRat Rimbaud did attracted to Willard physically to go azines And I’d answer all his letters. In
I ' ■'
............ '‘ I

tlerive- iu »ouroe from Clurlea. Althoufh
never .been-»diractly influencc<f by
Cherlee’ u>ork$, I do appreciate and am in
sympathy ,wlth hit artistic enpression.
Charles was my reinforcement, but Paul
Morrissey, in fact, was my t i n t guiding
spirit and, some of tay very first photos,
including the ones of Charles Olson, were
taken with Paul'a ^eiss Ikon^ In fact, Paul,
looking at .my contacti o f Olson knew
they would make fine enlargements. Paul '
explained to me how one can see the
photo as a full frame, whether it be verti
cal or torizontal, and to be conscious of
that way of teeing when talcing a photo.
think; from looking at Paul’s'own con
tact sheets, he preferred shooting verti
cally. In other words, I shoot fuU-frame
for full-negative, results. I'm not into
cropping unless it's the only choice le ft'
to improve a^irfioto which might other
wise be .not as interesting.
•.
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with the llUrary situation as it was then
happening in New York in » 6 0 .1 learned
to appredate the sense of correspondence
through Willard’s letters sad, in fSet,
m w sring his letters Uught me how to .
express myself in a-faaliion other‘than
what poetry had to offer.

W.L. I know your poetry caught atten-.
tion when you were in your early twen
ties. How do you feel this came about?
O.M. Well,, if you’re meaning there was an

audience for my poetry I’m not aware of
it, nor^ was I then. In a recent letter from
my friend Jim Willems, poet and e^to r
of lethmue, he wrote that he hesitated at
the idea of writing for the self, and I re
sponded by saying', that, personally, I
don’t write for an audience and never
have. An audience doesn’t even exist
when I’m writing a poem-because I’m
the only one present in that actuality.
I simply write for me. I am my own
audience. What I write is. never addressed
to the great public nor even to the few,
the small number generous enough to
want to listen snd to see the ideas and
feelings of one individual. These poems
are f i t t e r , for myself. I cannot think or
feel in terms of~numbers of an audience.'
After all, when it comes right down to it,
poetry is the language of speaking to one
self. My poetry didn’t catch any atten
tion that I could account for, although
my lifestyle might have eclipsé what, if
any, attention my poetry might have
received. I’m reminded of something
William Saroyan once wrote, “onknown
but very famous.” In^other words; it was
me,- not my poetry tukt caught the atten
tion o f lots of people when in my early
twenties. After neariy 13 years of my in
volvement-with the writing of poetry I
find mjrself in the peculiar and precarious
position Of that fame and public image
tat exceeding the recognition accorded to
it by critics, my peers, most,of my con
temporaries, and, in particular, all the
establishment editors and publishers.
I am not any leas of a poet because
of my being a star. It’s jurt that mosÁ
poets and all publishers and anyone con
nected with poetry won’t accept you asa
;x>et if you are a star. That’s why I’ve not
leen a ¿ e d by an, establishment publish
ing house to have a book published, and
yet my credential^ far exceed all poets of
my generation covering roughly ten years.
That would indude anyone in his late
twenties to late thirties, and they would
he the first to admit that what 1 say is
true, although more times than not their
books don’t go paat'a first printing, o r are
even remaindered in some instances, al
though 1 do think it’s chic, to have your
book remaindered. It affords aU those
people who couldn’t buy your book
before because of the outrageous prices
publishers set for a book of poems these
days to obtain it now; but try telling that
to the publisher or even to the poet who
is more times than not not very sophisti
cated to perceive the situation as so, and
uptight besides.
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because these two activities can coincide:
learning to live and living to leam.
W .L. 'You speak of Americans as being
afraj^ of~the--«snconscious, the' imagina
tion. I’ve diacoverod'-that them.
dichotomy made by writers, artists, be
tween their sexuality' and their -writing'. I think that quite often writers—this hss
been so in the past—have tended to push
tltair sexjuality, especially if it’s somethmg which was considered deviate such
as homosexuality was, into a very private
corner of their Iive|^ and it has not spilled
over into 'their work. You see this in
many well-knowti writers. It’s known
that they are basically homosexual or bi
sexual; but this aspect of their sexuality
has really never spilled over into their
work. And I believe that one’s creativity
is going to be affected if one goes through
one’'s entire life maintaining this kind of
dichotomy. I think it’s beginning to
change now. The change in consciousness,
the relaxation in censorship, afS part of
this change. Poets and vrritors are no'w
more open to their own sexual identity.
G.M . Winston, I tend. to disagree with

but being in love doesn’t necessarily
necessitate such poenu Come into exist
ence, slthough from my range of exper
ience, and God kiMws I’ve written hun
dreds and hundieds.Of love poems, being
-ln_lqv^ is a pre'mquisite for writf
. poems. 'But what to do whfin :
love and you want to write sonaething
other than_g love poem. The challenge is
not so much in writing such a poem but
to write a poem that is anything but a
poem to the person you’re in love with,
whether it bis homdsexual or hetero
sexual in nature. Poetry is never discrete,
and should never be. The most difficult
poetry of aH for any poet to w riters the
poetry containing the absence <^A7^
W .L. I am talking about the writer who
happens to be basically gay and who cuts
off one area, in effect saying, “ 1 wiU not
enter.”' He or she can be very creative,
very brilliant, iii fact. But i^uite often
throughout his entire life he has set aside
one area, that of gayness, which is not
permitted to affect his work as a whole.
Or, if it is brought in, it is done so in a
subtle, often closety,. way.

you. I feel, unless the .artist is inspired by
G .M . Well, it’s fear....
his homosexuality and the homosexuality
around lhim|' it is not a prerequisite to
W .L. Fear, right! Fear of being ostracized
allow his artistic expression as such to be _byThe-community at large, by the liter
of t^at nature also. That’s like’saying'a ary community, 'and a fear of losing one’s
person should be inspired by his sex to job If one is an academic, if one is pub
allow that to enter his work. That is not lished in a homosexual journal. There’s
the ingredieiU that goes into making a always this fear.
love poem. Also, you can’t help But to
write love poems when you’re in love; G M . Fear hss always been the deciding

W.L. Why do you think this is so, or why
do you think this is happening to you?

G.Af. I don’t want to sound like I’m beiiig
the victim o f some sort of publishing con
spiracy to keep my poems from receiving
any widespread appeal they would surely
get, although that could be a possibility. _
But'America' has always been afraid ofrr
the unconscious, of the imagination, of
beauty,, in fact. I get suck a nuh out of
being me! Thé problem with the way I
look, of course, is a simple one if oAe-cancall it a problem. The New York literary
establishment is uptight because I look
the part of what I write and what I write
is a reflection and a revelation of jjie way
I look. I mean, it would have been accept
able for someone like myself to write
well and not have the good looksi or to
be good-looking and not write well;
but to write well and be good-kToking
besides can be a disadvantage. I know I’m
not going to look the same 30 years from
now, if I live that long, but even so, it
won’t affect my poetry any. I’ll definitely
be writing better than I am now, in fact.
I t’s not my fault that I happen to be
good-looking, and if I didn’t write poetry,'
I probably wouldn’t care; but I do have
thcvright to ekpitalize on my looks if I am
a poet, because I’ve always understood
and perceived a poet to be nothing but
beautiful. Also, I’ve had the rare BjdvantSge oT writing about mÿ life in terns of
encounter as I am living it, which didn’t
sit well with nuny of the other poets who
aimed or dedred- at the same centering
but who unfortunately couldn’t make
time nor find the “ spot” to coincide
with their' living rhythm because they
were too busy concerned with eamifig-a
living. And the excuse they’ll always find
to give you is that they’ve a wife and
children to support. There is nothing"
wrong with having to earn a living. It's
just not my work. Writing poetry is my
i^r^.vegardless of w hethefor not I can
derive an income from that work; but
that’s not the point. Living just as leafn-
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factor, personal, jn terms of who th « |
person Was, what his desires were, hov
he qsed hjs power, maihtaiiMd his power. I
Willard Maas, who later beesune my col-1
lege ptofesso> when*I transferred fromi
icinnati to Wsgner College, was loved)
and hated by bote studente and teachers.
During the course of his career as a'col-|
lege professor both at WagiMr, and priori
to that at a Catholic school, Iona College I
in New Rochelle, he had published his I
homosexual love poems, some of which)
were written to the English Roet George!
Barker, and also giving head to students I
every available chance he’d' get. Yet he [
eeemed untouchable, as if those who I
hated him.also feared him and that was!
their weakiiesa, that was his strength:!
their fear.
*
While on the subject, Frank O’Hara 1
was not in fear of loring his job either, I
and- Prank, more than WOlsrdv-stood the I
chance of losing far more. If only beeanse |
he was younger than Willard and was not j
a teacher. 1 must say, though, thatl
Frank’s behavior was such that he knew |
when and. where proniiacuity was con
doned. Frank, if he were alive today, I
would continue to write the kind of love |
poems—love poems to his many boy
friends-and one-night stands. He wanted i
to write over and above whether he was
going to keep-Ms.job as a curator with
the Museum of Modern Art. Frank might |
have been somewhat slow in making deci
sions when it came to what waé current |
in art, and, of course, unless those deci
sions would .ultimately alter the flow in I
his favoc;-but in the end when he made a |
decision it always seemed he made a deci
sion for the better. For exsunple, Frank I
was strongly anti-pop art in its first daysj
in thp early ’60’s, because pop art wa§ a [
threat, in his view, to the abstract ex-T
pressionist movement in painting ~ahd |
sculpture which had dominated that per
iod due in pact ..to Frank’s prodigious I
efforts in j>romoting -it. It was only dur
ing' the last year and a half of his life I
did he begin to come round -to pop art
and only after the persistent advice of j
friends such, as Joe Brainard and Ted [
Berrigan to. name a few.

I

W.L. When did you meet Frank O’Hara?
G .M . 1 met both^rank and Charles Henri I

Ford through Willard’s catalytic efforts.
W .L. What was Joe LeSueur’s relationship |
with Frank O’Hara at this time?
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G.Af. I got the sense that Joe was Frank's
room-mate, although it might have been I
something quite (lifteivnt when they first j
met. I was never really close to Frank onj
a personal friendte'ip basis, because Wil
lard' used Joe as an instrument to ptanlj
. the seeds Of a not very pretty picture I
which worked in Willard’s and I might
add Joe’s favor, in keeping Frank and 11
apart. It was basically what 1 would refer I
to as a homosexual jealousy, although it’s!
quite a natural thing, ancl happens in j
heterosexual relationships, also. It-w as j
only after I. driftedwway from Willard’s [
dominkting influence anid after Joe and
Frank had decided to go separate ways I
and Joe moved out from the loft they I
shared on Broadway, that Frank ex-1
tended
the first friendly gesture I’d [
known him to make toward me. It was at j
the opening of the Nakian sculpture exhi-1
bition, that Frank had installed at MOMA.I
Frank. actually came up to me from be-|
hind and said he would very mush like to j
have me come to a reception he was giv
ing in Nakian’s honor at his loft. Frank I
knew what the right feeling can do, and]
it was as if he had given serious recon
sideration to any misgivings, all of them I
second and third hand information, he|
/ might have had of me. In fact, at the]
party, we did hit it off, and Frank kept]
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introducin^neT rTunH rTnendSTsom ^r
whotn I «ven .knew, quite to Frank’s surr
prise. J didn’t see Frank after'the party,
though we did speak to one another a
couple of times at length over the phone.
W .L. Did Frank O’Hara’s poetry have any
influence on your writing to. any great
extent?
'r—

J.M. It was Frank’s pioneering break-,
throughs which he • inherited from the
Dadaista and Surrealists and combined
with the painUngs of the Abstract Expressionbts, in his own work, and ultimately
for all poetfy,. that helped me to recognb^e the possibilities of what language
itself p'roi>osea Poetry iaa process, not a
structure as many are led to telieve,
especially th e New'Academic Poets that
are Currently rising, and, again, t don’t
mean to define what poetry is by any
■»«fiic^in my talking about my total com
mitment to it. Frank’s poems were im
penetrable because they were very much
Frank’s Own tiersonal vision of what he
saw and felt, and how he viewed the
world, make no mistake about it. His
poetry was without judgments. His poetry
was pur» ecstasy. You could feel all his
senses 'were working simultaneously to
express th ro u ^ language the joy Of living,
which was really an.ongoing theme in
many of his longer poems. I knew in
stinctively from reading his poems that
he felt there was always a poem to be
written because his life continued and he
continued to live it. Frank’s poetry was
-gigdntic. There’s no other way to de
scribe it. And yet because his poems are
unique, like all great masters of the
language, they are easily imitated, which
can be very dangerous, because one gets
accustomed to writing in a certain way,
or arriting a certain type, of poem, and
that beconws all you know, anci that’s,
very limiting. But I realized that by using
Frank’s poems and their inherent for
mulas o f association as a model for my
own exploration, 1 was writing what I
had already known. I realized that to
write whaf you know is a bore. To write
what someone else knows is a bòre to
that person, so 1 began writing what I
didn’t know.- Arid the point of this is the
poem becomes .a process of realization,
because poetry is knowing before^any
understanding, i ^ I ’ve said before.' Illu
sion, like poetry, is real because it is all
we know. But what we don’t know^is
real, too, because we know that we don’t
know, because what we know of what we
don’t know is the unknown, like the un
conscious, ‘ that wants to make itself
known or conacious, is knowing something’s missing, and this something is the
presence of absence, the absence oTwhat"
is not missing. The self çreated out of the
self—not into but from. And yet what
ever 1 have done ceases to be part of me.
Mÿ poems, imperfect, humanly explain
things that 1 did in order to know.
W .L. Since we’re on the topic of influ
ence in'one’s writing, has Allen^Ginsberg
been an influence on your work? What
.lave been your feelings in regard to his
poetry?

G.Af. We both come from the streets,
more or less; but the street energy poetrynature comes from different areas of our
imagination as an extension of body, as
form is an extension of content. Allen
has never been a direct^jterary influence
to any extent on m y ^ ritin g . Alleh’s
work is too easy to imitate, even easier
than Frank’s, although you have to be al
ready sophisticated to-im itate Frank’s
poems, whereas you don’t have to be to
imitate Allen’s writings. I’m not making a
value judgment. I’m simply stating an
actuality of what each of their work pro
poses in terms of technique. Both Frank’s
and Allen’s poems are very casual ip their
writing; where they separate is in how
what is seen is expressed: Whatever
ground these imitations cover is a waste
of energy as far as I’m concerned. One
would have to go back to the original
1866 Edition of Walt Whitman’s Leaves o f
Grasi, and imaybe single out a poem like
“The Sleepers” , ope of -my. favorite Whit
man poems, and try to imitate that
before one should try and write a Gins-,
berg-type poem. I might say, though,
that I’ve learned quite n bit about Whit
man’s writings through Allen’s own per
sonal explorations.
W.L. You knew Allen Ginsberg, Tgather..
Do you think Allen tends to take on S
protective position with the young, espe
cially with artists and writers?

G.Af. I think Allen’s trying to shed What
ever motherly instincts he does have,
because he’s beginning to realize that it’s
costing him , money <in the long run I to
maintain such ah image. Every time one
of these young punks geis stranded some
where, Allen’s off anjljcy.nning^tal^festern
Union wiring money to, bail them out.
I’m not putting this down. I’ve been in a
similar scrape once where Allen was there
when I needed him. That’s Allen’s nature.
Hk loves being hit upon,’because he loves
the attention. If he didn’t he woiddn’t '
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allow himself to be interviewed by such sitenes as they occur in what is seen. ^ ^ m ^ ^ re S iT T C ^ m o a ^ c C T irie n ^ rirw?
magazines as Esquire so they can put him Silence has a depth 'also, as much a I’vp had over the past few months is one
down. But, then, n o , one escapes the horizontal depth as a vertical one. 1 try'to where I’m giving head to myself. Being
media. Power has a way of playiqg tricks reach these depths to become quiet in gay is npt being different from anyone
on you amj is costly besides. B u t^ lle n ’s them, to Hearif from them, to be'restored else because you just happen to be gay,
just as we are all hot any different from
been open, too open in fact, in terms of by them. / ’ '
.—- .
what the world is J>acau8»-/we are the
his life and nature; hp keeps nothing of
world. The French Dada poet Tristan
bis reajity to himaelf without some sort W .L. What is poetry for you, then?
Tzara once said, *T am against systems;
of balanced return on what does go out.
And one very easily.can become deman4- O M . Poetry is, first of all, language, and the most acceptable system is in principle
ring in terms of wanting what has been language for me is a way of pointing to the one that has no system.” There have
exposed, revealed, in oneself, to be filled the energy that is already-in me given the been very few men who have meant any
in again, nourished. •
thing to nM, of the countless number of
perception to work with.
,. 1 found myself on many an. occa
men I have made love with. Then there
sion where 1 wasn’t capable of equalizing W .L. This change of/consciousness,
r/conscic
then, are those who will try to find ways to use
Allen’a feedback, sexual or otherwise, is begiming to affect your work in r«^iird. homosexuality against me, as’ if they
and although I tried ^ it wae, aganr,~too—
SOUe of the new poems you’ve been a||p:Limed I were not homosexual, and
inuch. Alien and L will always be tight writing? -■—
—
^Bore
friends, above and beypnd anything liter-1
attempt this are persons who are in fear
ary simply because our literary tastes G.Af. The poems 1 am writing now have of being gay themselves, whether it be
differ widely,'I cringe every time I read a' really gone beyond what the poems I male or female.^ I ’m not saying that we
book o f poems he’s endorsed with a wrote up to several months ago had have a responsibility to the world to
blurb to'discover the .poenu are ninth _ a«^ntplished, not only in the way they’re make public our sexual identity.
rate horseshit! And, too, he’s known arid written but in what they have to say.
watched me grow up in a ten-year timie Also, my pacing is different, my attitude W .L. Why do you.feel this to be so?
span all the way back through 1964 wheh is different, but only because my life is. I
we Were living in two adjoining flats on feel secure in my poetry because it is as G.Af. I suppose you can’t have your cake
the top floor o f this six-story walk-up on interesting as my -We. My vision has W d eat it too. And I’ve always managed
East 5 th Street and "Avenue C. 1 was still changed, is changing, and I have devel to have both, because I ’ve never rejected
an undergraduate then at Wagner and oped deeper, more telling skills 'closer to what either side of my essence desired or
commuting to SUten Island three days a and at once an outcome of thbt vision. was ' drawn to. I’w npver made prefer
week and the rest of that time was snort Plainly now, the poems I now write I do ences that would, m any way. contradict
ing amphetamine with John Wieners who not think of in terpis of publication, al either aspect of theeSone person thaHs me.
would stay vrith me in my part of the flat though I do feel a req>onsibility toward
on many, occasrons.
them. What is and always has been ,the W .L. Can you give me An example of
And then there was Ondine, “ Be primary concern to me . is the mere someone uriitg homosexuali^Nagainst you
loved’’ Ondine, and most of the ampheta essence of living a truthful life, deliberate in thinking you were straight?
mine rapture syndrome that had ite links ly and with strength. My aim 1s to write
all the way into and through thé Warhol more clearly, plainly, and straightfor
Factory. Why do you think all those wardly. A poetry absent of any clever in G.Af. Let’s take~tbe most recant example
superstars talked so mUch in the films?! ventiveness—obvious figures of speech-- to point. 1 just received this letter from.a
And we all kifew each other or slept with but one in which the words fit into con friend of mine; well refer to her as'Shell
each other. We were bed friends. We text with each other ouietiv- and with . since that’s the name of the character
initiated each other. There would be days grace. To no longer just see myself as John Rechy models oh her in his new
on end when I didn’t show up, and when poet but to trans^nd that label of the novel The Fourth AngeL Have you read
1 would be strung out and craving from enfant terrible that Ned Rorem cited in the book?
speed and Allen would be in the kitchen reference to.'me in an article of his that
and say, "Gerry, do you want some ^ p e a re d in Status & Diplomat way back W.L.-Yes.
chicken soup?” He always had a Way of ■m ’67. When’Ginsberg recently asked my
putting a smile-on-my face, even in my age, I told him: “When you read) 30 G.Af. The letter’s an emotional response
of sorts to some poems I sent to her at
' darkest moments.
you’re no longer a teenager.” .
her-request at thé time I told her of my
Remy de Gourmont says, “ Freely decision to'go to the East Coast. In the
W .L. W hat"^ther influences on your
to write what one chooses is the sole letter she begins by saying, “ You must
poetry have there been?________
pleasure of the writer.” I write not so stop cultivating relationships with ladies
G.Af. I seeih to gravitate bet^reeiT^taa^i^ much to tell me things abOut myself I of means.” Then she goes on to say,
Olson, Robert Greeley,-W.S. Merwin, and may not have been aware of before as to “YOu lack the finesse to c a r^ 'it off for
most recently Robert Bly, whose new allow me to bring to my writing the any length o f time. You wouid probably
book Sleepers Joining Hands is the most presence of myaelf in its expression. As in stand a better Glance with men at this
powerful singular statement since the dreams, there is no sexual identity. We point,” as if_to say there would be a
publication of Allen Ginsberg’s HowL don’t dream ^dreams-in a certain way be . someone other Hian a man or woman I’d
And of all the poets' of my generation cause we are male or female. It’s what we stand a better chance with to survive.
Aram Saroyan has been the most potent are in our dreams, and in this same, in- This reminds me of that line in. the 21st
my poems are not what
influence on my recognizing the possi stance,arethen,
because-of my sexuality of my chant of “Song Of Myanlf” where -W ^ itbilities language proposes in terms of they
identity with its sexuality. I’w written num cries-^mt, “ And-Laay it-ia-as great to
where the poem can go and ho w it movea- poenis
both , men and women, boy be a womtüTïis tO bé a man.” First off, a
Also, the Peruvian Cesar Vallejo. I know friends for
‘lady of means”, whatever that means.
and
girlfriends; but if the themes
of no other poetry so isolated as his. of my poems
have changed, it’s not be“ 1^ ‘^e ^ings Shell did say
There is, I mean, no close affinity which cause I am not in the flow of my l i f ^ Î,®
.letter because if you read
affects his work organically. He still re homosexual or otherwise, but because b^ween the lines she s making a qualimains a towering figure, a giant almost, the flow of my life of which I am in has tative judgment in saying that it’s health
in the world of letters.
ier to have male-female relationships than
changed.
it is to have male-male relationidiips. 1
W.L. Influence,- I take it, when in the
don’t know how this is going to sit with
W
.L.
In
regard
to
your
own
sexuality—
wrong hands, becomes bad in terms of
her homosexual fiends; But the point it,
again
I
don’t
'want
to
try
to
categorize
-repetition; then, like Andy WarhoL
she accuses me of was un
you—would you say that you tend to be' everything
for and surprisingly so, since we
basically heterosexual open to gay exper called
parted on friendly terms, and it was
G .M . I’ve exhausted any possibilities to
nearly six weeks before 1 even heard from
allow myself to be influenced in a way ience, or basically bisexual?
that it would show. And then repetition G.Af. Usually the premise for that line of her. I hold to the reasons for the feelings
is a counter to evolution or change. Repe
have. I wanted to tell Shell that so
was'-simply is he gay! But Imuch
tition, by nature, is not change, or does questioningof what I was telling her was never
now the reverse is happening: is he what she
not change; it merely repeats.itsGf. It is straight!
was listening to, or wanting to
I
don’t
feel
the
Gay
Liberation
narcissistic much in the same way that movement -proposes such possibilities of hear, because Shell sounded fo good -to
the repetition in thé Warhol paintings cross-examination and if it, does, then I Shell, and what went“ down between us
tends to be narcissistic.
feel it’s become more a matter of seman was already a separate reality of time and
tics whether a person is gay, straight,-nar distance. She also went on to say that
W .L. Do you want to talk a bit about the
sissy, transvestite, transformer, “ life and art are the same—this is some
multitude of directions you’ve moved in cissistic,
sex-change, androgynous, butch, cOck- thing I fenois.” She even underlined
or are presently involved with In. your ette, polysexual, angelic, etc., etc. I’ve “know”, A if sh^ really did know.
poetry?
known men, like Andy, Warhol, who’ve Would say she was right, up to a point,
gone without sex for years but that- but for the'' wrong reasons; it’s always
G.Af. The poems I have been writing over *■ doesn’t make them any less homosexual.' been,the intent that counts, and Shell’s
the last two years are something there is And I’ve known men, like Willard Maas| •
quite twUted, because
art and
«II.J
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no name for. It is always after the fact of
who are married, and have fathered chil 4ife were something she did not know,
continual living as if the poems were try
otherwise she wouldn’t have written what
ing to catch up with that life which is dren, and still they’ra homosexual. In she did write and underline, it besides.
trying to complete me—trying to describe that instance, then; there have been few
men whom I’ve dept with who have
—and discovering over and over again that
meant as much to me as my friend Jim W .L, On the basis of what you say
my public life is existing without me.
Jacobs, whom I’ve not slept with, means would assume that you would separate
t^ me. In the end, it’s the- atti^d e you art and life?
W .L. Do you mean to say thatihe public
9 n y ,,n o t with-whom you sleep, that de
you which is not the real yoil^I take^it,i8 (termines
anything. I’m open to all exper G.Af. Let me put it this way, the world is
hot inside the poems you do write?
ience, not just what you consider gay or made up-of people first of Which, a few
are artists and some are -horse-breeders
strai^t. Each to his or her own.
G .M . I try not to be in my new poems so
-some are ballerinas and some are
much as under them like a buried secret W .L. Do you feel that there’s a kind of and
ca^enters and some ■are movie stars and
moving with my senses and my inner
in regard to the gay parts of on and on and on. Okay. Now, we may
sight to the poem’s surface in accordance evolution
be different to each other but we are not
with my life’s flow, my ihner nature, and your own personality? Do you feel any
different from the world because we
my absolute sincerity. What would come you’ve begun to explore more of the gay are the worl^ we make up what^the
ness in yourself within the last couple of
after this I do not know. If there are years?
world is: society. Ray Brock, a living
readers for my work, they must proceed
legend in his own tin» and an indisput
L
in their own ways. I cannot guide them.
able man of wit and s wisdom, and a
I will not guide them. If poetry were not G.M . I do feel that there’s a kind of evo “heavy” besides, told me that "art is art
deeply rooted in our bodies and in our lution to the gay parts of my personality, but fucking is fucking,” and 1 couldn’t
world, it would be a short-lived thing. To_ in terms of homosexual chic, although, have put it better. My, life ooirtmues and
stop short at this point, it would have” again, I must say I don’t perceive these 1 continue to live it, and Vm too busy
parts as such which doesn’t exdude them
had to be a short-lived thing. We do not
by any means; but in the sense that living the life I am given to live to think
kno'w the end of poetry, like we do not
homosexuality
on the physical level is a', of it as art.
know' the end of, a dream wheiiiwe •*« perfectly natural
way of exploring one’s
dreaming^'it, because we do not know the
end of our lives while living H. As in my /eelings with "Another human without
having to identify with that peteOn be
work With, photography I’m primarily
cause that person’s sexual identity is the
concerned with the depth oXiield o f how
same or similar. On this level, then, 1 have N o p o rtio n o f th is Interview is to b« re p rin te d
much can- be seen by my reading the
,
'
been
exploring more the gayness in my w ith o u t p erm iad o n .
poem—how deep I can go'in my writing— self,' even
to
the
point
Of
making
notation
In
terv
iew
:
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a n d 1974
-not only seeing but listening to the

_

m
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D I A R Y N O T E S B E F O R E AN E V E N T U A L E § S A Y
ON T H J t P E R M A N E N C E O F F R A N K O H A R A

POEM&BYÆÈHÀRD

\
O U T AT L A R R Y R I V E R S
in me mo r y of fr ank o h a r a
----- >
a train whistle off in to the night
the 4:39 (pm) hpund for Southampton
I4.9S (oneway) pot knowing what room ill be sleeping in
& with whom (to true blue) <
' v
. .
li(^t flows gently thru
the window frame in the living room
" ,
-i,
'
this light so
undoubtedly yours because you have entered in to
V
summer before us and tomorrow is Sunday
_
the day begun so oddly
but the light flows evenly along the lawn_________
in chilly southhamptcm

1 read Olson’s ”As the Dead Prey Upon Us” for source
*■
as example
—
of the dead coming to life
as much in opposition when Frank was alive
,
■
'
i doubt veiy strongly
for such records do not exist
to confirm his beliefs ~
'
his anti this or that
- ,,
province of poetry
.
¿xcept of'course by wor^
'
game of mouth
tas unreliable source to his tastes his prejudice

out on the stereo

He in whose poems 1 passed my-tim«------- —
imitating in fSsidence at Rome
Don Allen’s anthology my only source of supply
ip review
Then poems were pushing themselves
out of my acute observations
when walking the streets
in search of a handout
----------------------

in memory of my feeling and youfs

wristwatch its not 1969.its 1970

10 years to this day sitting back in this Wry same easy chair
at larrys (lean back blow smoke rings in the air)

wherever he was i knew it
and i saw him moving
28:vi:70

^n u m b e

Don't y Ou remember how life is governed .
by the fact that death is the result
of being alive beyond whatever ends
His life Whose style becomes his poems
never ends and nothing's changed
a permanent place where to die’s to live —
and to live is to move
When will I be able to make that instant, too, perfect
so the-euphemisms like sleep and rest come to mind
as in the rain: -voices: 1 think
about Frank O’Hara or the secret '
. ’
composer Charles Edward Ives transforming the existing air
waves into music ’
'

A poet is dead and gone
except for such reports of him
as can be gathered from'written and pictorial records
and from the anecdotes of-acquaintance.s,
strangers and friends
.
-r
,
It’s almost as if 1 couldn’t recall a thing about
myself befored'learned to speak
1 refer to records concerning my parents
and make of their youth before 1 was bom

as real to me as my own
for my own early youth tr to me
only a faint and hardly discernible echo
chamber that occasionally comes thru to me
out of a distant past

Southampton ny .

/

I’m looking for m y permanent muse
would rather drive cock
up the butt of 1968 Yale Younger Poet
' '
I’m not the opposite of visionary
I know what | want in the twentieth ce n iu ^
and maybe could change us intiH iteraryJ^tory
before oui time

r e c h y

18:ii:73 ios angeles
fo r j ohn

wi e n e r s

theres no one in my personal experience quite-like you
meaning today when the things i want to
say are not said with words
^
lhat the only thing my life is
to b e ^ a d e of days i walk thru
takTrig air night to end
where i bed down with my lover
3:iii:70

nyc

That he is as present with me when I walk
the streets of New York
clutching my coat in the face of a head
cold as he was when he was alive:
It is merely that i am possessed
■of an image of you Frank
of ydur'head and your body
as one continuous ce)l
in the sudden^nd unfortunate end
of the world in your life becoming a spiral
sucking you under or up
But let’s not think of things
that will be unrewarding and hard
-in the daily news
schedules-we cannot keep;
for with confidence we continue
to outlive our physical forms
in the air

Is it any wonder the poet mcamatés
w ords sh ed lik e ex p lo sio n s o f p h sy ical energy
across th e o pen space
o f th e w hite page
p'Toofiqf his life /sty le as p a rt o f th e p a st

J o h n

i am with numbers at the frozen arena with the nameless encounter
it is 12 oclock noon the bodies single file walking in silence
the bodies sitting on fenders of parked cars the bodies of fire
and silence
,
*. ■
i am with num ben at the magic place burned in disaster
that each of us wears
^
^
i am with numbers at a quarter pasf three
at the surhmit at the.ritual d a n c e . _____ -■ ________ ___ ,_____
at the numbers of bodies seiiding out sisals
the unbuttoned jeans at the waist
the bare s h o u ld e r th a t p o in tS jto th e spot in agreement
the language of eyes the circle of the unbroken
i am with numbers wdio gives me his hand when i fall
the blazing moment - ] -i
i am with numbers Witfi th( numbers, in dance
with the numbers of ibinutes elapsed and evolving
' <■ i am with numbers at 5.30 pm~ar our bodies descepd with the sun
with bodies moving into the shadows with shadowls moving
into the numbers....... ......
•
’ y - --i am with numbers walking from one piece of ground to the next
in a place between darkness and light

at least something’s changed .
hands
what he always wanted him to be in his heart

What is the environment of heaven like in life
after death of the physical body?
Why did Drimore Schwartz bring
about thé death of his body
if not out of despair?

the times

switched around a calendar

What would he say
if he were alive today
to discover Bill’s past falling away
. as iLDoitaldson, Williams & Ward
custoip-made wardrobe Slowly given away

Asking you for the sleeping' pill
box oLnight
“I’m plotzing” as Frank would say
1 walk out into the day
~
dreams of chUdren running on the grass
are not the same children on target / falling
their faces turn red

the stones rolling
hrs go by i re-read you
>
,

’’Getting Up Ahead of Someone (Sun)”

take up the tone of his voice
box without his earthly permission
emphasizing
the idea of several tim i
breaks in the day the places of meeting
the storefronts catching my eyes on my way to visit
donna Francesca in Via Margutta
.
the stopping points
in order to catch one’s breath before moving on

"t.

The Fifth Worlds

Um prevmusly unpublished)

•

In Rome 1 became this dead man’s voice .
;—
< not lmowin( how differently I could have written'
what 1 felt or did not feel
in spired to write at that time
- winter of 67 into 68
■
.

m alanga

It’s the final knowledge of a life
to which the only way we might avoid the lie"
detector test is With truth necessary for another life.

love poem for a boy
for tony pi nck
there is altvays a third person singular in the past
tense that relates to memory
as the world of silence relates to
the persons who were speaking •its always as though silence itself were speaking
the persons who were speaking
becoming .listeners to the silence '
in memory of my feelings
for y'ou only a phone call away
the way you comb the. neighborhoodfor blond beaver to score the way
you phone me telling me youre on the way
_
l:v:71

nyc

th e

da^y J r a n k

died

news print now disappearing in the rain
on second avenue
26:1:71

nyc

th e i n n e r l i fe
for mark s aunder s

"Papers, letteri, a few photos.
It’s alhover.
Thcrejs no going back,”
Bresson’s “pickpocket” replies
27:1:69

23:xü:70

nyc'

for Bill BerkliSTr

Film Review
T H E L A U G H IN G 'PO U C E M A N

handsin packets scarf wrapped around face
feet soaked right thru shoes tb the bone
—
i reel up madison alone
. ,
every day resembles a holiday
in mid town manhattan i hate days like this
comes fifty years those lovely ladies
who were loved are gone
the dead preying upon us
i wonder how long it takes to accept
the past as past .
it seems as if ive been writing this poem forever

You carry atoanch into my mind's eye
that was a idhg time ago
.

ThB-fifth world is the world Of the last
maintains a special "unattached males
minority^rthe Alngle man. O nly 7% of the
■center." It's located down in the heart of
total population, single men account for
skid row. Those who got here for aid are
27% of the unerriployed, 65% of the pri ^given a voucher for two weeks lodging in
son inmates, 87% of the war casualties
a $12-per-week skid row hotel, four bus
and^90% of-the homeless. Surely, this is*
tokens and a meal ticket for two 75-cent
America's most oppresxd minority.
meals per day. After two weeks, the single
Single men, of whatever, complexion or
man is refused further assistance.and told
sexual orientation, are discriminated ahe should have found a job. Single women
against in hiring and «passed over in pro
are given more than twice the amount,
motions. They ^ charged Jiigher insur
and can stay on welfare as long as neces
sary.
J
ance premiums and taxes.
In the military, single men are the.first
.Most o,f„ the people in the unemploy
taken in the draft, the first sent to the
ment offtSe-«^e single men. Secretaries,
front lines, the last to get promoted and
clerks, nurses, librarians and teachers—
the last to be^admitted to training schools.
the traditional single womenls occupa
They comprise 76% of the enlisted men,
tions—pay far more than the "boy" occu
22% of the officers and 87% of the casu pations to which the establishment has
alties.
confined single men: office.boys, pdge
Single men's ghettos, or skid rows, as
boys, messenger boys, bike boys, hospital
they are often called, are the most unde- __ orderlies, field hands and common heavy
sirable, overcrowded and decrepit neigh
laborers. The work world of the single
borhoods to be found anywhere. In Lbs
man often centers at the "Slave Market,'
Angeles, a vast single men's ghetto stretch like the one at Seventh and San Pedro in
es along Fifth St. south of Main. Every
Los Angeles. The Slave Market consists of
Black ghetto has an mrier ghetto for single
several corners and a score or so of "day
Black men. It's usually near the main
labor" employment offices. Most 'of the
street, and is always the most undesirable
men stand around on the street waiting
part of the Black ghetto. Chícanos, like
for a few hours' work loading furniture,
Blacks, ghettoize their single men in a
scrubbing floors, passing out leaflets, or
ghetto within a ghetto in East Los Angel
farm labor. The going wage is ^ . 6 5 per
es. Single Gay men are ghettoized in the
hour in covered jobs and $1 in those that
cheap hotels and run-down apartment
aren't covered.
areas around Westlake Park and Holly
Conservatives say that single men are
wood Blvd.
poor and unemployed because they are
The complexion of the men varies from
lazy, alcoholic, worthless, uneducated,
ghetto to ghetto, but everything else is
promiscuous or otherwise morally de
the same. Everywhere are the tiny, cock
praved. Yet surveys have shown that
roach-infested rooms, the rancid odors
Beverly H ills has a higher alcoholism rate
and the large numbers of unemployed
than skid row. There are many idle
men standing about on the stm ts . Many
people in Beverly Hills, and many college
feel they are unemployed and outcast,
grads on skid row. Fo r all anyone knows,
not because they, are Black or Brown-or
skid-rogues are more industrious and bet
G ay, but because they are male and un
ter educated. And with all the drunken
married. Indeed, the unemployment fate
orgies in Beverly Hills, surely it is more
among single white heterosexual mâles is
promiscuous than the sexual desert of
just as high as among single minority
skid row.
males.
Many employers say that single men are
Despjte anti-discrimination laws, the
"unstable" and "unreliable." Yet there is
Black unemployment rate has continued
no survey or other evidence that implies
to soar. Married Black men and women
this is so. Like other stereotypes of the
find jobs-,quickly. Holy wedlock is not
single man, it js probably based on bigo
considered quite so holy in the Black cul
try. Senator Russell Long (O.'Louisiana)
ture, however. The vast majority of unem
perhaps km w s the real reason for discri
ployed -Blacks are ihale and urimairied.
mination. At a Congressional Committee
One could conclude that they are‘ unem
meeting to discuss legislation to equalize.
ployed not because of race, but because- taxes on singles. Long said that granting
of sex and marital status. It's almost as if
tax equality would amount to^'a denun
there were an unwritten law that says you
ciation of the holy institution of marriage
have to be married to avoid poverty. '
and encourage people not to have their
Although single men are probably the 'Children-born in holy wedlock." The
most impoverished minority, few coun
Amwican family. Long argued, is the
ties even give them welfare. They are the 'foundation of our economic, political and
only minority who, when they go to .ap
religious life; therefore, laws that favor
ply’ for welfare, are laughed at, chased
marriage are legitimate.
Tfom ihe-w elfare office and told tOi go
Most prison inmates. Black, White or
find a job—and for single men, jobs V e
Brown, are unmarried men. The criminal
practically non-existent. The County m
justice system discriminates against single
Los Angeles, one of the few'counties that men on several levels. Policemen often
has a welfare program for single.men.
feel compassion for married men, and let

nyc

This must be one of the most grimly
ironic titles in recent American cinema.
A t a glance you might misconstrue it as
one of the current vogue of films by the
Hollywood estiblishment intended to in
gratiate the public with police and their
hazardous and difficult life-styles, pos
sibly with a light comedy touch, with a
cast featuring Walter Matthau and Bruce
Dern. In actuality it. is,one of the most
corrupt and devastating entertainments
concocted by a Hollywood mentality in
years, and it deserves the open, vocal con
tempt of every decent, freedom-loving
person in the country.
The trouble'is, of course, that the
package has been made to seem very
attractive, and like most Hollywood crafts
men, the producer-director, Stuart Rosen
berg, and his'skilled technical crew, have
made a very suspenseful,, action packed
film. The fact that its social consciousnesr is-absolutely nil may seem beside

the point. But nothing is insignificant
unless we choose to see it as such (which
is precisely the problem with millions of
. apathetic Americans.)
For openers, this sick little movie con
cerns a psychopathic killer (we never
really get . to know him, so even this
characterization is questionable) who guns
down a collection of innocent^ unsuspect
ing victims on a bus one evening-in San
Erancisco. Walter Matthau ^ his usual
droll and laconic self - is an officer
whose young partner is a'victim in the
■mass carnage, which vye are invited to
dwell on in detailed closeup for the first
two reels. He is asrigned to the case,
■along with an embarrassingly inexperienc
ed young officer, playdd. by Bruce Dern.
Deeply moved by the loss of his partner
— the one positive emotion in the whole
film — Matthau uncovers strands of a case
in which he was .formerly involved. His
investigation leads him through the sleaz
iest and most provocative elements of
San Francisco's underworld and sub-cul-

-sd sm
"5 ^
them get away with things a single man - the middle class, a sharp, lirie can. be
drawn between the Gay and the het. But
would get arrested for. Take for example
In the lower class, there is a blurringthe drunk arrests. Married men, if found
a large grey area.. No such clear line canT)e
drunk in public, are often helped into a
drawn, becausi lovyer class exclusive ho^
taxi and sent home by .the police. The
sexuality is uncommon. Because homo
single man, who often lives in a Single.,
sexuality is so widespread among lower
men's ghetto, may be forced to donate 90
class
single males, everythirsg of Concern
days free labor at the county road camp
to them 1$ a G ay issue. "
or prison farm.
_
One thing that causes the issues to be
Every criminal defense attorney worth
his salt knows that the best defense, in ' blurred is the integration o f the exclusive
homosexual in the single men's institu
some cases, is to have the defendant's
tions and ghettos. ^kkJ row bars are all '
"Jovely wife" appear in court. In such
mixed. The Salvation Arm y, the Gospel
cases, the defense^Dften consists of the
Missions and hotels are completely inte
expressed or implied argument that this
grated. Social relationships aré without
lovely woman and her children will suffer
regard to sexual orientation There are a
if the defendant is sent to prison. Judges
few nellie queens—in fact, the queen is a
and jury members are often impressed by
skid row type. But most of the homosex
the argument.- Single men rarely serve on
uals are indistinguishable. Their sexual be
juries because they are rarejy registered to
havior, like their social and economic ,
vote. Even those who do get qn juries are
lives, is integrated with that^f their hete
a w ^ by the sacred family institution and
rosexual brothers. Even the queens are
oppressed by the stereotype of the sin
integrated. Usually they live with a man
gle man.
__ -who claims to be heterosexual, and often
Blacks are disproportionately represen
claim- to be his "wife." Even the vibrds
ted in the prison and jail population. Yet
"straight" and "heterosexual," in the sin
65% of the Black inmates, and a similar
gle man's argot, often mean "a man who
percent^e of the White inmates are sin
plays the 'male rôle' in homosexual acts.",
gle men. Maybe the disproportionate
I believe that much of the oppression
Black prison-population results from the
homosexuals suffer is shared by othe'r sin
fact that Black men are less likely to be
gle men, and to get a true picture of
married since marriage is less popular
where they stand, homosexuals must look
among Blacks, and the high percentage of
through a wide-angle lens. My recent ad
Black prisoners may be due to discrimlnaventures m jails, missions, juhgles and skid
jtio n based on marital status rather than
, rows have confused me as to who is
'race.
homosexual and who is.not. The Gospel
Parole boards aré blatant in their djsof Gay Liberation is percolating down to
crimination against single men. Parole
the lower class single men. Many are iden
hearings consider the marital status of
tifying as G ay. Most think that homo
the convict. Men who have a family, a
sexuality is just something everyone does.
wife and horne waiting for them on the
If current trends continue, the Gay world
outside are considered better parole risks.
may triple in size'in the next few years.
A s a result, single men serve an average of
K^y consciousness has been raised by my
two extra years for the same offense.
search for a job. I've been refused em-, The high crime rate amorig single men
paym ent in many places because I am
is connected with poverty; and poverty
male arxl unmarried. Mot one employer
with-riiscrimination; and discrimirlation
asked if I was Gay, so homosexuality was
with homoséxuality; and everything With
not the reason they wouldn't hire me.
society's infatuation with holy wedlock.
The world of the single man is a world
Discrimination against single m e^ is a of cheap hotel rooms, jails, poor houses.
class issue-, as it is a Gay issue. The mar
Gospel Missions, hobo jungles, freight
riage institution, like exclusive homosex
yards and weed patches. It's a fascinating
uality,. is more prevalent in the middle
world, a little-known life style._ It's the
and upper classes. Homosexuality does
world of a minority iarger than the Chicaexist in the lower class, however. Indeed,
no minority and nearly as large as the
one survey shows that 78% of skid to w
Black minority. It's not really a Gay
. residents engage in homosexual practi
world, but almost everyone iq'it engages
ces, and a survey by the California De^
tn homosexuality.
partment of Corrections shows that 70%
In future articles I will covecsofne hard
of California prison inmates were"pracnews, a little, analysis, a few opinions and
ticihg homosexuals" before they were in
a lot .of personal experiences.' I hope to
carcerated. Homosexual practices are the
write articles providing glimpses of life on
rule among unmarried lower class males.
skid row, an expose' of the homosexual
Most lower class single men, whether in
promiscuity that goes on in the Salyatron
prison or on the street, claim to be
Arm y and in Gospel Missions, a visit to a
straight. But studies have shown that
Mississippi poor house; a night'cruising
most of them have sex only occasionally '
the bushes in a river-bank jungle, and a
with women, but frequently with other
story about the aggressive ' homosexual
males. Those who live in all-male environ
■gangs or "jockers," as they call them
ments like skid row have frequent oppor
selves, who cruise railroad yards looking
tunities for homosexual relations,- but
for queens or potential queens .to gangrarely for heterosexual relation^.
fuck-w illingly or otherwise.
Middle-class Gay men are only a small
—Don Jackson
percentage of the homosexual world. In
tural milieu. (The original story was set ■"* of middle America.
'
in Amsterdam).
Gay businesses in San Francisco (the
With the aid of his bumbling, mentally
Ramrod, Ritch Street Baths and the
adolescent side-kick our "hero" finally
Frolic Room)'received several hundred
nails the former suspect - . a respectable.
dollars each in recompense for allowing
Latin insurance/real estate man - as thè
their premises to be used in the .filming
killer. And this killer happens to be a
of Laughing Policeman. This again shows
closet gay. After exploring the suspect's
the insensitivity of big scale gay busi
favorite haunts, Dern flippantly proclaims
nesses to exploitation by other capitalist
him a 'Truiter" and a "fag." A t the end of
businesses.
■a very well-made chase sequence, Dern
The small segment of the gay commu
shoots down,the vHlain just as he is about
nity of San Francisco used in the film
to carry out another mass slaying on a
are treated as'facets of a freak show. A
city bus. j _
___
brief sequence of the leather-boys at The
This bigoted and morally ebrrupt film
Ramrod offers the incongruous image of
exploits not only San Francisco but also
the suit-and-tie clad killer pushing his
the most sensational aspects of that city's
way through the sea of black leather.
prominent minorities — Blacks, Chicanos,
Later a Fellini-like shot of The Fat F to y
Chinese, and most significamly, its gay
whets our sensibilities. T hen'o n t o ^
population.
Fro lic, Room for another exemplary exer
Not only does the presentation of a
cise in drag, where the killer picks up on
homosexual mass-murderer in a poten
a blond, masculine. Cyclist. Earlier we
tially popular genre vehicle seem grossly
have seen the suave killer being done up
exploitative and ,damaging at this par
by his favorite hairdresser arKf-.making a
ticular, moment in the history of the gay
clandestine visit \to. another gay bar (or
movement, but it seems to be a blatantly
bath). T o make sure we get the hip
reactionary gesture on the part of the
fringe a long-haired attractive dude swings
filmmakers. Them is nothing for business
in the same door. None of this is in itlike appealirV<oVhe feais and préjudices
CONtlNUSD ON page 22
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T h r^ popular songs from Tuscaiiy

1 remember inching myself down into water ' that was too hot.
1 reniember the “ tornado” way the.last of the water has of swirling down

the drain so noisily

1 reniember stories about people getting electrocuted to death by talking

•• ' on the telephone in the bathtub
. ...___ _
1 remember telephone nooks built into walls and “party lines.’.’
1 remember (recently!) getting blown while trying to carry oh a normal con
versation on the telephone, which, 1 must admit, was a big turn-on somehow.
1 remember awkward elevator “moments.”
1 remember rocks^^fu pick up outside that, once inside, you wonder why.
1 rerhember infuriating fingcr..cuts from a piece of paper.
'
1 remember (infuriating),looking for something’you Atriou; is there, but it isn’t.
1 remember (ouch!) bare feet on hot summer sidewalks.
1 remember thinking what a shame it was that Fred Astaire and Frank Sinatra
weren't belter looking.
1 remember exposé photos of Judy Garland during a period when she got very fat.

Love him who is the
warmest and the
r gedtlCst. S'tay besidwhim.
I have thought Of myself
Choosing to take fate
Protect his romantic,
only as a lady, a woman always
we can approach
sensitive self.
Translated by W.l. Scobie
— 1 could not live witliout my husband,
- >
. ending (^Urageously
Don’t Jet-hipi die turn
'
Alcaues, yery wealthily foolproof.
sour ragged frustrated
Beautiful boys, be still m o ^ bcau|iful: __
Don’t listen to those who’d cut your long hair!
warped beyond all social redemption.
I love my husband so
Cradle his curly head
Let it fall round your necks like black silk.
much; as thgpacademy
the horror is
. . .
in your feminine hands.
Like threads of pure gold around your nec^:
1 lore th at early r before-words, working
that we find it
Think of flowers, think of flowers
It is your hair that binds me to you, beautiful boys
not for a truth or a lie
( together, and an incredible garden
acclamation of 10,000 maidens hailing the beauty
'
} '■
•
.
blit
for
contingencies
where the two of you are alone.
an eternity between Sappho, God and Psyche
Exploring itself, becoming its fountain
backwards above love.
f t comes unexpected
^nd jasmine and delicate lemon trees.
Cruel bloody death
suddenly studding
He .cquld become your husband, your lover
Each word of stranger or family
You don’t care what you do,
our lightening rods
your brother. No matter.
strikes as a blow in the Sunlight,,,-^
P y ^ the streets in black leather.
with mystery
Choose him who is the warmest
; mocking the wounds p f
l e n s ’s
Saying: This one, that one!
and the gentlest, who has the
But 1 itell you Death:
most infectious laughter
strength beneath authority not Christ’s
1 know one.who will tear
and the clearest eyes.
but Emily’s identity like a child
This white veil before you!
that fickle butcher-knife
You and he are the End of Society
frollicking upon similarity
lye-swallowing suicide
Start the world over.
'
that semper pafatus
The Nordic Races
'^Boy Scout in his youth
Walt Curtis
of Prussian
that octogenerian
Authority.
Look, look how the lovely hawklJ^
__ jn her lingering cancer
Taking flight heads into the sun!
that hopeful soITder,.
The
FÏERMES WITH THE BOY blONYSUS
So with you beautiful boy.
Christ on the cross
AustrianWhen you go out of your house.
Hungarian
Hermes with the boy Dionysus
surprised, they all find it
When you go out of your house
Empire
Saucily posing, eyer gracious.;
like a lingering
The air is seeded with songbirds
wild morning-glory
Founded Upon
An^earth is covered with flowers
From the curls to the chin
at noon
1 never noticed before
Commentation’s
On his face that soft sheen
late but yet too soon.
' Simultaneity.
Unknown to mortal men
—Charley Shively
—John Wieners
Beyond the marble corpse of sin.
Boston, Oct. 1973
[previously unpublished]
I stare at the babe, his father’s muscles.
The arc of torso to the testicles.
ACT OF LOVE
(Anonymous, 15th-16th Century
from Canzoniere Italiano) .

1 remember blowing the white fuzz off dandel’ionj after the petals are g o n e ^ '

I remembet making awful noises with a rose petal in my mouth, but the “how’V
how to do it is some^ i ng I donH remember.
~
I remember knowing what *‘c-a-n-d-y” meant long before I knew how to spell.
I remember “Go to JaU - Pass Go - Do not collect 1200.”
I remember blowing up paper bags, to pop.
1 remember "bread and butter” when something in the street divides you from the
person ^ u ‘re walking down the street with.
1 remember “Jast one to the comer’s a rotten egg!”
1. remember that George Washington Carver invented peanut butter'
I remember wondering if goat» really do yeat tin cans (?)
■1 remember how long (long!) it took nie to learn my left from my right.
I remember red hands from falling down on gravel driveways.
I remember penmanship pads and big fat black pencils.
,
1remember pencil.boxes with a little ruler and compass in a little drawer.
1 remember diagramming sentences.
- _
•1 remember learning to add and subtract with arithmetic cards. But, alas, 1
remember ithe cards more thfan 1 remember my “ tables."
1 remember thinking that “S.O.S.” meant something dirty.
1 remember never really understanding why Cinderella couldn't just pack up ai^d
, leave, if things were really all that bad.
1 remember not very scary ghost stories, except for the dark they were told in.
I remember having a friend over-ni^t, and a lot of giggling after the lights are
out. And seemingly long silences followed by “Are you asleep yet?” And
sometimes some pretty serious discussions about God and life.
1 remember electric garbage disposal horror “visions” of shredded hands and
mangled arms.
■
I remember the fear of “ horror” coming out of my mouth as “whore,” as indeed
it often did.
1 remember taking baths with my big brother Jim when we were very young,^
. -back to back.
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remember, after reading a gay pom qovel about a boy who “practiced” with a
cucumber so he could learn to enjoy being fucked, tPying to casually buy a '
vibrator at a drugstore: “Two packs of T.arey tpn’s, Wilkinson’s Blades and
one of those.” And then 1 rememl^r how long it took me to get batteries
for it. And then 1, ^ e m b e r using it a few times, and how more ridiculous
than sexy it all seemed. And so that was pretty much that (almost) until
one night, feeling rather “far out” (for me) I used it on a friend with a rather
rewarding sense of power.
■
.
'
remember being all alone with J J . Mitchell at a ski lodge out of season fantasies;
(which worked out just fine).'
remember, in the morning, “hickies.” *
'
,,
remember, just before coming, fantasy close-up visions of big fat cocks being
yanked out of bulging underwear, anxious to be serviced. And big pink cock ‘
heaik spurting hot mountains of white in my nouth, my nose deeply'b’uried
into’wiry masses of dank pubic hairs.
.
_■
i
remember (stoned^) reaching out for a joint that isn’t really being passed to you yet.
remember how long a s.eemingly empty tube of toothpaste can go on ¿nd on.
reniem|>cr picture windows with not much view except other picture windows,
remember, up high, wall p ap « borders. ^
rentember the "very sharp angles of “orientaTstyleJMamp fQi«^;i;Tlibird pictures
from Mexico made out of real feathers, with hand<aFVed f r ^ e s .
'^
j
remember dolls with “ rooted” hair. Baby dolls that peed. And negro dolls that
were just like white dolls, only brown.'
remember record stores with glass window booths you could play records on before
you bought them, or didn’t.
. _ _
remernber “spin the bottle" and “post office.” ; remember collecting bubblegum baseball eardk not because I gave a shit abopt
baseball 1 assure you.
remember traveling salesmen jokes a bit over my head which didn’t keep me
front lau^ing*at them anyway.
remember dangerous bee-bee gun stories about kids losing eye-balls..
rcmeiqber when the “powdered cheese” you put on spaghetti smelled suspiciously like dirty feet to me.
■
.
remember, in bed at night in the dark, visions of our house catching fire during
the night.
,
remember when you have to go so badly it just seems impossible to wait another
minute more, but do.
'
remember the basic fear of dogs. And balls. ""
remember (basketball) totaF'frustration over how to “dribble.”
remember the “ needlessand pins” of an early sore throat.
remember those certain foods (ugh!) that make the roof of your mouth feel
funny.
,,

Lying face
downward waiting,
as a mosquito skims
my right arm outst^tched.
Squashed. Slapped
by the nude ^
atop
. ■' T
about to enter me.

1
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To the thighs and ankles.
No cloak, no wrinkles.
Saucily posed, he stares
Back at me. I blush unawares.
Dreaming for myself in his place.
Posing for money, robbed of grace

J.D. Butkie

- Michael Higgins

Four poems written by Arabic-Andalusian poets
during Moorish rule in Spain.
Translated by Erskine Lane
If you loved his face because iowas'a garden where "the fragrant
narcissus and red rose grew
then love it now all the more, now that the violets of his beard
have blossomed
•
.
t/
Ben Aisa of Valencia (12th century)

3

THE WEAVER BOY
If only you had fallen in love with a boy of higher rank, not
from so humble a station, they said, intent upon shaming me.
If 1 had the power to command my love, I answered, perhaps 1
would not love him. But 1 have no such powfr.
1 love him for his teeth that gleam like bubbles, for the

fragrance of his breath; I love him for his lips and Tor his
eyes that bewitch me.,'
.
His fingers dart like gazelles among the threads, just as my
thoughts, when 1 see him, dart about in search of ways to win
him.
His fingers toy with the shuttle of the loom, while the passing
days toy p|tiles'ily with my longing.

remember (Oklahoma) boring annual Indian pageants of many feathers, and
much stomping.

-X-

THE SOCIAL GARDE;»;

SURPRISE

-Mtthanuned ben Gallb -,iJ»Rmafi ( 12th century)

remember the totally mysterious to me association ol westerrTmusic with ^
greasy eggs in a diner on a Sunday iri'oming.
’
.
remember very fuzzy ideas as to what “ground hog day” and “leap year” tyercr —
(Or, for that matter, are.): ___ _____ _—'—
,
remembei^believmg enough that you could get 4 arts by touching frogs that ...■]
Actually, 1 was such a big sissy that 1 was scared to touch one anyway.
'
remember waiting fora certain piece of mail with almost total belief that, if 1
really wished hard enough,.it vvould that day come.
remember (bars) tending to look more interested in pool that I most cerUinly am/
remember a few too many beers, and then the right song comes on the juke box,
and then that incredibly warm flood of pure big “want.”
remernber no way to say “I love you” if you think about saying it for even a
moment before you say it - or rather don’t.
remember (^ooky) when all of a sudden for a moment someone y 6 ^uTtno3 v e r ^
■* well seemgf to be a total stranger!
remember (night) desperate (to say nothing of fruiUess) flips through my
address book.
---------- .
.
«
[ remember how silly it all seems in the morning (again)

He was beardless, skin the color of gold, enough to make men try
from love
'
When the first fuzz appeared on his cheeks he could'not bear it;
he fretted like a colt unaccustomed to the harness.

.......-■*:

He shrank from my gaze, head down, timid, fearful that the beaTJ
might lessen my love for him
But 1 saw his beard only as a sheath
ath to shi^id me from the saber
of his smile.
Ben Rasiq ( 1 llh century)
Ahmad has a mole
his cheek.
Itbewiiches
even those men ii^t given to love.
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(Angel Hair books. New Yolk, has published in paper three of Joe Brainard’s
/ Remernber books, tj^he selection printed her* is from the fourth book, to be published in Spring, 1974)
>
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Ah that mole on AhnTad’s cheek,' '
like an Abyssinian.gardener iiin a field of roses!
-A bd al^AziZ beri Habra ('11th century)'
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SA SÁ ¿Í

P A C E tS

MIRACLE

"I. doubt it"'G rah am caught a distant
glimpse of Major Sullinsi's ’ handsome
teeth, the arm he had around his date.
/'Old Scrooge over there will' never allow
It."
"Sure we w ill. Men used to have other
insanities. We'll get rid of the one against
ijs someday."
,
A Short Story by Daniel Curzon
"What other insanities?"
Chet thought for a moment. "Oh, hus
"What do you suppose makes~a gdy
bands used to shoot their wives for infide
gay?" Chet asked, wistful, swirling a swiz
lity, and fathers killed their sons for mis
zle stick around in his gin-and-tonic. He
cegenation; women had to hide or even
raised fm - ^ n ifie d eyes, troubled. Then a
murder their illegitimate babies; the Insmile twitched in one freckled cheek.
quisitiopjitortufed people in order to save
"Who wants to find out? Let's just en
their souls. All- those seem incredible
joy it," Graham-replied. He snuffed out
now."
■
his cigarejtei_laking_his own medical ad
- "Just goes to show you how decadent
vice. He pushed the ashtray away from
we've become," Graham said with a
them. "A re you sorry?|^he asked Chet,
weary irony. "Next thing you know
wanting to touch his wrist to comfort
men'll be touching each other in public."
him.
"I'd like to kiss you right now."
I'm not sorry. O f course not I"
"Ifirjnever come true^ Never," Graham
Chet epoke forthrightly, in his best pi
said, shaking h's head. "Can you imagine
lot's voice: decisive, firm, yet behind the
the two of us sitting holding hands in.the
authority was something mildly elegiac.
Bangkok Officers' Open Mess? Can you?"
’It's the best thing that's ever happened
"Let's make a wish on that.'' Chet ges
to me
tured at the huge red tinselled and elec
"Yo u're nice."
trified star on top of the tall Christmas
"It's the truth."
tree at the side of the bandstand. "What
■ " If your wife could see you now!" Gra
do you say?" He stroked Graham's thigh.
ham lifted an arm toward the streamerGraham noticed another lieutenant
filled ceiling of the Bangkok Officers
colonel, another doctor, look over in
Club.
their direOtion, and he moved his leg.
, "She'll have to get used to it."
"You're insubordinate, captain!"
Graham looked across the dance floor
"Come on. Let's make a wish." Chet
at three dozen couples gyrating to the
stuck both of his hands at the star on the
music that a group named The Melting
Christmas tree, which almost reached the
Pot was playing^ loudly, frivolous and
ceiling, decorated with faintly phallic
raucous with festivity. The bandstand was
baubles and.w hite lights aixl strings-of
decorated with reindeer and angels, sil
popcorn and sprayed with soap that
vered angels and red velveteen reindeer
looked like snow. "I wish—that we will
the Club members could actually feel if
always feel exactly the way we do right
they wanted to. " If your wife were here,
now."
maybe we could all dance together.
Graham looked at the still-srnoking
That'd make it all right." Graham snort
cigarette in thé" ashtray. "DOrjan Gray
ed, nodding at the male-female couples.
made a wish like that, and see what
Ho and Chet,-he noted, were the only
happened to him i"
ones not dancing. But a’fter a moment a
"Come on," Chet coaxed. "O r I'll grab
laughing couple staggered off the dance
your leg again! Make the wish."
floor, stumbling and giggling into theit
"Okay, okay. I wish that we won't have
booth a few tables away. The man, a cap
to kill our wives for infidelity ever again.
tain who Graham worked with at Fifth
Amen."
. .
Field Hospital, grabbed a crimson-andChet looked disappointed. "You're cy
white streamer that had fallen across his
nical, arerï't you?"
table and tossed it into the air, then
"A Ijttle."
leaned over and kissed the woman, an
"Ev eao n Christmas Eve?"
Oriental, sloppily on her:neck.
"What better time? T h at's when people
Chet noticed the couple too. "Now
have to beware Of slipping on candythat they've left the floor, there's room
coated Charles Dickenses. They're every
for us to dance.'f He revealed his roguish
where."
E 4w «rd A u le ric h
srhile, and Graham melted a little inside.
the l^nta Claus, who squeezed-the wait—
Chet looked at Graham's dark mous
"I'm in love with you " Chet said matChet's too perfect, he thought. Despite
ress again, until she disengaged herself and - ter-of-factly, directly.
tache, unsettled and at peace at the same
the freckles, .Lean and tall. I've fallen in
scurried to anotl^r section of the bar,
Graham tingled somewhere in the reces time. "Well, at least I got you to make the
love with a homosexual f^njasy—a pilot.
serving the drinks to two couples. Then
ses of his chest. " It won't last. It never w ish.Sort o f."'
He blinked again, knowing that Chet
Santa, with difficulty because of his arti does." He took a swallow of-his martini.
"Maybe it will come partly true. Half a
would still be there.
ficial bulk, jumped up onto the bar itself,
wish is better than none."
"Y e s it vyill."
" t M t a t do you suppose they would say
casting multiple reflections of drunken
Chet grew thoughtful ' again. "You
"Until tomorrow anyway. That's long
if we danced together?" Chet asked. He
Santa-Clauses in the mirrors behind and enough." He said nothing more, not want: know, if you did dance with me, we
touched his cleft, after-shave-spiced chin
to the side of him. 'ÍNow who wants to ing to tell Chet, who was inexperienced,
might start a trend."
with Kis thumb. "Huh?"
come up here and sit oh Father Christ that their love would not last, that they
"You mean, shooting queers instead of
"Yo u start, and I'll join you later."
mas's knee?" he called to the room full of both would go on to many others, lovers just discharging them from the military?"
Chet grinned.. "Why is it that people
boisterous people. "Who wants to come -and episodes. Chet w as glowing comfor
"If somebody doesn't fight back, noth
aren't allowed to dance along/"
up and tell me wtiat she wants for Christ table with his gin-and-tonics, with the
ing will ever change." '
mas?"
Nobody's stopping you."
"You trying to earn a Pu_rple Heart?
spirit of the season, grateful to Graham
A couple of women half-stood up at
Sure they aré. If+ d an ced by myself,
for restoring him to health; he had alrea You'll get that one,Tthat's for sure."
their tables, wobbly with too much alco
everybody would stare.
Chet, looked down at his own large
dy declared his love a dozen times in the
hol ahd merriment, happy, as if they
'Mere custom."
*
past week. "It won't last, but that doesn't Tiands. 'Mt wo^ld take more courage to
vyould go to sit on Santa's knee. "I'll tell
Yeah, 'mere custom.' If l-asked you to
make it wrong now," Graham said, know dance with you than to drop a bomb on
you what Sugar Daddy wants for his
dance, they'd do more than stare." He
Cambodia."
ing that he couldn't be heard because of
pointed at Major Sullins, a warrant offi Christmas!" the man dressed as Santa the music.
"The Pilgrims of the Confraternity of
cer, a man over fifty, with an unredeem Claus roared. The crowd roared with him.
St. Anne have to bé barefuL*^
’
The inebriated Santa Clalis had jumped
Should I go tell him I want you for off the bar and was marching, followed
able, bedraggled face, with shoulders like
Chet ^ wrinkTéd his attractive face.
Christmas?" Graham . asked, touching
a yoke on oxen. "Old Sullins over there
by several others-who were prancing like
"That's just what I mean. 'Pilgrims of St.
Chet's isuit-sleeve, thé sturdy arm.*
vyould grab his pistol from the checkroom
his reindeer, out of the room to The Malt Annel' We have to resort to,that kind of
and shoot us." ^
Chet turned his face toward him., not ing Pot's slapdash accompaniment of G o d
roundabout bullshit"
‘
smiling. "You know you've already got Rest Y e Merry, Gentlem en.” In a minute
'You getting philosophical since you've
"Are you calling me a coward?"
come out?'| Graham asked, hurting be that." He wanted to press Graham's hand the band was playing dance music again,
"I'm only saying that it would be a
on his sleeve, but it moved away.
cause he was the one who had brought
and the male-female couples were hard at
brave act to dance, strahge gs. it may
ChjBt out. '
,
—
"It's only Christmas E v e J H o w do I their play.
"
seerh."
».
' •
know I'll find you urxJer my tree in the
"I guess I am. When I was straight, I
- "I want to dance with you," Chet per
"Did you know that i,f you call a Chimorning?"
newer thought about it."
sisted. moving his chair closer to G ra
nese a coward, it isn't rnoeh of an insult?
"It's really not fair-"'C h e t's voice was
"If I'm not there, look for me in your ham's. He put his harxl under the table
“ Civilized peoplel But Westerr^jirs/will die
bed."
“
^ cloth and squeezed ^ e other's leg.
drowned out by a gust of music, a hypedrather than be thought covyardly." Gra
up Jingle Belts. Suddenly somebody
Graham, against his will, looked around • • "Remember Major Sullinsl" Graham
ham ran his fingers over ^e.c^ldness pf
dressed in a Santa CJau's suit entered the
to see if anyone had overheard. It was re- ^ warned h i m . __ . -the glass. "They\ teach you Southerners
bar, a large sack full of styrofoam padding flex. He had been doing it for all of his
"Major Sullin) be damned. I want to
strange codes of honor, don't they?"
over one shoulder.
j
thirty-four-years, i* seemed. An Air Force hold you, to kiss yo u ."
-___
"Southern Illinois isn't the South."
" H o i H o !'H o i everybody!" he called,
doctor had to be on guard at alf times,
"But you're a man/"-Graham said vyith
"Same difference. You say 'sodee,' did
patting his -big; holiday' paiinch. "Merry
especially if he was noj married. "You're mock horror. "A man wants-to dahbe
you know that?"
'
Christmas, everybody I" He grabbed the
the nicest Christmas, present'I've ever re- with another man. My GodI Jesus in his
"Are you changing the subject?" Chet
Thai waitress who went by and hugged ce iv ^ ," he answered. "O r is that too
said quietly.
’manger! What's the world coming to!''
s^nfifnental?" He felt a tinge of selfher, almost'spilling the drinks from her
Chet shrugged, squeezing the hidden"
0^/^brse I'm not. We'll derate for our
consciousness.
,
.
trgy. T h g whqle room laughed giddily af
leg again. "Sorfieday w e-w iU .'l___
country. And no- doubt eventually the

AT THE

Dauj^ters of Gay-4.iberstion will erect a "So sick of it you wouldn't bel level"
."Let's dance," Chet encouraged, staring at The tables. The waitresses were imiling,|
poking at one another at the spectacle.
[ monument to ui. T o ogr corpses."
unflinchingly into Gfaham's eyes.
a
"And I used to make anti-fag jokes all
'^ h a t a couple of clownsi" Major Sul"They might- Y o u never krtow."
Suddenly
Major
Sullins
was
upon
thedtf
the tim el" Chet pushed on both temples,,
lirts called, jovially, goirtg along with the]
'I k n o w ." having stumbled from, his own table'to
to show his self-disgust ,
joke.
."The plaque will read: T o the“Conquertheirs. He clapped Chet on the back.
' "D on't j|et bitchy. Promise me."
"We're quite amusing," Graham said]
I ors. Who Were Not Afraid."
"Hey, Swiger, you having a good time?"
"I don't intend to."
into Chet'sf.ear.
—
"O n ly Major Sullins will come along __ ^"It makes us witty som etim «i.J)ot 4lU^ His face wassun^oused, as clean as a new
"I- don't feef—funny at all," Chet an
I with his machine-gun and blast out die
not our most becomir>g trait Self-hatred ^Irplahe^eTtgine parf/fTairTìke-tirush brist
swered. "I'm not going to back downj
les.
lettering, putting.'Goddamn Queers' there
can begin to stink like... like former
rtow." ■
/.
instead."
r —
"Can't complain," Chet replied.
lovers." ■
"I love iti':.
"No dates—on Christmas Eve?"
'f' don't intend to stand by and let
"How.do you get rid o f self-hatred?"
Major Sullins took a step onto the|
|-j3eopie push my face in.";
"Afraid we've just got each other-GraGraham let his voice do tricks. "Qh,
dance floor, waving at the,
hamartd I."
'Give
Graham twisted in his chair uncomfortyou go to church maybe. Or take lots of
"That's not muchi"
these fags soma better musid■»than
I ably. "Why do I always fall for pilots, do showers. Or burrow deep into the flesh of
C h e t jlid not hate Sullins; he was too
want to see thefft jitterbug!"The music j
you suppose? D o^rthat make me a Sky
armies of males. Who knows?" His voice
Queen?''
banal to waste iuch emotions on, simply
flared into a rock gr*d roll number, but
grew solemn. " I get tired of analyzing.
one
of
the
impedinrwnts
that
one
had
to
when Chet and 6raham continued to
Chet did not answer at first, then: "I'm
Y o u live with it, that's all. And you love
rwt a 'queen' of any kind." dance slowly,, ignoring it, the band re
when you get the charKe."
/ put up with, if one stayed in the military.
Maybe it was time for hjm to get out. Six
'Don't be uptight about being a tittle
turned to the original music! Out of the
"But theM other people .here have
years was enough. He stared up at the
feminine. Yo u p ro b a l^ like doctors-so
corner of his eye Graham noticed the |
everything and more."
I you're an Ether Queer*." ■
desperate-to-have:-a-good-time, uncompli ■other couples looking at them with sur
"They have to pay; t h ^ have to raise
cated face of Sullins, and'wondered if he
Chet's voiciB hardened. "Som ebody has , their children. I only h a ^ to swab their
prise. The smiles had faded into uncer
I to be a rpanl" i.,,:. ~
had, a right to ask Graham to give up his
tainty.
.
. •
throats occasionally."
eight
and
a
half
years
in
the
Air
Force
too.
'I don't imagine our'act would be in"O
kay,
iMies,
that's enough now!"
"It's unfairl"
I terpreted as m anly."
"Guess you two'll have to dancétogethMajor Sullins called to them. Hi^grin had
Graham leaned nearer. "No, you're sup
er," Sullins joked, exploding, but not
’'Well, they're wrong, that's all."
disappeared too.' ‘"Yo u guys were a
posed to say: 'I'd love to have you swab
screami"
grossly enough. Chet smiled; he wanted
" It must be the heat in here." Graham
mj?*throat sometime.' The perfect erotic
"K n ock it o ffi" a surly voice said from
I waved his haixi around in the flushed air; lover. A s long as We confine our Unnatu-. to hate the man intensely. There should
a'
booth
in the shadows.
have
been
some
spittle
on
his
lip.
Or
he
it seemed to hold top rfluch, sagging with
ral Practices in sealed rooms, we'll be
"You've had your laughi" someone else
should belch, to complete the hatred. But
I smoke and movement ar>d music. "You'll
okay. Hunky-dory in fact."
yelled.
such satisfying emotions were rare in life.
learn to keep your tail between your legs,
"I've got as much right as anybody."
"Yeah, I'll guess we'll have to," Chet
Graham started to urKlasp Chet, but
just like the rest of us. We're all very good
Graliam took the swizzle stick out of
Chet held him, would not release him. He
said, standing up. "You know how it is
girls."
Chet's drink and snapped it. 'T e ll the
when you're in love." He looked at the
could feel the warm breath on his chin:'
Chet loosened his tie. "I wasn't a sissy. truth. Wouldn't you be shockéd 'out of
"We're not going to stop. Ever!"
Qriental woman that Sullins had left
I before. Why should I be one now ?"
your mind if you saw two fags snuggling
alone.
He
looked
down
at
Grahanri.
"You
"Q kay, fellows, cut out that shiti What
'Nobody would ever'think you're, a
up to each other in a public place? Be
want to dance?" He held out his hand.
do you think you're doing?" an anony:
I sissy," Graham soothed, sensing Chet's
truthful."
Major Sullins fell backwards with amous voice cut into them.
growing anger. "Let's not spoil the Christ
"Sure I would. But I'd get used to it.
musement. Recovering, he winked. "Now
Graham took a deep breath."! think I
mas spirit, okay^' He flicked one finger
can hear Sullins putting cartridges iiito
on Chet's wrist on the table.
" It takes time—a time of liberality for ’ if he kisses you, don't giggle!"
"I won't giggle,'* Graham said, biting on
his pistol."
Chet glared at the captain and his Qrien- the barriers to drop enough for a few al
the words. Hg.looked up at Chet, whose
"No, that's just the ice in his glass."
ital date, who rejoined the throbbing dan terations in sexual mores to pccur. What
hand
was
still
extended.
I
can
always
Graham looked beyond Chet's head and
cers in front of the bandstand. 'T h a t
happens is that the homosexuals can then
practice medicine somewhere else, I sup
noted the frowns •on a few faces.
The
little banty rooster'and his concubine can
vehture a kiss or two, a squeezeunder the
_
pose. Then he rose and pushed back his
other dancers had moved farther aw'ay
get up there and throw their bodies at
table, let's say—becau^ of The greater
^
I each other. But we have to sit here. It's—" liberality. But at the same time other bar chair. "Reporting for duty. PCS, J hope." from them.
He nodded at Chet. " A ll right. L e t's .
"Heeeyyy! Knock iV off now!" Major
"We can't have everything." Graham
riers, are'cracking—rapes and corruption
dance."
_
Sullins yelled, taking a step closer, even
I manipulated a shin past the other's knee get worse. So we fags ge^blamed for the
' He and Chet walked to the dance floor.
cap. "Besides, I've got enough. I'vergot
though Graham outranked him. He was
growing 'immorality'—you know, like in
Both began to perspire, but Graham
[yo u ."
- - “ Rome. We're all, lumped together, when
only a few yards gway.
_
closed his eyes as they encircled their
"We're, supposed to be content with a • all we really are are one of the offshoots
"Let's make a wish on that big star,'!
arms around each other. Taking the £lué.
I Sneaky pinch under the table or a- little of the general increase in freedom-'
Chet whispered into Gtaham's ear. —
Chet closed His too. Catching' the rhythm
I finger tap on the knuckle?"
Together they focuserl'on the top of
"What was that again?"'
Jjl
of the slow music, they pressed together
'Slow down! Whoa, Misterl"
the Christmas tree'an(fifcnade
'and^máde the wish.
"Never mind—I must be drunk."'!Gra;
and began to dance. In the near distance
.C h et worried the idea. "What would
They
held
each
other
fiercely, eagerly,
ham finished his martini. "I was never
they could hear Sullins uproarious with
and when they looked again the other |
I they do?" He took an overlong swallow
that articulate—for a queer."
hilarity, but neither Chet nor Graham
couples were no longer frowning^
of his drink. " If we got up for a slow
"I think you're super just the way-you
opened his eyes to look.
"They're... they're not going to stop
dance, do you think the others would
are."
■, "Whoooppeel Aren't tbey-sweet!" Sul
us," Graham said.
bump into us? Qr maybe some guy would
"That's what lovers always say—just be
lins voice said. He still believed they were
Even Major Sullins had .gone off to
I come up and try to separate us? Would
fore they begin to make 'slight revisions'
joking. Two of^ the men in dancing couanother table to wish sonieone a Merry
|,zhe Club rfianager intervene?"
in the loved one."
. pies muttered-something too, and g wom
Christmas.
‘A ll of those,"- Graham snickered.
"Really? What are you going to change
an cackled dizzily.
Graham hugged his partner. "God bless
"And don't forget Warrant Qfficer
me into?"
_
■
■"Get à load o f that!" Sullins shouted,
you.
Captain V ere!" he said ironically.
j Scrooge—he'd get his grenades. And
"I'm going to make you shave closer
PQinting.
,
Chet
did not catch the jest, but he
I they'd court martial the fragments."
before we hop into bed." Graham held his
'-How—you doing?"_Chet said as he
laughed. "God rest ye merry, gehtlemani" |
'Merry Christmas, to all. And to all a face rigid, before letting the-smile slide
whirled Graham ^around, his leg between
' he grinned back.
I good nighti" Chet said harshly, his glass
out of his eyes.
his partner's.legs'.'"
^
And, dazed, afraid to let go of each
lifted, toasting no one iff (»rticular.
"Do I irritate you, so to speak?".
"So far, so good." Graham felt a gob of
other
lest the miracle be broken, they
Across the room Major Sullins noticed
Graham leaned over and grasped Chet's
sweat grab at his throat. When he' opened
danced on and on. Tim é held its breath...
I the toast and yelled "Merry Christmas"
forearm with his whole hand. "Qh, God!
khis 'eyes, he saw that the other couples
and Christmas Eve never ended.
back.
. Why can't we'stay like this forever?" He
were looking at them, as were^he people
"What time is it?" Graham asked.
looked oyer at the electrified red Christ-.
Chet looked at his watch. "A quarter to
mas tree star. "Now that's a wish worth
I twelve."
wishing. Why must it inevitably turn into '
'In fifteen minutes we'll have been in
something else, something b itte r/ só'meI love a week.
thing crumblir*g at the edges!"
'Is that a record?"
"What do you mean?"_
'A v th is velocity, yes." Graham did not
"O h, nothing. |t'S' just that almost
I say the words easily; he had always snort
everything turns sour. The Christmas
ed when he'd heard people trading lovers'
goodies we're whispering to each other
endearments. They made him suspicious, . will get stale, or become crumbs in the
I faintly nauseous. But now he understood
bottom of the box."- He tried not to smile
the. impulse».to tell the loved one', to tell
too wanly, knowing that he was taking
and tell and tell again.
himself too seriously. "It just will. On
"We could go up to my room and make . that we can depend. My patients will con
love." Chet said.
tinue to break their bones and get diaper
"Sodomy for Christmas? I only do that
rash and lovers will continue to fall out of
I on Mother's D ay!" Graham said to make
love. It's.built into the system,'Z
fun of himself.
"I ibet if we held each other on the
Chet studied him, the upper lip that
dancé floor, beneath the big Christmas
I drooped ever so slightly, the eyes that
star, we'd never changer"' Chet did not be
never seemed rested, even in the morning.
lieve them, but he said the words anyway.
"Why is it homosexuals are so often
Graham felt a surge of passjon, a long
I b itc h y ?" '’
'
-- ----------- - ing ache'mixed with melancholy. If only
"Am I bitchy?"
' .*
he and Chet really could stay the way
"There's g streak there." ■. ■
they were!
- '
, "You're right. You have the unjaded
The music changed to a slow number,
I eye of the nTOphite." He bowed, chin to
or- perhaps it had been slow for some
chest. "1 supposie we're bitchy because
An Album of Gay Music
)|ime. Graham had not really been listen
'■'ll
that's where our frustration goes—if you
ing to the music. He glanced at the dance
I are seeking my medical opinion."
floor and saw that there were only half a
• By mail: $4.50'po^paid. Wash, ^tate r^idents add 5.3% sales tax.
"Don't you get fed up pretending to be
dozen couples léft. The others had left
. Gay Community Services, Dept. Q ' P.O. B o x'22228
I straight, making up stories to„deflect sus- ' the bar or returned to their tables. Would
:
l^ast Union Station, Seattle, Wash; 98122______________ _
picion from yourself?"
he dare?
v
Graham shook his head in agreement^
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the quality of a .mystery that ^ e reader
hopes will never erid. The characters become equal in the' burning question that
d riv n them (tell me what you would do)
and us, equal as men before their god,
M id A od y, tell me,
this love, yet no every morning on our
whet would you d o A ndy
tongues like a small bird the instant we
tell me whet you would do
wake up. The language is endearing,
if Sparliling Love comes to town
sexy, extremely personal, and gutsy as if
and tries to look ydtCuß- ~~
spoken by a brilliant priest, who, in lh e
This it how the stor.y starts its sustained light of a new awareness and some drink,
narrative, our search, as it we were walk- has decided to let it all hang out, re
1ng on T beadi, before the ocean‘'slhag- nounce the cloth, and give voice to 'his
nificent, menacing and completely sexual wildest thoughts. J n other words we feel
presence, collecting unusual, furmy, beau like we are privileged witnesses to a great
tiful, clear, opaque, and well-formed shells, event,;„one that can trujy happbn only
the images of the poem wittTw hich'to once.
The logics are delightful, presenting
stud the garment we hope to /Tjnd. We
marvel at the collection at bur feet and in simple yet very crucial turns of mind,
our hands and "at the bird in the bush/ that usually elude us; Andy says:
which sings of the possibilities/ bf the
Ugliness has everything to gain.
.flightof life." Andy is told:
Beauty everything to lose.
I fear what I fear.
Your dear
hangs like an amulet
And:
around a certain lucky neck.
A nd dien the problem, the lone we
ell hopefully fece^ the possibility thet
surrcMods our lives like the sir we breathe:

body

■- C O N TIN U ED FROM BA C K PAGE

Ih search of this neck,'we find Andy in
the presence of characters
ters who
wh sting us
with the clarity of their views of love:
a blues singer

A ndy is astounding for the quality of
I investigation and imagination. Andy is a
' ....Pissfingers de la Bronx.
Itelling of a young man's search for his
Folk aficionados maintain
I true sexuality in the midst of his own and '
that when the famous blues artist
■the world's er'icts, noise, confusions and
plays his /ive-ass blues
(fantastic choices. A'ndy is missing. He is
his fingers nibble at god....
a real pérson, yet more importantly he is
And his remarkable song
the personification of the author's desire
(for love and true sexuality out in the
cause every, bed / sleep 'in
IWorld trying to discover itself:
turns, to ice and snow
. turrts to ice and snow.
/ have two expressions
That’s love talking the talking blues
the first is for rm thing,
That’s foxfire in a rottirtg-log
and the second is for everything and is
Cause when one side o f m y pillow's
like a man squintirig at the sun
burning up
the tears beginning to appear:
/
gotta
turn
it
over
t
o
jh
e
cool side
/ can’t find Andy. ^
In the process of jdiscovery, ours, and
Ithe author's, we follow Andy th ro u ^
Isome strange-and enlightening adventures.
I Possibilities present themselves:
r A ndy, w h it would you do
if a lady sits down on the curb
hikes her dress over her waist and seys:
"My sweet tooth is heavily insured’

FA O E r .

A

PAom iê

Andy talks to Venus about love and she
offers her lucky n e ^ . "Andy, dressed as
a Persian Prince/ enters.the oval painting
of concubines,/ a palace of ferns." Many
sides of the question are exposed just as
'-'in New York a sniper, a groaning sexual
thiefy exposed 20 lives to heaven." Tt~
would be impossible to discuss them all,
and it would be'unfair because A ndy has

MISSING YOU POEMS

B*

which you carietaitd anyw twe arxl
talk, artd die sodnd wilf^echo audibly for
many seconds ih every room,
• do not say the wordi often, but for
leek of another Andy it poignant. ‘Totpe
this is equality that only;|ove can-give to
things. Poignancy is an ache we feel, like
in our lips to meet a soft thing after a
lot of wine. In it there-is something of
loss^and something of desire.' It is shepe
and clean like a blade, yet it is a dihin
tinct point where we stand electrified . by|
life.

<is this love,
_
• ■
.this empty feeling, this wanting you but not having you,
these memories of a'time we spent together«
niy head qiisming like a drunken train on rusty tracks,
is this how Juliet felt, taping the friar’s cruel fruit,
thinking to awake to romeo’s tongue,
acid lips greeted her, the vulture jaws of the
bridegroom death, why have you
abandoned me, in new yprk, on business, my Canadian
executive, if only i could remove my love for you, store'
it away, like a suitui camphor,
taking it out when you’re back...
i was merely a child,
i guess i.m still no more, a child in a man’s e y e s , ---- -_ 1
you made me a house
you were my daily bread

A t a high pitch we shoot down a mossy

■

*.v
An Act of Jeopardy for Federico Garcia Lorca ■

..T

past a grotto where we watch the waves
»
break, '
■where there is a man on the surface
with his cock going to the bottom
and mermaids dancing around it.

Here this poignancy is defined; it is a
place on our bodies and in. our histories
where we have separated from our sex
uality, where..we feel the ache of desire
and loss, and perhaps, as Robert Glück
has, as his A ndy has, as all poets' must, |
Solving a problem is hard
-we descend into our own mythic world
when you hate the answer.
to try and recover it. Perhaps too, the
answer to the mystery is mysterious itself,
The blues singer:
"The answer ■is on my tongue/ when it
touches yours," it can only be spoken
Cause when we walk down the street
when we are unable to speak. We must,
I look at everyone
however, dive into the mystery because
everyone looks at her
all answers become as invisible as every
she looks at nothing
thing else when our search has made us a
nobody looks at me.
capaUe of true feeling. In this spirit I
Robert Glück's images are clear: "Oh ' stron^y suggest that everyone dive into
I'd come to you like the midwest/ in A nd y or as the poem says:
boots' muscles and a teeshirt"; real: 'T m
but won’t you listen to m y story
your dream's motherV I'm a thinker on
listen to m y story
head lettuce terms^ ahush lay so the
because you ju st might like m y story.
children won't heary dedicated to unyellowspotting underwear";physical: "each
Edward Aulerich has illustrated Rob
scorpion's triumphant tail arches/ into
ert Gluck's A ndy with six pencil studies
its own neck"; and mysterious: J3^here
of a twisting and asqanding nude, first
has he gone/ I sometimes sense his hair
arxl "What I mean is/ if a man kissed a .uhe feet, thetnhe calves, the thighs, and
so on. The drawings are very beautiful,
<woman I'd be that kiss." In short, they
are many of the things that good poetic, delicate and sensual. T w o o f these draw-1
ings'anareprddOced^fohgwith this review.!
irhages should be, and G lück injects them
with a personal quality that is as rare as it
[This book is available b y mail, postis precious. Most importantly, the images
always resonate to the deeper levels o f' paid from the Gay-Liberation Book Serthe investigation going on throughout
vice. Send $ 2 to Box 40397, San Franthe poem. In this way Arxly is like a cisco, Calif. 94140]
famous echoing house somewhere in Geor-
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men and one gay woman, began meeting Rreedom Day of June, .1973, and M .C.C.
I think- it is now possible to pco-l
December, 1972, but we had a difficult
of San Francisco. Join Hands, a Bay Area ' duce dramatic works in- San Francisco
time in gaining access to video equipment. gay men's prison support group, has
for, by and about gays far superior to !
It was several weeks before we learned
what is now being produced commer-l
asked us to do a tape on gays in prison;
that there ..was equipment available at and the Stanford Gay People's Union
cially. The quality of art does not depend]
Q UEER B LU E LIGHT
Bakersfield College, where gay students
on the .size or expense of a production]
has approached us about doing a- tape on
During the Fall of, 1971 I was involved were struggling to get their organization gay counseling. We also hope to do tapes
but in the way that talent and other]
I in organizing the first' independent qav__ recognized by the sCho'ol administration.
^
on coming out, gays and mental institu available resources are usegl.
[video group in the country. That New
In March we went down to Bakersfield to tions, older gays, gay histofy an(( litera'
My first screenplay is half written. 11
York group'was 'eventually named Queer do our first tape. There were several ture.And this is only the beginning.
do not went to finish the script until 11
[Blue Light. It was very exciting beBay Area showings of the tape during
see which actors I will be woiking w ith]
Even after a year in San Francisco,
I cause we had regular access to-.equip 1^73.
'
and where I vvill be doing most of the in-]
gaining access to video equipment is still
The group also participiated in'a media a problem for the group. Most of the
ment and tape donated'by a friend. In
terior scenes. Even when I begin taping, I f
I the beginning we spent a lot of time play conference in Berkeley. A number of us people who have equipment are straight
doubt whether I. will have a.completed!
were betive in supporting a city 'resolutioni
ing and'working with the equipment,
script because I w an t. to be flexible
■
‘men with little or no interest in what
I developing our proficiency, exploring the to establish a cable television task force
enough to allow for the possibility of
we are trying to do. Femedia III, a wo
in San Francisco, now headed by a gay
possibilities of the medium and considerchange and further development as I go |
men's video group, has been the most
vvoman."
I ing the direction of the group.
helpful of all the Bay Area groups we - along.
The primary purpose of Queer Blue have approached. In future.Queer Blue
Comparing what- we were doing with
The play is called Reunion and the three j
I video to what was being shown on broad.- Light is to produce and distribute gay . Light and Femedia will be sharing eqiiip- principal characters are: John, a 'gay man [
videotapes to gay organizations, schools, rhent and an office donated - by the* in his twenties; Tom , hialever; Roger, a
cast television, we could see the gredt
churches, counseling centers and so forth,
potential, bf jrideo for.'reaching out to
Northeast Community Mental.Health Ser-. . friend from college John hasn't seen
since graduation. I want to explore some
other_gay people in-.a-meaningful, way. at a norninal cost. We also intend to'con vices.
duct video workshops for gay people, ex
Both national and local television atof the problems of coming out and the[
■Financing Queer Blue Light is one of
plore other uses of video in the gay com
l-tempted to ignore our very existence as
tensions
which exist between men having)
the most difficult problems we face here
munity and to provide a channel of com
Igay people. While it would be extremely
to deal with differeingseXual orientations.!
because we cannot depe.nd on other
munication to link gay org'anizations and
(difficult to change the narrow coverage
These are two approaches to gay video
groups for the ^uipm ent we need. Qur
provided by the broadcasting companies,' communities in the gay Area, other parts most urgent nekfs in San F'rancisco are
both as an idea and as a reality. There are
of the state and perhaps other parts of for a portopak and a good editing deck
video was an alternative immediately
gay people involved in video ip other
the country.
available, to us. Unlike television, we
parts of the country too. Five crews of]
plus a few other smaller items and video
ourselves could determine how this medBay Cablevision in Berkeley has already tape. It_will take a minimum df $5,000
gay people video-taped t h e -1973 Gay
ium-might be used by. our community.
offered us a half-hour per week if we can for us to function effectively. After that ~ Pride Day march in New Yo rk; a gay video
group has formed in Washington and
Within a few months of its formation,- provide them with videotapes on a regular the San Francisco group would'be selfanother in Ann Arbor. The first Canadian |
the New York group produced a half-. basis. Similar arrangements^cari probably sufficient with money received from tape
be made to show our tapes over cable in distribution, showings and workshops fi group is in the planning stages .in Van
hour gay documentary which premiered
couver. D ^ i t e the many problems f am]
most of the other laical communities, ex nancing the production of future tapes.
at Ohio Gay Pride Week in Colombus. It
convinced that gay video will soon become]
was later shown on cable television frr cluding San Francisco, where the cable Tax deductible contributions can be made
a vital and .important part of our com-]
company is unresponsive tO comm uni^ to the group.
Manhattan and was distributed to several
—
munity in North, America and through
programming. But they, tom wUt have to
I colleges, gay organizations and museums.
PÇRSONA
out the world.
provide free time to community groups
(T h is was followed by a tape on the gay
The office for Queer Blue Light and I
platform at the Democratic Convention within three years as one of a hundred
Persona is a more - personal project
Persona is currentiy at 121 Leaverqgvorth
cable companies throughout the country
I in Miami and a tape of Ohio Gay Pride
involving the'production of original fea
.required by law to "dd sp.
,
,
(Week 1972.
ture length gay video/films. I will both Street, Rm . 450, San ^Francisco. Our
mailing address is P.OT Box 4277, San |
Projects we are now working on In
In the Fall of ,1972 I returned to live
write and direct, something^ wa's irtFrancisco, California 94101.
[in San Francisco. Q uder Blue Light-Gay clude a ta i^ bf three gay pdets, the East
terested in doing even before I—left
—N A . -Diaman I
NevwYork.

empty feather love«
•
bruised eternity, the cold nq^'ts surrender me already.
l am a widow, i make sacrament of a piece of
cloth, eucharist stairu on iny bedsheet, i take pain
to keep the color.
’
Kashell u s, its music.is yours again, singer
without a melody, ^nile. it sometimes forgets,
it gets lazy and will not tune its strings,
arrogrant orpheus, a call from new yotkiteeps me
preserved like tonsils in a jar of alcohol,
these rocks we both collected in runnemede, the o.ne
with a sad stone face, worn by some
invisible artist,
i said i couldn’t believe in miracles, no,
not even as this wind stirs.
laxative,
loosening you, i can’t conceive again,
my stomach already bursts of you, sterile fertility,
choking on you, the wild wincj carries me into you again,
strong wine, drawing you from the earth,'magnet that i am,,
i attract your particles, i consume them,
but why
but they do not resurrect, fure dancers,
microscopic,'
.'■
they sting.«
this is love, is it not,
diis which i am intoxicated with;
abused nun. i Bear it like a contradiction,
i had vowed not to fall again.
what pope grants me pardon?
>
love, ~
i watch it grow: envying lovers, an old vnm an in a
gingerbread house i wait by the window,
magic flashes in the sky:
blonde streak, thundeiBolted, it summons you.
achilles,
.
.
i.m your one weakness.
f
—Tommi Avicoli!
r (O riglnaily p u b lish ed in The C ay A K em aU ve]

For Stephen Hernandez
A star of blood_
you fell from the point
'
Sitting there sun stroking d ^ .h a l f your face —
of the hypodermic
< '
calming odors of chicken restirtg in pinot'noir
singing of fabulous beasts,
cognac on your lips hauids wrestling a cigarette
spitting out the sex of vowels
listening to a song gf "passionate strangers
with teeth 8c roses
who rescue each other from a lifetime of cares’’.^
Your poems explode in the itiouth
' that time you first sat in -this room
like torrents b t sperm on a mpTt
tired stroking your eyes with mine younger then:
full of zebras 8c bootheels
Both of us
Your ghost still craises the river —
' fronts of m id n i^ t assignations
At Savoy
in a world, of dead sailors carrying
drunk around a silverylit table
armfuls of flowers in search of
—'^<'1
laughing talking about traruformations
your urunarked'grave
unstained unturned eyes I should have known
Your body no saiKtuary for bees.
kundalini
Death was your lo v ^ in a rain of
jr '
nñindalini the medium tranced^
broken obelisks^ rotting brehids
core
tore my spine free too much alike you and 1
In the tangled rose of a single
. .waitting for differences to battle bringing us together
heartbeat.
■».' ; W u should not have come back
I offer you the shadow of a double
the <
experience yes
profile,
the result 1 do not know
two heads held together at the bridge
This city
1
,
of the nose by a nail of opium
of nightbitten poets glasseyed hustlers
''
.
.
smoke
of lost Americas
in the long night’s dreaming
nothing to offer
8c a memory of water poured between
glasses.-'
I have survived die caricatures of spermflowing queens
In my mailbox I Hnd a letter, from
there is no liberation when
a dead man 8c know that for every
'roles with women t h ^ with us a farce
shadow_^ven
exploitations of hunger Not
one Is taken away
only out of love am 1 writing this you see
Yet subtraction is only a special
'
I am dying
form,of-addition 8c implies a world of
I am crawling on my belly without legs hands
hidden intentions below a horizon of lips
in aid of my search for the unborn whisper
^ thin as' yr fingernail sprouting mysteries
Unconsummated sperm to foster the androgyne
in the earth..;
also of anger
The ace of spades dealt from the bottom
drawn from the twisted vacuity of human beings/strangers]
of the deck s^ers the hand which
hustling the dirt of streetcoriiers love löst
retrieves it 8c. the eyes of Beauty
fire lost
. sewn together pea- over a Mack lace
fan
No more no more
in the vulgar s u n li^ t of a Spanish
cognac gone room emptied
morning without horses'**•
of your lips
The belt of Orion is loosened
nightcity gone to the sea 'We will both
.before you as you remove the silver
survive
— *• *
" fingerstalls
, from yr mummy hands 8c kneel to plunder
—Kenneth Lee
the nightsky in a shower of bitter
Sept. 1973
diamonds
i(Somewhere wider a blanket someone weeps
y
for a lo v e r ) _
ER O M : ‘"I'HE D E S E R -rm Y E L L E R & ”
Peace .to your soul
8c your .empty shoes
in the dark closets,
of kings with no feet
* .^1 •I'-'' .
—Ira Cohen
Kathmandu, Nepal
lulv. 197.3

.a .

At the Cabaret Club

FAGGOTRY

Aretha’s records screamed
at a room full of
No^ Coward’s boys
without'souls,
with trembling rosebud hearts.

We have learned to survive
like those.before us
The only story we have passed
is silence
^

We licked our moustaches
watching a pale boy '
srnoke cigarettes
and turn his thin wrists
like scarves'^
in the candlelight.
He had that special hair.
In 1963
a Beade-haireut—
was admirable
Now it is fantastic.

Out on the Mojave
the hawk glides
layer after layer
until he arcs in the cool air
At night
~
he rests
:
on the oldest tree..
In drought
it sends its whole life down
to the tissue
in the thickest bark
Years without ^ n
it watches the thin branches
crumble back into dust
It waits
-

—Dennis Cooper
SEQUEL TO POEM FOR PAINTERS

—Richard McCann
1 ime

real envy at convent-'
tion in the liv
ing room.
17 Irving St. even that
the Army base, subway car
shookdown past Andrew
blew the whistle, lights on
in the downstairs, or were
they doused; that new year’s
lodge- Buck’s County
birthday blizzard?
SIS
I can stand newfriends
& if I had old ones
damned
to estimate allot
Cavernous echoes obyed lines
no heartache,jDnly hangover. ___ .
upper Grant Ave. horizon shriners.
Central Park dawn moondiiners lent
back strefeh'small Hoosiers scratched
nickle trays when Mary had a little ■
JO H N G IO R N O (p o em ) a n d JO E B R A IN i^ R D d ra p M c )

amd. the corhor

- '

when rout

Abutting solidity apart
the ivy circuit.

I

[V M d e^è a n F ra n ciM O ^^g ro u ^iM h ^g y^^a Y G a i^e stiva l^n d ^a n ^ra ^

SURVIVORS

went all cost to
shirk
the cheap blouse base
ment reject.
“Get him out of my head, now
they say he’s a great poet,,
put him back to bed;
gel rid of him.”
Home after work, for I
what, board. Tele-.
vision, coctails never,
greasy hamburgers I got
cooking, now, you're getting out
of hand
small-potatoes over
close, call, smoke.
Wmk
possibly
how
Wmkp
c
I
' jaunty tips daily
^ _ plough petitte Whitcomb
.H orsyout
Endowed,
employ.
4 —'
ed Hasaid
haul1I

—John Wieners , , •,
Boston, Nov. 1973 “
dedicated to Gay Sunshine
[previously unpublished]
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evekyone else does. I know a 'lo t of the
boys In the company don’t have the time,
so they take their trips to the baths. Get
the sex and it’s done. Many dancers are
uptight -r; girls and boys. Not prudes.
They^ loose- in many reapects,H>ut--eexu'ally theylçïn be-frigid, I feel. I’ve been
in several ballet companies, anif there wa*!
screwing going on ;b u t the msiority aren’t.
People are tob involved in their dancing.
The thing that interests me in ballet n o w
is gay copseioqsness among dancers. There
should bë some way for us to get together.

The following interview is with Edward
Androse on the s u l^ c t of ballet and how
he as a gay male dancer, choreographer,
and director relates to Uie art. Androse
has danced with the Pennsylvania Ballet
Co., the National Ballet of Canada, and
most recently thé Boston Ballet. During.
Gay Pride Week of 1973, Anr^oéie choreo
graphed and directed a male pas de deux,
“ Romance,” which )ie is now in the
process of rev^orking for television. He
also teaches ballef in the Boston area.
Androse was interviewed by Steven
Abbott and John Mitzel who are in
volved in Boston’s gay lib quarterly.
Fag Rag. The interview, was taped in
Qoston, November 1^73, especially for

Wlwt is the relation o f faggots in dance
with the progressive trends in the art?

Í don’t think there’s been a héll. qf a lot
of homosexual expression in -dance. I
think everyone wants to make a universal
statement for posterity. They don’t want
to be too political, too sociological. Some
[ballet companies] have explored nudity
and ventured into homosexuaUty. Many
small concerts do it, but large companies
don’t. They want a large audience. ’They'
can titillate and have homosexual themes
in their ballets, but they can’t be abfc;lutely candid. There_
been excep
tions, though, such ‘ as Requiem fo r a
Dead B o y , a Dutch ballet. There’s homo
sexuality in the ballet but it isn’t specifi
cally about homoseuals. I don’t think
it’s been explored. 1 don’t really know
thé reasons. When 1 think of doing a
homosexual ballet, I’m drawn to it be
cause it’s a valid statement, one that
everyone has touched on in their Uvea
On the other hand, I feel that I’m
liñuting myself in a way. I think to nayself: How’s this going to be fivé.:yéárs
from now?:

Gay Sunthine.
1$ the ballet world different from toy a
theatre company or the art world at
la g e f

Oh, very much so.- It’s a very cloistered
life. It doesn’t leave much time for any
thing else.
*

True o r F a ite :-the ballet it filled with
feggott.

False, i t ’s true that everyone thinks it hss
been. It never has, ever. The strange thing
about ballet ia that so often gay dancers
— for some reason, I don’t know what it
U — marry once they get into a company
and have children. They marry in the
company. I don’t know whether it hap
pens because they’re working with' wo
men all the time, or just the life.

Is that
ballet?
appeal,
ing the

Why do M ople. continue to believe the
ballet it filled with faggoM

the double Jeopardy o f American
They're trying to expand their
and you can’t do that by explor
taboo.

I think anything’s possible. Boston Ballet
could do it, in a palatable way.. They
couldn’t hit you over the head with it.
Haven't they got to stick with Giselle
and Nutcracker?
_ .
They could iA> something controversial
with overtones. Everything is' overtone.
No one wants to deal with specifics. If
you deal with' specifics, they call it
“ obvious,” “blatant” or “ sentimental.”
J want to try to do it anyway. Really say
waht I want to say. If 1 want to be blatant.
I’ll be blatant. If I want to be obscure...
You’ve got to remember who’s reviewing
you. They’re closet cases and strilights
writing for a predominantly mass-market,
., straight audiepce who are still unliberated
in sexual and artistic terms.

I think it’s the' connotation of dfnce.
People think that anyoiM who’d be' as
sociated with dance would be what they
^ in k of as nelly. And it’s not true. Dance
is the highest form of athletics. As a.matter of fact, I’v«*been'’cutting out clippings
from the papers, lately. These photos of
football. High kicks. Some of them are
quite beautiful. This one guy did a forward pass — just Jike a badlqt step. The
' Ime was beautiful. Thé high kicks Iiave a
kind of grace to them. Ballet’s much
more stylized, of Course, but there’s
that loojc.
W henuiofidw ard Villena appeart oii T V
talk •MM'a he always etrettet how much
like ’’s e r f s ’’ ballet can be fo n th e male,
at Jh ough he were trying to legitimize
the art for the tàttet o f tacky America.

’Villela is always apologizing for ballet.
It’s demeaning to the art.
~

What is the main repertory o f ballet
today?

When did you begin to seriStsly study
ballett

It’? all very, very heterosexual.
Wos ballet one o f thé last o f the arts to

shed Romanticism?

Ten years ago. I was twenty.
.
is it difficult to begin as a dancer at

I think we’re still in the throes of
Romanticism in ballet. People want to see
Giselle more than anything else. That’s
the height of Romanticism.. Lea Sylphides
had a great renaissance a few years kgo.
"The “classic” ballet. Ballet can be abso
lutely fantasy, fiberglass I call it: spun,
but it’s steel. It can cut you but there’s a
beauty to it, filigree, ify structure to it
It really is a fairyland — no pun intended.

that age?

Yeah. There was not a great deal of
time. If *yOu had the aptitude and a
fair amount of ability you could get
on. It was very concentrated, .{.^started
so late . _A lot of kids do if leisurely over
five or six years. They start in their early
teens, even at ten. 'That’s because tlieibig;
schools are supported better.
What were the influences that brought
you to ballet?

I don’t know where it comes from. I
always wanted to dance. My sister'took
dancing lessons. I loved all the Stuff
around the house. She had a box full of
toe shoes. I took dancing lessons. My
parents wanted me to tap. I really loved
the ballet. 1 loved being on points, the
stretching. I once saw a ballet at Sym
phony Hall with tqy parents. It was
really magical. I’ll never forget it. I just
remember a lot of while, filminess, quite
beautiful.
Who have been the great influences on
dance in this country in the last ten to
twenty years, men or women?

The greatest creative .influences in Am
erican ballet have beeo_men: Balanchine,
Tudor, Loring,^ Robbiné^-The only wo- .
men’s name that fits in that category —
and it doesn’t quite fit — is Agnes DeMille.
The Boston Ballet has always been headed^
by o woman?

Yes. Virginia Williams.
Why don't we talk more about your
personal experiences as a j a y male in
^ballet. How did you feel going in, as a
faggot? How were you treated when
you were actually involved in an es
tablished ballet company ?

I had problems about effeminacy. I loved
wearing women’s clothes till a very late
age. I think ballet, initially, gives'you a
phenomenal Knowledge .of yourself. I
think any boy . who’s in any way effem‘ inate — when he gets into ballet, it might
appeal to him as something beau^ful.
When you get into the hard grit of it and
.daily wrack your body to do it, you learn.

fi.l
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Why do you think ballet has such an
appeal to the gay com m unity, both as
audience and as participants.

R ussell C h am b ers in th e ro c k b a lle t " S a c re d Grove

'a lot about beauty, art and yourself. You I teach now in Roxbifry, and it’s amazing There’s so many reasons. They love the
especiafly- the men,
get a sense of your own iMdy. You get a to- see all the black people come,in now. bodies on stage
like 15 y^ars ago and seeing all the 'The boys on stage, the senusality of the
feeling of costume. You have a chance to It’s
mothers with (heir little girls.' dance,- the face, the high-fashion make
be beautiful yourself, to look beautiful, Jewish.
the black women come in exactly up, thé great artifice of it all. It’s all'in
to dance beautifully, to express yourself. Now
volved with haute' couture. A lot of.gay
I .think it takes away from the urge to put the same way with their daughters.
people are attracted to dance. A lot of
on women’s clothing. I felt that way .until Ahy boys?
boys come intfi dance, see the work
I went into dance, and then it just left i have four black boys in the class.
that’s involved and fall aside. Dancing ia
me. I had what I needed. From my per
sonal history and that of friends of mine: L e t's talk about terminology. You refer the survival of the fittest, especially in
we worked right through wearing our to-men and women as "boys'and girls. ” this country where there’s no state sub
mothers’ and sisters’ clothes when we They’re always referred to as “ boys and sidy. If you want a career, you’ve got to
go out and get it.^-piven; with someone
started dancing.
__
girls” by directors and teachers. They’ll backing you up, it’d still a fight. I donT
say ’’Boys front!” or “The girls will go know what propels gay people to keep
How does that relate tp guys who feel
now.” They’re unconscious of it.
on and do it; maybe a mixture of things
feminine growing up?
No matter what the age oT the:performer? neurosis, therapy, love of the arts. A F
You realize where the sham is, where the
you go on with it, you start shedding the
artific^is, where real values lie, atid.un a I have a bon mot about Diaghiley. He said unimportant things away. If there’s
way, what bqkuty Is all about. In any he was only interested in dancers who nough substance — or enough neurosis,
thing that has to be attained, it has to be were very young or very old. That’s a who knows —you can hack it.
big syndrome in dance, especially Ih
attained through work.. It gives you a
strength and a discipline that verylifew America —'not so much in Europei.we’re M uch o f the creative energy in the gay
very, very much interested in young com m unity — that .which reflects a gay
people can even touch.
~
dancers. God forbid -if you’re in between! consciousness, in^ design, in the^ arts' How did getting into dance change your
Your career can virtually be over by the is, i f not anarchic, then at least a break
sense o f being male? Have your, attitudes
time you’re 20. Between ages 20 and 30 is ing ou t o f conventionality. I t doesn’t
about men and women changed as a
a very difficult time for dancers, espec support the status quo. I t ’s looking for
result?
” > ially for a lot of ^irls.
new fo rm s What must it be .like fo Fa gay
student to be so regimented in that
When I 'started the dance, it was very How ddes being in ballet relate to your ballet
ti^ht discipline? ----------; 7,
difficult because I started late, as most sexual life?
There are many gay men in ballet com
boys do. I was very.unhappy with all
these little girls around .me,r7 or 8 years Ballet is one of the last sexual forms of panics other than as dancers. There are
younger,- who could hack all thivstuff art'. In some ways ballet is very revealing. directors and costumers who .make the
because they had started earlier. There’s It can liberate you and make you piore women look like they do. It’s just like
design.
,,
always been a one-up-manship because' 'aware of your own body.
the women' are — until you really get Do the gay men you know in ballet S o perhaps there’s a reflection o f homo
to be professional — better th a n ^ e boys.
maintain a high level o f sexual activity? e^ u p l c o p io u sn e ss, on whatever.level,
They started younger.
No. I don’t think so. They don’t have in the totality o fl the ballet, in spite o f
the time.'They’re just too goddamn tired." Tth e fact that the balfet may be célébrât
Is that because o f the cultural prejudice?
i

Ì

ÍS T heteesteexual love and hayei no star
imale^daneers. ‘

What are the lifestyles and polities o f the
gay men you know in ballet?

right homosexual, just too Olympic Greek
with all the implications of what “ Greel^’
was supposed to 'b e at that time. I feel
that you have to go with your own ideas
if you’re gay and not worry about the
broad spectrum.

It, There’s never bee'nany realization,' Dancers are Vqry unpolitical. Look at the
[pnl—s we can go into role playinjg in strike in New York of the N.Y.C.. Ballet.
(dance. We’re all hidebound in the b^let Dancers are the last- people to. strike.
las to what are “male” and “female” They’re very removed from ^ y liberation.
Could you cite some ballets that you
Imovementa.-Stops are s e ^ g a t ^ trementously- The idea of a man working on Do y o u get the feeling at alt that the find offensiue to faggots and/or fern■classical
ballet
is
structured
to
be
anti
'inists
I point, on his toes, is. very foreign. There
Iare many instances of women who should male?
I think Balanchine’s ballets are very
(never work on point, am) there are some ^I’ve never been in a position to know that. offenrive to men, both, men and faHof*be quite lovely on --‘-Males have always-been r arity -in ballet
(point. It’s never been explored. It would in this country. In-some companies males Has he always featured female dancers? '
Icreate a hybrid, but in a way a ballerina have always been treated well. I’m very Always, except in a great masterpiece he
(is already a hybrid. Men could bring a glad to see them in class; I respond to created in 1927: A p o llo. A great male
Imasdnjne technique to point dancing ,,them. tremendously. —'
ballet. After: that it was all women.. It’s a
Iunheard of. There’s a boy who danced.
great silly crock of shit what Balanchiite
In
a
corps
de
ballet
is
the
male
on
aparityIwith the Joffrey Bpllet who also danced
has said many times: “ Woman Is Daqce.”
with
the
female
—
outside
the
stars
o
f
(at the Club 82 —in drag — and he danced
And then Maurice Bejart came along and
course?
I o n ' point. I. understand he was just fan
said I “Man Is Dance,” which is another
tastic. We, have boys in the Boston -Ballet Now they are. We’re still restricted
e
silly thing. His men are featured for days
I who can dance very ..well on point. They whole syllabus of §teps that have been - and it works.
(train themselves. There are steps you evolved -^ not to highlight the female —
I learn in class for each -sex. I guess the but to keep her separate and individual Is B ejart’s work homo-erotic as w ell as all
syllabus of dance was'formulated so that and give that contrast Which, to my- male?
I there would be a contrast.
idea,' is not necessarily correct. There was Yes. Very honio-erotic. -It’s something
an ail-male ballet that Joffrey did called we’re not used to. We put it down.
[Ballet as an art with a discipline is not
Olympics. Critic Clive Barnes mentioneST Maybe ballet can't be very gay, ultimately.
(very old?
^
that ire. didn’t think an all-anyfhing ballet
I About 200 years. It sprang out of the was any good. Meanwhile he neglects to But it can be! It has to be explored.
I European court system.
criticize the all-female ballets with a per Y o u ’re working with such a tight fo r
.>
j/t caught o n in Arherica when there functory man in them to lift the girls malistic structure...
\ emerged a large middle and upper middle that Balanchine does.
Sure. You’ve'got to learn it, ^master it,
jcioss with money, time and a^irations. Why would Ba rnestreat it as though it then throw it away. I think the classic
vocabulary of ballet is fantastic.
(A lot of ballet teachers make most of were irrelevant.
I their money, on adult classes today. I I think it’s the thing we m fo ^ n e d be You feel your own work in choreo
have students up to 45.
fore : it might have been jusj-jdo out graphy and direction is a reflection o f a

con^iousness.
a sensibility that's
differen t from the mainstream-. -

I w on’t do it yet. I'want to get into it: 11
wouldn’t reject women in dance. I’m tooj
close to them. I’d love to explore men inj
dance, in my own way.
‘ ,
‘
f o r a gay peson with a gay -conscious I
ness there are all sorts o f possibilities o f\
opening up new ranges fo r both nferfandt
women in ballet, aren’t there?
'

One hopes so. I’m inundated. 1 think thisi
coming generation is ripe for it. Esp
ecially in Boston. I think Boston is ripe(
for the right thing.
Can you describe your work? Your idea \
o f a gay ballet? .
'

It’s very difficult to describe one’s qwn I
work. In the male pas de deux,. I stuck
with simple movemknta. It vvas' the first
time I was ever really political. It really
came from my heart; I felt it was very
honest. Brahmsian music. -Two boys. Like
a love pas de deux. It was natural for me |
to do It, (see note 1 below)
Is it a very' stylized vocabulary, like in
ballet, prohibitive o f sincerity?

Not necessarily. Mqdem danee wmi very
''much ■concerned'
Freiid. Modem
dance and ballet are boom ing more'similar. They borrow from each other.
. [Note 1: The people of the Boston Ballet
seemed very moved by Romance. And the |
gay co'minunity, which saw it' during Gay
Pride vveek, were even more enthusiastic]^|

leading part in making the cause fashio
nable. Despite his regrets in lat^ life
about the attitudes he took at that time,
and the intensity with which he took
them,Jie is probably best remerhbered as
Wystan Hugh Auden lies buried in,
the angry young voice of ■England’s
Kirchstetten in Austria. He was 66 when
. he died in his sleep on September 28th.
The net result of these varied contribu- ' 1930's intellectuals and dissidents. .His
He'leaves behind him a mass-of-highly dis- • tions from men of letters was to confirm
poems of this time. Look Stranger and
tinctive writing, an arrhy of readers who Auden in his view of poetry as a clinical 1 Another Time, ño less than the plays he
wrote in collaboration with Christopher
will miss him deeply, and a place in lit- and sharply observant medium. The
I erary history as the leading English-speak poet's first duty was to be honest, and he
Isherwood, show an expansive social con
ing poet of this century.
was scrupulous about 'this at all times, ex- ' cern, but at the same time a growing
hopelessness at the apparent inability of
He was born on February 21, 1907 at cising works from his collections because
people to improve, even rescue, a rotting
I Yo rk. He showed, at an early stage, the they expressed feelings or beliefs which
and unjust society. He went to Spain,
voracious appetite for knowledge yyjiich their author never felt or entertained; an
drove an ambulance, but his main contri
was to remain with him, and colour his hones^ no longer in vogue.
bu tio n's ever, was his'writing.
In 1930 he published his first volume
poetry, .^or the whole of his life. At
If he had upset the responsible and res
i Gresham's School, Holt, he took prizes called simply Poems, and enjoyed an im
petable
worthies of British Society dur
mediate
success
with
it.
In
1932
came
qe 1 for science as well as for Latin, he gave a
ing the thirties, their voice was soon to be
The Orators, a dense and difficult wqrk,
1 talk on 'Enzyme Action' and produced,
Raised, when, in 1939, he left for America
and rare amongst his outputip ^heexi^liand performed in, a concert of modern
British music. And he began to w rite' citness with which jt discusses the predi *with Chrinopher Isherwood. Along with
others who left England on the eve of
cament of thetiom oseku^. Only in this
poetry.
war, he became the object of abuse, and
one
respect,
in
his
sexuality,
does
he
seem
'I first made up my mind to become a
snide comments both publicly and p ri-I poet on a Sunday afternoon in Norfolk in to have found difficulty in maintaining
__
vately.
Not only was there anger at the
-those
standards
of
honesty
which
he
ap
ja ploughed field, in March of 1922 when
way he had scourged the pre-war estab
I was just fifteen." He had been out walk- plied to the rest of his life. Whilst never
lishment, but he was made to suffer for
king with a childhood friend, "I don't re' denying his gay ness, it was perhaps the
his homosexuality. His leaving with Isher
member how.the conversation started but one major facet of his personality-which
wood
was the signal for establishment
at one point he asked me if I ever wrote he-did not affirm in his writing. For one
howls
of moral indignation. Cowardice
as
passionate
as
Auden,
this
was
a
large
poetry and I said no, because the thought
was exactly what one would expect from
had never entered my mind. Then he said sin of omission. Especially as his sexuality
a pervert.
'W hy. don't you?' and that, moment I appears to have assisted him in his role of
It was at thie time, however, that he
observer and reporter, an alienation from
knew that's what I was going.to do."
achieved real confidence in his own powAnd that is exactly what he did do. He his fellows which left him on ithe outside
/ .e r s as a poet. And with this new confi
looking in.
left Gresham’s for Christ Church, Oxford,
dence came a series of ambitious works
It was at this.time tha^hejwas swept up
' I with an Exhibition in Matural~Sciences,
including his Pulitzer Prize-winning A ge
in
the
gathering
political
storms
of
Eu
read PPE for a term, and, then,changed
o f Anxiety. He was fortunate that his
his course to English: After taking his de- rope. It was.the time of the depression. In
powers were great enough to take him
Germany, Fascism.had taken root and the
l^gree heTeft for Germany.
aboue the level of petty bitterness which
In Berlin he met Layard, the psycholo- Spanish Civil War became the focal ptoint
Kurt others in a similar situation. The exfor English radicals, with Auden playing a
I gist and anthropologist who:

W.H. Auden

doctrlms,,ipto my receptive head.
Part "came from Lane and part from
D H Lawrence.
Gide, though I didn't know it then,
gave part.
-
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and blends well with Robison's gifts as a
queers don’t exist save as oddities good
satirist and mimic. "Doctor! Doctor! The
only for an occasional gimmick song
Shocking Tale of Jonathan Schwartz Jr."
like the Kinks' "Lola." ,
^ *
is about a modern young man who, every
This, together with large doses of musi
C H R IS RO BISO N and His Many Hand cal machismo, and fear of government's, time he gets excited about a boy he sees,
runs to his psychiatrist for electro-shock
Band. Stereo LP. G ypsy Frog_ Records, radio licensing power, has tended to keep
treatments. "Do you think I'll ever
888 Seventh Avenue, Suite .400, Nevv' ~g5V~suuiids'j>ut of range for most rock
be really cured?" he asks. "Maybe, may
audiences.'With all this in mind, a record
Y o rk, N .Y .$ ^ 2 5
•
,
be," the doctor replies, "but now here's
like. C/jr/'s Robison and His Many Hand
Reviewed, by.iafp'dung
Band comes as an especially welcome "your bill; we're making great progress
I'm sure." The song's cheery refrain:
arxl delightful surprise. It has good music
Rock" Anisic and rock musicians have and good lyrics, and is operily, unaffect"electro-shock therapy 'is good for you...
been in the closet for too long. Even 'edly, happily, sometimes
exuberantly How else could he face his mother-arKf
with the current commercial fad for "glit
his wife, but he still hates himself for the
gay''
..
ter rock", very few rock lyrlCs do more
rest of his life. Doctor, doctor, with
"Here comes a pretty young man all
than hint at gay relationships or gay full of sass/ He looks just like, a choir
eyes of pity, would you like to treat
sex, and when they do, it's usually to. boy for Sunday morning mass./ Hey,
some more faggots in this city? We're so
present them as something bizarre and won’t you share my big warm bed/ and
full of fear and you're so'rich...Take
perverse to titillate straight listeners.
their money while you scare them with
let me show you the light/ 'cause I'm
The tack of really gay rock music has lookin' for a boy tonight!" The lyrics
their Freudian slips." A ll ends well when
been due not so much to puritanism are from an upbeat,, good-humored sorrg Jonathan Schwartz is eventually cured
(much less to any lack of gay artists) as which Robison introduces by explain <(but not of homosexuality) by a young
to fear, on the part of the record moguls, ing, tongue in cheek, that "the boys in • man w I k > loves him, sleeps with him'and
shows him how to "live his own life."
of falling sales. It is- assumed that for the barxl — pardon the expression — have
Other songs' attacks on cops and antimost rjjcord buyers, "gay is not good." asked m e to take full responsibility for
runaway laws are ^1 the more effective
ThuSt with a few exceptions, records and the lyrical content of this sorto." ^ -,
for their understatement and lack of
liner notes have tended to give the im
A playful good humour, nevei' self-hat
pression that all rock artists are reso ing, always perceptive and gentle, is one" -stridency. "Hyway Song" is a tuneful,
perceptive pieee about the come-what-'
lutely ar)d conventionally hetero and that of the lovely qualities of this album.

Gay Rock
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perience may well have decided him to j
take out American citizenship as,he did]
in the forties.
From here on in, his life story was I
mainly one of the king collecting laurels]
and tributes. Whilst pushing his own fron-[
tiers out to take in new forms which he]
had not tried before (opera, libretto, film]
commentaries, travel books) his published]
poetry was assured of an immediate mar-1
ket. In 1956 he became Professor of]
Poetry at Oxford. In 1957 the Feltrinelli]
prize enabled him to buy his house in|
Kirchstetten. Both Oxford and London]
University were to award him honorary]
Dr Lits, despite the attempts of those]
who tried to write him off when he left]
England.
His poetry is the poetry of the intellect. I
Behind airhost everything he wrote there
is ari argument. His massive vocabulary !
was deployed not so much to set a mood,
as to explain a point, to reveal the work
ings of a ‘character's mind. Arid yet he I
was seldom pretentious once his first
youthful outpourings were past. He cpuld
be grave and thetorical, or he could be
keenly witty. His poetry slipped comfort
ably from one style to another, assisted |
by a dry sense of humour.
Whatever particular aspect of his varied I
vyriting appeals to you most, his light hu
mourous verses, his psychological insight, I
his figurative originality, it is to him that-]
we owe the salvation of British poetry f
from the machinations of obscurantist |
bank clerks.
And for that much alone, we must |
thank him.
—Michael Mason [Reprinted from^l
Gay News, No 34, England].

may, ready-for-anything mentality of -a
lot of young hithchikers. "Mocha Almond
Boy"' is a small, perfect jewel of a song
with the clear, hauntirtg beauty of a tune
by Dowland or Byrd, and with lyrics that |
convey deep tenderness in a few words.
In each of the love songs on the album,
eroticism is suffused with an uncloying
sweetness, arxl, most important and per
haps rarest of all, with a clear and benevo
lent vision of the other person involved.
For sheer musical value. Many Hand \
Band is consistently appealing; it is Rpbison's musicianship i^ tc h carries h ir f T ^
and the listener — along as smoothly as a
magic carpet. Stylistically (though one
shouldn't make comparisons with' such
a unique performer) there is
resem 
blance to Donovan at his best. The many
voices and instrumentals are almost all
Robison's, and he really can make them |
sound like a "many hand bandl"
A sensitive, gqod-looking guy and ja
fine musician whose songs are as openly
gay as he is — a rare phenomenon in the
rampantly commercial, equivocal field o f '
popular music — Robison is a poet among
, poseurs.
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Y e t, Confidon it not so uniwerseily success ...tell theoMwom en'ander the tin rooft,
ful in his posed poems as in the Dream that life can be better. '■
Work prose poems. Some lines come off that love is the only value,
annoyingly cute: "my. leaping heart is a when the bombs break their tulips
kangaroo/ I live in the land of the when the shells kill their lovers.
boomerang." (p. 29) And the whole
Come on Harry, give a little,
"Icarus" poem' i^ somewhat pompous help us, we don't want to die,
and stilted for someone trying to move / don't want to jum p out o f the Ritz Tower\
out of the library (Ovid is quoted in
Latin).
[Both o f these , books are availetdeX
Congdon sometimes seems overly grim ~[¡y /na// from. Gay L ib Book Se/v/ce/ see
— particularly in his over-posed photo listing elsewhere in. this issue.]
graphs — sort of set pieces for some
leather bar. Someone might misread him
EGO
as tedious. They would miss» the con
tinuous humor. Pedestrian humor, for
If enemies amputate
■
“
instance: on "Motorcycle Day, Detroit
both hands and arms,
claimed that automobiles were more effec
I still walk
tive in fighting the population explosion
across a summer ground,
and, legless, I can see
because of the higher death rate in cars
the world revolve^
which ban hold as many as six or eight
Blind, my mouth will sing
peopip,.." (Dream Work, 29) Also meta
beyond
my eyes.
physical humor; as he says, "What do you
the Judy Garland, Bette Davis, Jacqueline
Tongue tom out,
mean,
'W
hyT
It
was
a
joke,
that's
all.
No
jpnassis queens.)y^he clubs (Entre Nous,
I shall hear
meaning. Why look- for a philosophy,an
Viikings, Bucks) provide a little glamor,
the season turn.
aesthetic, or anything like that? It was
excitement and sex~that the rnembers
When I am deaf'
great,
and doing it made it great. They
to my own cries,'
would otherwise never find. Four or five
and the visions
carried it off. That's all.''.(lb., p. 32)
years ago I met someone now very active
in my own mind chill,
Firtally, something should be said ain one of the clubs.. We went to his
this heart will beat
'
bout the influence of Harry Crosby.
room, which was unendurably small, bare
like'th'e world's own clock.
Black
Sun
was
the
name
Crosby
used
for
and sad. He had only a bottle of gin for
And when for want of winding
the press he and his wife Caresse Crosby
comfort. Today he's much "happier,"
the works run down,
ran during the twenties. They took the
having found .friends, companionship and
no man dies;
name from the Egyptian Book o f the
meaning in the Bucks.
it's the ^orld that stops.
Dead and were themselves sun worship
Kirby Congdon explores the tedium in
pers. In 'Shadows o f the Sun, Crosby
industrial society. H is-"O ffice " poem
. —Kirby Congdon
wrote that the sun was "the only thing
from Black Sun
captures "Fluorescenttubes,abluestorm's
in life that does not disillusion." (The
light, / [which] illuminate the calm/ of
[P o em s b y K irb y C o n a d o n heve a p p e a re d in
Crosbys published parts of Finnegan's
square, glassed-in rooms." (Black Sun, 37)
Coy S unshine N o s. 7 , 8, lO . 11]
In a review of Hunter Thompson's Hell's 'Wake, another funeral work, and the
first edition of Hart Crane's Bridge).
Angels, Congdon wrote that 'There are
Harry Crosby committed suicide in .1929
times in our lives and corners in our
Robert Durand. The Ages o f J. Christ
in New York City; he was found in his
characters when we would like to be a
opher Books. 1819 Sycamore Canyon
studio with the body of a young woman.
Hell's Angel ourselvSe because much of
Road, Santa Barbara 93108. 1973. $2.50|
Each had been shot through the head
society is alienated not only from its
with a pistol found in Harry's hand.
machine culture but from its laws, its
Reviewed by Robert Peters
During this ceremony. Hart Crane was
pressures, and its anonymity, all of which
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Dream' Work by Kirby Congdon. Cycle
Press, 18 Warren PI., Brooklyn, N .Y.
1970.
paper.
Black Sun by Kirby Congdon. Pilot Press,
P.O. Box 2662, Grand Rapids, Mich.
49501.1973 $4.50 hardcover.
Reviewed by CHariey Shively
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Kirby C.ongdon writes ^ ë try , he says,
for the general intelligent reader and
about contemporary* things in both emo
tion and idea." .Forgoing panor«¡l, acaxiemic or parlor poetry, Congdon cel
ébrate» "the motorcycle ‘as strongly rep
résentative of our acceptance of, dejight
in, or reservations about contempbra/V
technology."
The big theme in both Dream Work
and Black Sun is the melding of death
ar>d sex - particularly through the motor-'
cycle. "Sex is not confined," he says,
to the practices of the bedroom, but is
ail life, all activity and all thought — and
all images." And death sharpens, focuses
any man instincitvely rebels against."
sex in-ene rushing orgasmic p o in t.— a
(Magazine 4, 44) Away Jrom the regimen
moment of truth.
—
tation, mass industry, mass society, we
I half remember a motorcycle death
can find a consuming reality, a unique
from my high school days in Ohio.
separateness and singleness, ultimately
Going up a "dangerous" curve on State
alone — through death. Black Sun pro
Route 4 from Hamilton to Middletown,
vides a sign/symbol/power/cleaning/puririding beside my lover in a 55 baby-blue
f y in g :__
Chevrolet, taking a friend home, we saw
whether consumed by public use
a motorcyclist speeding the opposite way.
or smouldering from its own inward decay,
When we came back a few minutes later,
all life, in its holy concentration, burns
there was the wreck, the police, the
(p. 44)
ambulance, and the curious crowd. He
was dead, had been thrown from the
cycle; his body hit an oncoming car.-lstill wonder, half fantasy having that sex
symbol/cyclist explode on the hood of
our car.
Death has a neatriess, certainly denied
other relationships. Congdon writes in
Dream Work of "that beauty, that famil
iarity, and the ease that accompanies a*
man's grace wherrlife takes on the impor
tance and intensity of death...and death,
in turn, takes on-tne casual familiarity
and expendability of life." (p.40) For .
instance, what would we think of John
F . Kennedy if he were alive today? Isn't
half — if not all — of his charm in the
K irby C ongdon
blood and guns at Dallas? Or the very gay
Writing with a total attention, Congdon
poet Frank O'Hara, struck dead by a
achieves an extraordinary tension in Dream
dune buggy -on Fire Island. Both men
Work. When I read the prose-poems, I
were in their forties; they could have
was totally captured. For instance, "Jaglived twice as long as they did. Would
annath" (also printed in Black Sun) held
they be the legends they are if they had
me in awful wonder. The hero mastur
died later? In Black Sun Congdon writes:
bates with his mirror before the ul
"And the dying and the dead...had more
timate time on a hilltop when he qplls
meaning than existence itself..." (p. 42)
the trigger to the gun up his ass as he
For a time I had a motorcyclist lover
comes. "His pain lifted him out of him
(around 1964), who came dressed in per
self, his brain a rtiass of shapeless fire, a
fect leather to fuck me once a week.^
molten; boiling sto n e 'o f hideous, sen
don't recall him offering me a ride on the
sitivity and feeling that swarmed over
bike; actually I don't think he wanted to
him and advanced and retreated like the
be seen with me. But.he did like tucking
sun moving in and out of focus, or like
and was generous (he gave me a co 9kingtimer I still have). His name was "D erek,"’ galaxies of tim e' itself exploding and
shrinking in the slow nsotions of astro
he said, and he had many adv'éntbrous
nomical speeds. In time, before -the sun
stories about his travelling life. The other
itself had set, he died."
-life he led was as a social worker, doing
Many of the poeQQ^ sustain a'compar
some dreary and meaningless analysis of
able level of- intensity. "Ego" weaves
why welfare recipients were so shiftless
irnage, meanjog and rhythm effortlessly
or something of that sort.
towards the winding down. When I first
I've often noticed the same contrast
read "Ego" in Congdon's earlier Jugger-.
between the gay cycle clubs in Boston
and- their runs as I sayv in Derek; th e ir' naut (1966), I gasped iii vyonder. 'T h e
Lo t" (also in Black Sun) captures goldenlives aré hopelessly conviehtional, tiring
rods in some trolley tracks in honey
and tedious comprared to their leather
suckle caves into arv evening "gray, grave."
fantasies. (Of course, the same is true of

I

with Crosby's mother and wife at a.
This impressive book is about the be-1
play; they went to Crosby's studio im-'
ginning, fruition and end of a remarkable
mediately. Crane wrote a friend, "The
relationship between two -men of some
terrible shock of Harry Crosby's suicide
threw.me flat." Crane followed him in what differing ages 'and temperaments.
While not overtly gay, the poems can
1932 by leaping into the sea.
We don't often talk about suicide, ex read as a symbolic working out of the I
speaker's double, or doppelganger. One ]
cept to lament or deplore it or to study
thinks of poems by Morgenstern and I
ways to stop it. Such' moralism is quaint
Rilke. The poems are sexual, though, and
and crankish — perhaps effective in the
celebrate an intense, beautiful affair be
way Alcoholics Anonymous is effective.
tween an older and a younger man. J., the
The motor-cyclie, gun, or other suicide
younger, is the masculine; the speaker
weapon give the human victim some
('*!"), the.older, is the feminine counter
human freedom; one can choose death
part. The cycle Irangs together much as a
rather than be driven to it or be caught
unawares. An outwitting of the universe.""
does, starting with the meeting of
the friends and continuing on to dis-1
(Cf. Albert Camus, Myth of Sisyphus)
turbances from other males and females,
Certainly do-gooders get short shrift in
Dream Work. Congdon calls them "in  until, finally, the affair ^ d s , the friends
separate, and " I" is left wTiFfTlis dreams. |
dividualists" who stand_outside the wire
Only-occasionally does " I" outdo J. In
prison fence waiting to "help." "1 and
"Codpiece" both compete to see who can
my. friendsare beyond help," the narrator
make the most impressive codpiece. J's is |
says, "but they do not see that. Nor do
they realize that once ybu enter, there is of the Medusa complete, with writhing
snakes. I's is a facsimile of Michelangelo's I
no way out. Instead...to gain entrance to
the prison has about it the sense of priv-' Creation. J; doesn't Tike being outdone. ~
The deterioration of the friendship hap
ilege." (p. 55)
Granting that we cannot’ allow our pens in a remarkable poem, "The Con- ]
selves to become spectators to life with jure Room" in which a murderous sala
mander (symbofizing J's cruelty, to I)
out being ultimately part of that life (or
develops out of I's penis and balls:
death), I would raise some questions
about Congdon's strategy for facing IT.
In motorcycles,-in guns, in his sun, and in
poetry, Congdon worships power. The
sun is admired in its ability to melt meh
and wax. And power is often represented
by thè penis of a tough, tight-lipped
man — his come melting, exploding,
burning wax on the rocks. Congdon has
many man to man scenes ("Orgy," for
example), but there is no kissing, no suck;
ing, (ittle embracing — and fucking seemT
more a chore than fun. The leather-chain
costumes now coming more into vogue
in our community represent a similar adrhiration of power and "manliness" over
love. (It would be gratuitous to point
out how ob'vibusly short-changing this is
for worqen or for men who want to b e ,
woman-identified.)
I don't mean to foist my fantasy on
someone else, but my fantasy makes it
very hard to groove on Congdon's. My
fantasy is fovPT an illumination of -the
boredom and’ fndifference of the uni-,
verse with, feeling, and want and warmth
** for others. In a poem "Hart Crane, Harry
Crosby," John Wieners writes,
'

'(

'
From outof my genitals a large yellow and green
spotted salamander's head
flowered with frightening
realism.,I hesitated'
to touch it and called
out to J. But no answer
came. And I
-u.-..
couldn't turn afound.
Black legs
from
my testes while forelegs
-climbed upon my chest
The room continued to waft
and the salamander's head^ ■
swayed back and forth before my face.
The relationship is over. In the final |
poem, " I" dreams that J. is a tree and
that he (I) is a vine winding around him. |
Durand writes succinctly arid, with con
siderable poetic skill. Any reader, whether I
specifically interested in poetry as sucHJ
or not, will find The Ages o f J. intelligentj
and fascinating. Copies may be ordered |
directly from'Christopher Books.
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of prison life (ethe loss of idehtity. A guy
Dear Gay Sunahilie:
Brottpf' Don; ■'
—
' '
Don Jackson's article "Gay L ib vs Gay
realizes that he is changing and figures
Last night I read your article "G ay L ib
Busine» in Gay Sunshine\ip. 19 is a very
that those who are bn the outside are
vs. 'Gay Business (Gay Sunshine No. 19)
- changing also. Fear and loneliness are con pleasant surprise. A t this moment in time
with cotttiderable interest and respect. I
the Advocate seems to be really very in-, would ' quarrel with only one of your
stantly with him.
_
sensitive to so many issues in the whole
The romanticized, fictionalized and
many points, buTTI think, a significant
gay commuaity. < ag,ree with so much bf
commercialized viewr of the homosexTial
one: your statement that "ttw Advocate's
your perceptive analysis ,of that publi.uin_prison, perpetrated by the writers of
distaste for those who have sex in toilets
catipn.
-, —
the homosexual scene, is one big ripoff.
and bushes is also a class issue...'jl and
Forced sex and gang rape are the excepI would like to make some additional
your explanation"that lack of privacy at
tipn not the usual. It was definitely not
comments. The Advocate's lack of any
home or money with which to rent ex
a. problem at Danbury F .C .I. or at most
concept how to handle the Houston mur pensive. rooms amor^ poor gays is the
federal prisons. At Danbury the law of
reason for sex in toilets and bushes won't
ders really appalls me. Does the Advo
supply and demand seems to work out
in mV opinion, wash. I know a good
cate stop to cortcern itself with the real
pretty well. One of the guys took on 39 -human issue of the boys involved; what
w lidly middle-class gays and even a few
men the first week he was there.
brought, these young men to seek atten
"aristocrats" who regularly enjoy sex in
G A Y P R IS O N ER $
Homosexuality is tolerated. There are
tion, affection and perhaps love of a
semi-public places. I would assume from
several areas of the yard where we were
I Dear G ay Sunshine:
p e r» n who ultimately killed them. What
conversations with them (non-threatening
of the society in „which a human being
The interview with Christopher Isher- allowed to sit on thegrrssand strip to our
ones, since I make'no moral judgements
I wood (Gay Sunshine No. 19) was beau shorts. One area was-known as "Muscle canm t be honest about sexuality? In on sex in toilets etc.) that the reasons for
stead of an editorial and many articles
tiful. Dòn Jackson's article was excel Beach." T h is is where the "muscle freal»"
such pleasure at great risk to their res
about the S&M implications of the Hous
lent. The photographs by Friedkin are work out during the good weather and
pectability, let alone their livelihoods,
ton murders, what about an investiga-'
fantastic. In fact, m y -o n ly complaint take their "girlfriends" for some gentle
are psychological.
"
tive ‘journalism article into the vyhole
is that the editors of Surfshine, probably petting. Officially, homosexual activities
B ut other than ..that paragraph, which
problem of young gays. The people of
because they have never spent any time are forbidden and \he most obvious are
smacked of special pleading, I thought
the.Advocate seem unable to really grasp
in prison, continue to let a few self housed together in the same building. —
your article perceptive and a hopeful
their potential role in helping the gay
serving and whining homosexual prison at their request or for tfieir own protec
.sign that Gay Surtshirte tnay be moving
ers continue to use their pages, giving tion. No prisoner was forced to house
middle-class, to understand the~ struggle
out of its political closet. Are you familiar
for identity in young people today. Does
youi^ readers a didionest picture of the there as long as they kept their nose
with Thè Villaga Yo/c.e? They occasionally
I realities of prison
the Advocate really care, or do they - expose gay rip-offs and-manage in-depth
clean. The truth is that the officials igI'm 24 years old. Puerto Rican. Born m re a heH of a lot of obvious scoring and
really think only of the' sex object ex
investigative reporting of politiicans and
I and raised in New Y o rk and have spent pairing off. You probably get more hassle
ploitation of beautiful young bodies?
their behavior. For' instance, the latest
close to five years in prisons. From one on the street over art obv'ious affair than
I am also angered about their blindness
issue has a letter to the editor from a Mr.
of the most brutal, " L a Pringessa" in we did. The laundry on Saturday \yas a
on the question of the great tragic fire of
Levinson who rather sarcastically wbtidets
San Juan to the classic "country club," regular orgy. Another guy used to'hold oNew Orleans. "They profess to be in
why The Voice never attacks the root of
the federal correctional institute at Dan pen house every night in the toilet and
charge -of the fund raising efforts. Yet
such corruption as Watergate: our greèd
bury, Connecticut: Recently in your
take on all comers. It was common know they do almost nothing to move towards
based capitalist economic system. I was
pages statements were made that'are com- ledge to even some of the hacks that Ed
creating a sense of community around
glad to see that you also recognize those
(my prison lover) and I were making it.
pletely false. If I may give a few instances;
this important event in gay America.
roots and are aware of The Advocate's
Unless yo,u step on them, most prisoners
There is a lack of.focus on the human
¡(from the Endersby article in Number 19)
dilemma.
tend to mind their own business. It’s
issues surrounding the fire; for example,
There is, of course, no solution. It may
|" G a y inmates are treated like second
called "doing your own time.'*
who were the people burned -to death?
be ettcouraging to note small changes; i.e.
■class citizens." My response: So are
The only hassle that Ed and I had was
Castro Street in San Francisco fifteen
The limited points of view at the Advo
"straight" prisoners. "G ay inmates are
cate have prevented a focus on the whole
treated like women." My response: Only -'«'hen a gay turned us in and we were
years ago was a lower-middle class neigh
caught. The punishment was seven days
problem surrounding the bar scene and
borhood. Today it is a gay area. But these
I if they adopt the mannerisms'of women.
m a strip cell. When a discussion came
the related personal ' stories that could
encouragements are shallow at best. T o
"Gay inmates are not the ones who rape."
up about assigning us to the same cell,
emerge.
be entrenched in our society is to be
I My response: I will give an example to
one of the hacks was overheard to re
You really did' hit home on the issue
capitalistic and by definition capitatifm
Ithe contrary;
mark; "If Wild ‘[E'd] can keep that
of prisons. Even when Jrob Colff [news
exploits and furthermore requires a "have
A young friend of mine was being
fucking troublemaker happy, put them
editor of the Advocate] visited an in
not" element in order to survive. You
I locked up in a detention center here.in
in the same cell." Sorhe punishment!
stitution, he^failed to sense the desperate
noted this in your article when you
New York. He was aware of its repuI'm sure that Ed will agree that over and
needs of thè inmates. The Advocate has
stated the reason for bourgeois hostility
Itation for brutality and rape. Hoping
over we found more compassion from
been forced (or shamed) into printing
we need increasingly larger numTiers bf
to escape the worst he claimed to be
"straights."
token prison related material. Perhaps
consumers. Or wars.
I homosexual and asked to be segregated
With you in the struggle for justice and
they will understand the gay prison issue
Gay Sunshine provides an increasingly
■with the other homosexual prisoners. On peace. Con amour y carino me quedo.
in a few more years. Will it be too late?
broader platform through which to pro
j.the street my friend had had many
—Luis Corrado.
Despite their so-called interest, the besL '<test. The quality of its literature con
Ihomosexual friends and expected that
Brooklyn, N .Y.
reporting about aversion therapy and be
stantly improves. For those with literary
Ihere he would find kindness. The kid was
havior modification on gays is not being
interests the paper is a blessing. I am per
|17! Within an hour of being locked up
G A Y LIB VS G A Y B U SIN ESS
covered by the Advocate. Zodiac and
sonally heartened by the publication of
|he was approached by an older homoEarth News Services carry articles con--., your article and the editor's note, espec
Dear G av Sunshine:
isexual ""drag queen" who was being
stanti y ; very seldom does any of it find its
iaily because your article was reasoned,
I
would
like
to
make
a
few.comments
Iheld for mugging and stabbing one of
way into the pages of the Advocate.
without
rancor, and clearly sincere. (I
on Don Jackson's article "Gay Lib vs.
Ihis clients. This homosexual -pulled a
The last several issues of the Advocate
think
a
lot
of gay lib protest is rhetorical
Gay Business" (Issue.No. 19).
■razor on my young friend and forced
sadden me; they are really bad. Actually
and self-serving.) Awareness and discus
Although
there
-are
many
gays
in
|h1m to go down on him. After that he
Numbers 119, 120 andT2’1 reached new
sion of the problems rampant in the
prison for crimes against -property (I am
■forced the kid to go down on several of
lows in gay journalism. Freshmen jour
various elements of the gay community
such
a
person)
it
is
absurd
to
assume
that
Ithe other homosexual prisoners chargnalists with two semester hours of in
may not provide solutions. And the more
ing them a pack of cigarettes. Not one -ju si because a person is gay he can say
vestigative reporting could 'outdistance
one exarnines the extent of x>ur corrup-.
"What
the
helll
I
am
gay
so
I
might
as
Ihomosexual on the tier raised a voice to
the Advocate crew.
tio.n the more one may^ retreat into
well break all the laws. Soorier or later
[protest. And I can Assure you that this
Solutions
lie
in
alternatives.
Sunshine,
trivolousness or bitterness (camp and
-they-(the pigs)_will bust me for sucking
[is not an ikilated case.Liberator and Fag Baa are far superior to drugs), both of which are human but non
.
cock
anyway.'.'
Nets
do~noT
own
YheThe Endersby article goes on to say,
the Advocate, and they seem to^be sur
productive, and in any" long run, ribf
patent on crime or criminal affairs. In
"Jailhouse punks have plenty of cusviving for the moment. Is there any
pleasurable.
sh'brt,
some
gay
people
are
criminally
Itomers but very few, jf any, friends."
charge that Sunshine can glow into an
Much is rotten in this country. Ouf
IMy response: If that is True, then I inclined and their choice of bed part-, alternative to the Advocate! Also impor
foreign policy is imperialistic. Our elec
ners
has
nothing
to
do
with
it.
I feel very ashamed of my brothers in
tant is gay consciousness raising in other
tive processes are manipulated. Our edu
"Gays" that seek to rape other in
[prison who have turned their backs on
underground and above ground media.
cational processes are financially depleted
mates were totally unheard of by me,
■this human being.'A man who probably
So keep firing away at the Advocate.
And while it may be convenient to scape
until
I
read
this
articlej^_T^
inmate
Inpeds friends more than most. This selfPerhaps they will make some changes
goat that evil presence in the White House,
social structure (that damn convict code
Irighteous statement is especially galling
in their dull sexist format and middle
he really is not to blame. Our system
again) will not allbw gay inibj^jes to get
[because I was a "jailhouse punk." And it
class format.
inherently corrupt. Until that system
away with such an act.’’'G a y inmates
[was a "dirty old jocker" who spent the
Love and Kisses,
r
- provides for an equitable distribution of
realize (unless they are totally insane)
■last two years in Danbury teaching me
—Jamie Green
our resources, the corruption can only
that they cannot go arourxf "wreaking
jtp read and write English and more imLos Ar»geles
spread, bringirtg with it more social chaos
I portent, to aopept what I am and be a vengeance on het society by raping straight
Revolutionaries,
of course, are depending
boys" and expect to live very long. Het
[man. The brother who wrote the aron that.
inmates will not tolerate such an act.
Iticle I am criticizing puts down this type
[ Ed. Note: In response to this brother's
I would hope that you could examine
Don Jackson mentioned the down and
I of relationship. But I'm willing to bet
question, can "Sunshine grow into’- an
local
government, that you could expand
out
gay
that
wanted
to
be
brought
back
[that I got more out of this relationship
alternative to the Advocate!" We cer your reviews of cultural events. And if
to jail,so that he vvould have something
[with a 50 year old "jocker" than he has
tainly thirik it is important that there
may make a suggestion to you personally
to eat and a place to sleep. That is
[from all his relationships with his "broèxist gay publications oriented away from
I hop« you can find the energy to narrow
nothing new, but it has nothing to do
Ithers." He writes a page long article and
the capitalist gay business scene,' We
your approach. You mentioned several
with Gay Liberation. Once again, hets
[never mentions, the word love.
'believe Sunshine is one such alternative.
areas; "gay nomads" and the systematic
don't own the patent on institutionalized
- I do not iti^erid tSTninii^He the bruIf- we are to expand, publish more fre
exclusion of khown gays from employ
ex-cons.
People
that
become
institution
[tality, the petfiness or degredation of
quently and do more investigative report-,’ ment. What is needed is research and
alized forfeit freedom, peace of rnind,
[prison. Much of what happens in prison
ing, we need the financial support of gay
informative, descriptive, documented ar
human dignity, personal achievement and
[ir'cru el, I admit that they serve no purpeople who believe in our kind of jour
tides. You may find that many "estabgain
very
little
in
return,
That
doesn't
[pose. Young guys starved for any kind of
nalism. We have little incomtie coming in .lished" gays won't take-crap any longer
make prison a cool place to be; that
[affection or stimulatioiTare penned up in
from ads, the traditiorial mainstay of pub
(Some of the nicest p«bple are boycott
simply makes the perspn that allows
[a brutal environment. These are guys that
lications like the Advocate. Please take
ing Safeway). Older, established gays
himself to become that way a very
[have become convinced by the pattern of
out a subscription, sponsoring if possible,
need iriformation. Stim ulatejnd challenge
beaten
person,
and
certainly
to
be
pitied.
[failure in their'lives that they are losers
and help Sunshine grow.].
’■them with doe resp«ot, (I say this ¿e
—
Ronald
Endersby
No.
33368
[They are isolated from family; friends
Salem, Oregon'
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
[and society. One of the cruelest aspects
■r
L.
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LETTERS
I cause the tbne of your article was never
Icontemptuous as gay lib ^articles often
I are) and you may be surprised by affir;
Imative responses. I know an awful lot of
|gay older men who are fed up with booze.
And don't, please, get hung up on the
I reactionary responses your bold article
I may provoke.
—John Dolan
■—
San Francisco
K U D M FR O M C O LO M B IA

■L
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iD ear Gay Sunshine:
Thank you very much for the copy of
iGay Sunshine -you sent me. It is such an
lexciting newspaper that I can't help subI scribing U>. it.
Obviously you must be aware of the
|erK>rmous importance your newspaper
land gay publications in general have.
[They bring relief and even happiness
Iwhen one is young and guilty. They
I help one cope with anxiety, confusion
I ar>d depression. They hejp to change desI tructive attitudes because what once seemjed to be a terrible and personal sin and
(exclusively "mine" starts to emerge simI ply as another aspect of this life.
There is no homosexual organization
I in my country, and it is hard to believe
there ever will be. Thé famous "mach
ismo'^ reigns supreme. A great many of
us ir e too busy trying to* prove to our
selves and to others that we are hungry
hetert^xuals, partly because we feel a
nervous disease in the presence of other
males which we cannot (or don't want
to) fully explain but which we probably
recognize subconsciously. The great\majority of Latin Americans are rulfed by
generals who enjoy being tough and murIderouSi Generally speaking, gentleness is
(taboo, and only a great amount of
(tim e will change that. '
Lastly, I have to tell you I feel so
(grateful to you and to all the people
(whose courage make possiblepubKcations
Mike Gey Sunshine. We certainly seem to
be heading for a "Brave New World," I
hope your fantastic newspaper lasts forI ever.
—Daniel Rey
Bogota, Colombia

OAY UB BOOK SERVICE
Box 4 d 3 ^ $ .E C at 94140
BOOKS

0

I OUT OF THE CLOSETS: VOICES OF PAY LIBERA
TION. Edited by Karla Jay & Alien Young. 13.95 paper.
Anthology o f essays, interviews, rnanifestos. Highly recom
mended.-- -•!

1

and G. Ni^uera. 1973. $3.95 paper. Anthology of artides,
photos.
—^
HOMOSEXUAL OPpi^SSlON AND LIBERATION by.
Dennis Altman.
Superb^writing on the crystallization
of gay liberation consciousness' $1.65 psgrer.
□ GREAT GAY IN THE MORNING. $1.75 paMr. One
group’s approach to cgmmunal I’ving and sexual poutics.

P ER S O N A LS

POBTRY

LJ,WE a r e a l l l e s b ia n s , a gay women's poetry anthology. t2. paper (just • published)
,
□ THE MALE MUSE A Gay Poetry Anth'ology, edited
by -Ian Young. 40 poets, including Ginsberg, Goodniiui,
Wieners, NorM, Jonathan Williams etc. $3.95 paper. Highly
recommended.
---- ----------------. '
□ THE FALL OF AMERICA by Allen Ginsberg. Poems from
1966 on. $2.50 ps4>er.
,□ SELECTED POEMS by John Wieners. $3.95 paper. Many
'gay poems incL See review, Coy Sunshine No. 16.

(TWO FRIENDS, together fhre year», aged
124 A 34,,'executive statue with countryj
(home in midland area o f Gt. Britain,
«k correspondence link with similar
(pair in California with view to exchange.
holidaysin 74/75. Cranka need not apply.
D J. Wright, 1 Heyfields Cottages, Tittenaoir Rd., Tittenaor, SUffs, ST12 9HG,
(England.
AR'TIST.^biaex. m» 22, “attractive,” livM
on remote ithinil w. several very nice
GAY CALENDAR '74: The Perfect Gift straights, m ai^ animals, pony. 1 love na
for Xmas- Moet unusual gay calendar for ture, fantasy, music,, and children. J4y
I’74, done in beautiful color. Send $1.50 heroes: W.B. Yeats, Bume-JonM, Tchai-.
(money order to Gay Calendar *74, 340 kovricy. Looking for friends —anyone out
(Jones St. No. 3104, San Francisco, Calif. there? Write me at: Patrick; P.O. Box 181-,
Friday Harbor, Wash. 98250.
94102.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11

held in San Francisco on the occasion of
a benefit showing of the film by the San
Francisco Police Department. The demon
stration, coordinated by Helping Hands
Community Center, was held in front of
the theater at the Palace of Fine Arts,
where the film was being shown.]
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GAY SUNSHINB STAFF p u ts.o u t the
paper you .are reading. We need coinr
mitted. cfMtive m gs to work with us.
CaU 824-3184: T.O,Box 40897. San Fran-'
ciaco, Cai.'94140. Aiticlea, graphics for
iMue No. .21 should 1^ ssnt in by March
i^lsL 19^4, We sponaor the -Oey Libera
tion Boofc’ Service (see listing elsewhere
in this Issue).

s.f. cal.
45

G SELECTED POEMS by Larry Eigner. $2.50 paper. Strong,,
open poetry.
'
□ BEa CK s u n Selected Poems by Kirby Congdon $4.50'
hardcover, (see review Issue No. 20)
□ DREAM WORK by Kirby Congdon. Motorcycle, leathei
poems. $2.95 paper.
□ LESBIAN/WOMAN by Del Martin if Phyllis Lyon. $1.50 '^^^W ashington gay poets: BONING UP by Terence Winch,
paper (and $7.95 hardcover). Personal account by two ' sR le K S by Ed Cox, SHE’S A JIM DANDY by Susan
founders of gay women's liberation movement.
Baker, HIGH THERE by Tun D l u ^ , THESE DAYS by
Lee LaHy. All 5 books for $5 (or separately $1 each).
GMP by Gertrude Stein. 1st U.S. edition. Includes her “A
Long Gay Book.’’ Stein on homosexuality in her cubist
Q
MANROOT No. 8. (Spring 1973) A special womanhood,
style. $3.45 paper.
iasne. Poetry $1.50 paper.
ON AMPHETAMINE AND ^ EUROPE. VoL 3 of
□ MANROOT No. 9 . First rate poetry by various poets (DimTaylor Mead’s diary-poems. 1968 ed. $5 paper.
con, Cocteau, Genet, etc. $1.50 paper.
□ THE PARIS AND NEW YORK DIARIES by Ned Rorem
G CANCER IN MY LEFT BALL by John Giorno. Includes
The odyssey of a gay artist. See review in Issue No. 17.
long poems “Vajra Kisses” and “Cum” $2.95 paper.
$2.45 paper.
G SAPPHO ',’71 by Harriette Frances. . Collection of gay
□ SCRJBENING THE SEXES Homosexuality in the Movies by
women’s poetry Be drawings. $2.50 paper.
>
Parker Tyler. Avant-garde, campy film criticism. $4.95 paper
G ANDY by Robert Gluck. Poetry, with erotic drawings by
Edward Aulerich. $2 paper (See review Issue No. 20)
□ THE QUEENS VERNACULAR; .^Gay Lexicon by Bruce
□ LOOKING AT WOMEN Poems by Fran winant $1
Rodgers. $3.50 paper. Gay slang past & present.
12,000
□ THE HART CRANE VOYAGES by Hu nee Voelcker. $2
□ GAY SUNSHINE PACKET No. 1. 12 back issues of Gay
paper. Poetic translations of Crane’s nx love poems to Emil
Sunshine paper (Nos. 8-19} $6
“
Opffer follow a survey o f his earlier love affairs.
□ GAY SUNSHINE PACKET No. 2. Five rare back issues of
□ SONGS FOR THE REVOLUTION by Hunce Voelcker.
Gay Sunshine paper. (Nos. 2,4-7). $5'
Sonnets. $1.25 paper.
□
LOGAN by .Hunce Voelcker. $1.50 paper. Poetic story of
Cash with ordet, please. California residents add 5% sale tax.
two boys, lovers, giving birth to a poetic son, a poem.
P^tage included. Please allow 3-6 weeks. Make check or money
□ SOME GREEN MOTHS Poems by Ian Young. $2 paper.
order payable to Gay Suhshine. Minimum mail order: $3.
Overseas: add 50c/hard cover, 25c/soft cover for postage.

FILM REVIEW

GROUPS

jfiiwmDSIi b o y ,-22, wiU visit Calif.
IC entnl Americsi, Spring '74. If you are
I batweep 18 and 80 A interested in riding,
I sailing,' music, Sex orsotoeBring^^lae,
Ipleaae answer soon. Sixten Aroaenlus,
t Psrkistan 11, 582 46 Linköping. Sweden,

( p r i s o n e r desires correspondence. John- PRISONER desires to correspond with all
(ny Angelo Rocco A52274, Rm. 6240, PO people kind enough to write. Will answer
I Box AE, San Luis Obiqio, Ca. 93409. all letters for which 1 have a stamp. Fred
Landit, No. 526926, Box 777, Monroe,
TJ '
( g a y f e m a l e desires to meet same Wash. 98272.
(who digs togetherness and friendship,
(age 23-35. Reply to PO Box 33, TUlicum, YOU can restore joy. A prisoner’s, life is
nothing but a shadow. Please write: Don
[Wash. 98492.
Avey, Box B-51137, F-146, C.T.F. Cent.
(LOVING, hip, witty, hedonistic, viya Soledad, Cal. 93960. Will answer all.
(cioSs, ^assionateT ~hon-passive, w/m, ait | (5 ’8”, 156 wants to share his time, affec- HERN^ANOS^. 'Chicanos & Puerto Rican
(tion with men-who crave intimacy & di- prisoners. Gay or straight. Radical-or
(venity of interests (theatrical, musical, weightlifter. Write where your bead is at
(cinematic, artistic, epicurean). Appear- and let’s get together. Con amour y carino
( ance & age unimportant. Correspondence me quedo. Luis Corrado, Box 1274, GPO
|(esp. via cassette), ok. Ramon Garcia, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11202.
|c /o Gay Surtshine address. 824-5091.S.F.
PRISONER seeks bbrrespdTtidence. Steven
12799, PO Box 747, Starke, Fla. 32091
( g a y BROTHER seeks contact with
(people, groups working thru a 'gay/fem*(inist, anarchist perspective. David Darby, VEDANTA — I am interested in hearing
(l755‘'N. Cambridge, No. 309, Milwaukee, from gay men interested in Vedanta and/
or Theosophy. David Jon-Mikel, 2441
(Wis. 53202.
Jackson, S.F. 94115
IBLACK MALE, 29, gay wants to corres- GAY ITALIAN prisoner, 26, 6’1” , 175,
(pond with people of any origin. Richard
(Stewart B2I601, PO Box AE, San Luis black hair, blue eyes, educated w. many
interests, seeks a job offer & a place to
( Obispo, Cal. 93409.
live upon near -future release. Need
I NEED work, will-consider anything rea- writing relationship to be started. Frank
I sonable, especially waiter, busboy. Roger; Selleck 34624-136, PO Box 4000«.Spring( age 22, S.F. Contact mec/o Gay Sunshine. field, Mo. 65802.

EYE PRAISE
I love your eyes;
in my dreams
my breath is on your pants ,
fluctuating seashell
ihy hand in on the zipper
starfish opening a shell
my hand petting your jock
blue tun warming a salty ocean.

self objectionable, but in the context of
the movie's system of values, we are not
being congr^ulated.
Early in the investigation, Dern proves
himself totally callow and inept. But
T H E M A L E M USE
. because he, like Matthau, is typical of the
SUBSCRIBE TO FAG RAG
I Dear Gay Sunshine:
"cool" uninvolved movie hero, which
Gay Liberation Newspaper
I wake up to be drowned by
I have e comment to offer on the quesstudio executives would like to think
the sight of your naked backI tions raised by Andy Dvosin in his re
American youth want to see and emulate,
Fag Rag is pQw..a quarterly. $5 buys
shoulder blades the arched wings
view of The Male Muse (GaySunshine.No.
you a lifetime subscription. And if you
we are asked to forgive him his thought
subscribe, we can also offer you a com of a compassionate eagle
19): "Is it that gay poets lag behind the
less quips about gays, women and blacks.
who will not let me show pity as
plete set of back issues for $1 more ($2
vanguard of the movement in degree, of
One of the bus victim s'is an attractive,
I indulge in Hrm fleshed pain
for
non-subscribers).
Fag
Rag
will
be
self-pride attained? ....D o poets.....need
young lesbian woman, tn questioning her
sent free to incarcerated brothers in the muscles of your bi^k a map to my.
someone'simpler, younger, even straighter
roommate, a vivacious young nurse, about
prisons, hospitals and the armed forces.
fingers I
I to love?"
the victim’s male friends, he is told that
my eyes watched by your laughing eyes.
F
A
G
RA
G
I> too, no ticed 'the proliferation of
she never went out with men. Then he
Box 331, Kenmore Station
(blond, bjue-eyed innocents etc. “tn the
—R. Daniel Evans
impertinently inquires about the nurse's
Boston, Mass. 02215.
(poetry. I agree with Dvosin’s ideological
sexual attitudes and she exits with the
(stance. However, I submit, that, if forced
line, "I don't think that's any of your
(to commit their lusts, fantasies, desires
business." Dern reports to the sergéant
(to paper, most people would emerge as
that the woman was "a happily married
(less liberated than, they "are thought or
dyke." But to appease the het sensibility^
¡thin k thamselves^o be.' ' . .—
of the movie audierx:e, the nur^ TsAigain
— ------—Michael O'Connor
accosted by Dern, and there is the sexist
New York City
comparison of her legs to the shapely
carvings o f table supports.
G A Y V ID E O
Matthau has a somewhat complaisantDear Gay Sunshine:
line
about, homosexuals now getting out
In conjunction with a gay information
of their closets and demonstrating in the
and referral service now operating in Van
couver on a.communal basis, I am putting . streets. Naturally, there is no real hint
of what gay militancy is all about.
I together a gay media centre.
I understand that there are several
One of the^projects in mind is to pro
more- -films planned in the .Hollywood
duce high quality gay oriented T .V . and
factories about "homosexual murders."
radio programs as well as phonograph
Obviously,-we cannot let The Laughing
records. Programs would be both fic
Policeman get by without a strong protest.
tional and non fictional in content. OpThe Gay Media Coalition, recently
erfiting in conjunction with the production service ,would be "a library to pro- (i. formed in Los Angeles, has already met
with executives of all the major tele
vide resource material to groups and to
vision networks and film producers and
handle the distribution of the programs
has asked that scripts arxl films by sub
we make as well as programs «fade
mitted to a review board of gay people,
I available to,us by other grolips.
‘
H n t G A Y T IM E S eontt in your m ailbox every Ofhet wm M S n ip off th« g«v brown wrapper e n d e*,x>te
for approval. But Twentieth Century Fox
yoPTMlf to every etpecf of 9 ey life d u e your eye» to the exd tin g page» of igpeual photos, o rg n m ic art
I would, like gay groups or people who
w o rk, ero tic fictio n , tim elv erticles en d in tlm ete personal ath. G A Y T IM E S is the quatity entertainment
aixl Stuart Rosenborg (who are so im
peper that shows you what gay life is all about. S U B S C R IB E T O D A Y !
I are now or going to be producing video
pressed with the film that they are plann
F IR S T C L A S S S A T C S
I Sam pla copy fo r $ 1 .0 0
TH M «f> «LA SS’ llA T 8 S *
[ tapes, radio‘programs, recordings etc. to
I I lO iia u a r t o r S 7 8 0
( I to »SM » for $ 8 0 0
( I 7 « iw u « f o r S 1 7 > }
ing a sequel) have cancelled meeting with
( 1 2 « iw uet for SB 75
I please write and let us know about yqu.
P w 'S iy orOari a O d - Ù M to F in i Claw A n e
the
Gay
Media
Coalition,
fearing
adverse
This service is now operating on a'_
N A M E ______
publicity. If continuing effort» prove
I non-profit basis and we are' now apply
AD D RESS.
ing for a charter from the British Colombia ineffective, then we must take up the
C I T Y ________
w
je
picket
line
at
our
local
movie
theatres
I governnjent.
»
Signature that you are over 16
everywhere..
>
' '
* *
(sign here) _ _
________
—Steve Tuna
.
‘
—Lee Atwell
'Uranian Image
, »The O eytwnes Coiwpewy 13234 Sh orm eii W ay. S u ite •
N o rtti H ottyw ooB. CeU ferm e 91606
*S o rry .liw t aw can’ t euarantre T h ire O s w O rlivw v
752 East 17th Av.enue
[On December 12th, 1973 a demonstra
‘ • • • • • • • • • • e e e e e o e e o o u e o o e
Vancouver 10, B.C. Canada.
tion against the Laughing Policeman was

I
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’ PAO ÈSS

rm

ATTRACTIVE ^ y , early 30’s, tall slen
der, sensitive, intelligent, non-materialistic, active/passive; into: music (from
baroque ,to rock and Penderecki), art,
theatre, poetry, mysticism, creative writ
ing, nature, natural food. Seeks other
gay guys with similar interests for lasting
(friendship, sex. Age and appearancq are
(not priorities, but trust, sensitivity and
(non-materialism are. No one niters or
(phone freaks, please. Write me in detail
(o/o Gay Sunshine, Box 40397, Ad A, San
1Francisco, Cal. 94140, or phone c/o 8243184, evenings only. .

HBt^lNO HANDS GAY COMMUNITY
CENTER. 226 Turk St., S.F. 11 a.m.11 p:m. Legal assiitence; free bell project^
drop-in center with free coffee, tea, aoup;
Oay Alliance etaffs Center & meete thete.
Publishee free paper, Qny Crusaded. Hous
ing also offered.[(415) 771-336B'

LA V EN D ER U

Lavender U.; a University for Gay Wo
men and men commenced classes in
Juiuary, 19>74. According to the cata
logue, “ Uie purpose of Lavender U. is to
EAST BAY GAY. 1437 Harrison, Oak
provide gay women and' men (and others
land. Oay Switchboard,. 2-11 p.m. 893exploring gay feelings) the opportunity
1019. Housing, referrals, counseling, gay
to share their knowledge, skills and ex
social events, etc. Call for information.
periences in a inipportive educational and
social environment.”
«JOIN HANDS is -a group of gay people
Over forty coaraes are being offered
'writing to gay prisoners. New people are
initially, to be held mostly -in homes.
in'vited to get involved. P.O. Box 42242,
Small fees, when required, are paid dir
S .F.'94142. 648-0668
ectly to _the teacher. Courses offered
GOLDEN GATE LIBERA'nON HOUSE
for the January-February session include:
and EMMAUS OAY SWITCHBOARD.
' Female-Identified Meta[9iysics; Women
934 Page St., S.F. 863-2480
Poets; Lesbian Air Collective; Women’s
Raps; Gay Writers’ Workshops; Women’s
GAY MEN’S PSYCHODRAMA meets at
Weekend Workshop; Gay literature I:
..
■ Prometheus in Palo
Myths; M odyn Dance: MY8tjciBm:~Thc
Point oi Life', PeraohU Jewelry aking; • “^’Thursday, 8 pm. 401 Florence. 328-6137.
Gay Chrsitian Love and Hope; Encounter
Group for Men over 35.
All courses are listed in the Lavender U
UNITED GAY CHICANOS conducU gay
Catalogue. To be placed on the mailing
prisoner program. P.O. Box 60397, Ter•list for one year, send $1 to Lavender U
mnial Annex, L.A. Cal. 90060. 666-5638.
121 Leavenworth, San Francisco, Cal.
after 6 pm. . -,
94102., or phone 864-8205,, ex. 29.
(answering service)
PRISONER PAROLE PROBATION Pro
gram is conducted by the Gay Commu
nity Services Center, 1614 Wilshire Bvd.
L.A., Cal. 90014. Write for details.
GA'Y CENTER FOR ,SCX:iAL SERVICES'
2250 B. St., San Diego, Cal. 92102.
GAY TRANSIENT Referral & Informa
tion Centre, 752 E. 17th Av'e. Vancouver
lOT^.C. Canada. 874-4152. Dieter Grapp,
Coordinator.-'

P A P E IIB A C K

PRISONER’ w. 23, wants to correspond
w. drag queens & 'TS/TV. Mark Jack’son,
Rm. 2358, Box AE, San Luis Obispo,
Calif. 93409.

K A R M A C IR C U IT /H O T E L

T llA F F IC

N IRVAN A

The first American edition of Karma
Circuit by Harold Norse, with a preface

ED

BLACK PRISONERS want to corres
pond. Stinet Watson 137-045, 25, 6’3”,
180 & Vernon Kirk 135-710, 26. 6’2”,
165. PO Box 69, London, Ohio 43140.

WELL FASHIONED young Platoni.stseeks
Dion as ever. You see what the imagina
tion brings. But seeking other young men FUORI. Italian gay liberation paper. Over
or boys for- education & the common seas subs welcome. Casella Postale 147,
POSTURAL integration for gay people, j'ourneyings of friendship. There is much 10100 Torino Centrale, Italy. "
A 10 session radical body therapy that to tell. Please write for the nonce:' D.
breaks down connective tissue. Com? Sweet, Koenigsallee 36, 1 , Berlin 33. GAY SUNSHINE wants your ad in our
bined with Reichian breathing, acupuncpaper. With a circulak/bn growing steadily
.ture massage. People’s rates, bai<ter, trade
and distribution throughout the U.S.- we
Jay Nassberg, S.F. 626-2216 (try often) TAURUS Studios all male nude calen feel your message will reach a' sizeable
dar for 1974. 8 W x 11 . Photographed inBLACK Male, 29, prisoner, wants to tropical settings. Send $15 (postpaid) to portion of the gay community. Personal
ad rates are listed below. For information
correspond with any gay person. Richard Taurus Studios, P.O. Box 2204, Miami,
on our display ad rates at “ people’s
Stewart B21601, Box AE, No. 6255, Florida 33101
prices,” call 415-824-3184, or. write to
San Luis Obispo, Cal. 93409.
the paper at the address above.
SPONTANEOUS ERECnONS! Simple
* I LONELY white male^ 30, Sagittarius, formula! $1 Box 4937-GS, Yuma, Az.
LETTER FROM THE JOINT (with pho
*prisoner,'wants to drirresporfd. Gene Wag
ner, 221036, Box 777 Monroe, Wash.
THE MALE MUSE: First contemporary tos). $2. Times Square Studio, Box 687,
98272.
gay poetry anthology. Edited by Toronto New York, N.Y. 10036 (State over 21)
poet, Ian Youpg. 40 poets: Wiener»;
FREE PHOTO and brochures. Nude male
PRISONER, 26, seeks gay correspondent Ginsberg, Duncan, Mariah, Goodman;
who eqjoys sharing thoughts, ideas. No more. $3.95 paperback, $7.95 hardcover. beauty in quality selections: books, pho
age barrier. Harry Mungin 027671, Q-3 The Crossing Press, 'Trumansburg,' N.Y. tos, films, slides; from many popular sour
ces. Indicate over 18, send to: RAMON,
E-4. PO Box 747, Starke, Fla. 32091. 14886. Also available from Gay Sunshine.
Dept. GSJ2, Box 511, Artesia, Cal. 9070-1
Catalog No. 2 out: $1
DEADLINE MARCH 1st SE24DPAYMENT WITH C8UX3L ' 50 CTilTS PER LINE
“ LOVE IS” Bumper Stickers. 3/$1.00
^
• --------- ->
P.O. Boi( 1976, Miami Beach, Fla. 33139

by the poet has just been published by
Panjandrum Press, S.F. This book was
extremely well received in England when
first published there in 1967. Some of
the poems in this volume will be available
in this country for the first time.
This will be followed in Spring by the
City Lights publication of Norse’s Selected
Poems, titled Hotel Nirvana. Both of
(hese books will be reviewed later in Gay

Sunshine.
Karma Circuit is available through City -

Lights and Panjandrum, San Francisco;,
also through Gay Sunshine for $3.25
postpai4An interview with poet Harold Norse
was published in Gay Sunshine No. 18.
Copies of this issue are still available for
50 cents each, postpaid, from the paper,
address above.

HENRY HAIGHT
Memorial Emporium
ANTIQUES » Various T rips
teOB

HAIOHT

ANNEX 1812 HAIOHT
SAN FRANCISCO
TELEPHONE
8 8 3 - 0 3 3 '7

BRRE TO BE OBERI!

im

PLACE ONE LEITER OF PUNCTUA'nON SPACE IN.EACH BOX
USB CAPTTALS FC« FlREr WORD
NAME.

-

PHOTO SUPPLIES
1364Hai^tSt
San Francisco, Ca 94117
552-2862. .
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T H E F E C U N D A T IN G S T IN G

dressed to kill
I walked in
dressed
in silver and leather
kind-a
tike-a high-speed dragster
in top gear
feeling hot-and-charged
I looked good
I thought
doingm'y mcworcycle strut;
when tnis skinny man
in a candy-cane shirt
stops me.
1 was strutting so heavy,
, feeling butch and mean,
that I almost
plowed the guy
down.
But,
he strongholds me
and screams,
Hqney,
<
ain’t you the.pits!
Where do yoii think you’re from?
I’m from Hollywood,
glam-capital of the world
You could sure use some tips,
not that I’ll spare any.
First of all,
—
don’t wear leather and chains;
wear latne, silver lame.
And,
your make-up is all wrong,
it’s far too plain.
What you need
is bright red stars
around your eyes
I used to wear them
all the time
until .everyone
copied me.
Take my advice
you’ll look fine in stars.
Alsq, Sweets
get some rhinestones
to cover up
all those spots '
that are
far too visible.
Dear,
I can see
you’ve tried;
/'• •
out you are a shambles;
Actually,
Oh well,
can you spare a dime
so I can buy
■ another dry
gin-fizz?”
/

/ —Lee M. Balan

what do you gain
by dressing like a g^psy?
you’ll be the same
Be I ’ll hover round

like a bee waiting ,
for the cover to be
lifted from a pot
of honey.
smear
your loins with
panther fat, stuff
grapes into your
cockplace, rob
a gallery, steal
jewels, murder met

'

—Robert Peters

FRAGMENTS

.

How can 1 reach with my fingers
thru your brow into the solar plexus
turn your loins inwa/d like a woman’s
outward like a man’s show you.^with the lone blue light of my nipples
the hollow castle within your labyrinth
a wreck enjoined with bulls’ heads
and stuccofalling facades of multibreated
clay figurines
And shoot your sperm inward
ride the course of the spine
upward upward outw^d thru the brow
a lone light wandering the rings of space
earth and her sun a dying nova;
the fantasy of dying myths:
the long saints the dark couplings
dead all dead figures of votive captivity
Eyes blinded by the progeny of unfiltered night
seei^g.no more idols no more men women
bat voices voiCesf" voices
implanted in the seed of the Serpent
waiting wandering breathing with you
dn the tailend of unejaculated sperm
I wait for these loins to grasp your fragments
—Kenneth Lee
November, 1973

NO ONE LOVES
No one loves you like an empty house
to live in, to move through
to fill it up to its seams.

ROOM

No one loves you likeToiir walls
to cluttër with pictures
to angle furniture up to.

we go into after getting out of car
morning walk up stairs
when we sit, fall

No one loves you like shadows
to try to outrun, to race,
to see if you can step through.

touching, just touching
blood goes to where it will then
stillness between legs, neck relaxes
veins: arms, legs cock
body inside has curves, places wet

No one loves you like bodies
to get tanged up in,
to come, to be undone.

'

—Paul Mariah
■THREE IN THE MORNING
The stillness is thick.
Dark covers door and.comer —
the wall a blind gallery:
paintings w thout fraihi or face.
You are awake
while others sleep.
This is the time,
^
moment only you share,
when you unbutton your shirt,
touch your chest"^
your hand an earth in itself
moving so sure, so slow.
Light rises between your fingers.
'

—Ed Cox

'

—Ed Cox

I WONDER IF VERLAINE HELD RIMBAUD
1 wonder if Verlaine held Rimbaud
like this, slowly rocking the troubled head, wild with curls.
(Rimbaud murmured,
Verlaine merely smiled
as a wind rose to set them
walking from the park,
.
■
far from the stars that drove
'- ■
poor Arthur into another’s arms.)
In our room-------------- 7^ ---- 7
a'mushroom candle
flickers in the corner,
keeping.Night
dt a safe distance.
.
(Outside,
the humans keep to themselves,
sometimes pressing their
noses to the glass.)
—Wayne McNeill

